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From the Spanish Civil War 
to the Fall of France: 

Lufbvaffe Lessons Learned and Applied 

PETER H. OPPENHEIMER 

Operation Magic Fbe (28 July 1936 - 29 March 1939) 

H ermann Wring proclaimed the existence of the reconstructed 
German -Me on 10 March 1935.1 Within eighteen 

months, the new Lujiwajge embarked upon Operation Magic Fire, a 
program to assist the Nationalists in the Spanish Civil War. The 
war, which broke out in the summer of 1936, provided Hitler with 
an excellent oppommity to distract Ewpean attention from his 
machinations elsewhere on the Continent while at the same time 
enabling the fledgling Lujiwajge to field test its air warfare doctrine 
and equipment in military action.2 The h@w@e learned much 
from the Spanish War in the way of strategy, tactics, logistics, and 
operations. These lessons were reinforced by the Polish Campaign 
in September 1939 and applied in Scandinavia, the Low Countries, 
a d  France in 1940. 

Condor Legion was the name given to the German military units 
dispatched in November 1936 to fight in Spain. The task of this 
paper is to address issues .sumund'mg the Condor Legion in Spain. 
Specifically, what lessons did the b@wq&e learn fiom the Spanish 
War? What was the role of the Condor Legion in that war? Was the 
L@w@e helped or hampered by the experience of the Spanish 
Civil War? Did the Spanish War play a decisive lole in influencing 
the La@wa$e operational doctrine that contributed to Gemany's 
defeat in World War II? By answering these questions, I hope to 
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show that the Spanish War pmvided ambiguous benefits to the 
nascent LufMMe. Although the Condor Legion involvement in 
Spain proved an invaluable training and testing oppoxtunity, the 
lessons it taught were occasionally interpreted erroneously. On the, 
whole, however, the Condor Legion experience in Spain 
established a wellspring of variegated experience from which the 
L@@e was to draw heavily at the beginning of the Second 
World War. 

Small Beginnings 

On 18 July 1936, Adolf Hitler approved the Spanish ~ationalist- 
request for military assistance in the civil war that had begun one 
day earlier? Withln ten days, twenty Junker Ju52s had been 
dispatched to Spain, flown by Lufhansa (Germany's commercial 
airline) pilots and Lufhvaffe volunteers. Shortly themifter, six 
Heinkel He51 biplane fighters were shipped to Spain, along with 
twenty 20mm flak guns.4 Although many historians have claimed 
that Germany entered the Spanish conflict without reservation, this 
is untrue. Hitler supported Franco over the objections of every 
ministry in his govemment.s However, the initial German assistance 
was restricted in both men and materiel. Indeed, only 85 Lqfwde  
volunteen were sent originally to serve in Spain under the 
command of Major General Hugo Sperre, and the designated 
mission explicitly excluded dimt military participation in combat 
operations.6 The FreMIlige (volunteers) released from the Lqfwde  
were under orden only to Spanish men to fly the German, 
planes. In less than a week, however, one of the Spanish trainees 
killed himself and destroyed a plane, while two other Spaniards 
crashed on their first mission? Because of these mishaps, the 
German pilots sought and received permission to fly combat 
missions.* 

The international reaction to German intervention in Spain was 
both immediate and hostile. Great Britain lodged a formal protest 
against the German volunteers and began to support the Spanish 
Republicans.9 The Soviet Union subscribed to a French non- 
intervention plan in principle, but then demanded that Gemany 
immediately cease aid, and began to aid the Republicans 
themselves.10 W&g, h a a g  succumbed to Hitler's desire ta 
intewene in Spain, demanded that the expand ye! 
faster,ll 

Hitler's true r e a m  for inkwen@ in Spain bad M e  to do with 
Franco's need of assistance or the simple desire to test and develop 
military equipment; rather, they were strategic.12 A Nationalist- 
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controlled Spain, as Antony Beevor points out, "would present a 
threat to France's rear as well as the British route to the Suez 
CanalanalWn The= was also the tempting possibility of U-Boat bases 
on Spain's Atlantic coast (Spanish ports were actually used 
occasionally by the Germans during World War 11). Hitler also 
viewed the war as a way to forge the Axis with Italy while 
distracting Mussolini's attention from Austria and the Balkans. The 
idea of the war as a testing ground for German equipment was 
secondary at best. Yet as the equipment initially provided to the 
Legion demonstrated itself deficient, Berlin responded by supplying 
new, untested aircraft.ls Spain became a testing ground for the 
L q f t w ~ e  by chance, not design. 

In Spain, the M o r  Legion was divided into six parts: a 
command staff (S/88), one bomber wing with three squadrons of 
Ju52s (Kf88); one fighter wing with three squadrons of HeSls 
(J/88), a reconnaissance squadron of twelve He70s and four heavy 
flak batteries of 88mm guns (A/88), two 20mm light flak batteries 
@/88), and a communications detachment &n/88).15 

Pre-Spanish Civil War Lufhvqge Doctrine 

The airwar theoreticians most influential in the West in the 1920s 
and the 1930s were Douhet in Italy, Mitchell in the U.S.A, and 
Trenchard in England. Basically, these men' postulated that 
airplanes could be the decisive factor in the next major war. The air 
provided a third dimension in which the static mnch warfare of 
World War I could be avoided16 The essence of their idea lay in 
"strategic" bombing. Countries would possess large numbers of 
long-range bombers capable of destroying the enemy's cities and in- 
dustrial base. Large-scale destruction would quickly lead to the 
collapse of the enemy's economy, the demoralization of his people, 
and a quick end to the war. Inherent in this theory was the belief 
that "the bomber always gets through." In other words, fast, long- 
range, heavily armed bombers were invincible and unstoppable. 
Some of Douhet's extreme adhe~nts even claimed that air warfare 
made the m y  and navy superfluous.17 

Germany's aimar visionary during this period was Walther 
Wever, head of the Lajht@e until his death in 1936. Wever 
studied Douhet's teachings but believed that a broadly based air 
strategy was superior to "strategic" bombing.18 and he argued that 
the air force should complement the m y  and navy.19 His death left 
the Lz@wafe with less capable men in charge. Nonetheless, the 
doctrirre governing Lqfwqfe air power was formulated by Wever 
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before he died. Fundamentally, the three military services were to 
cooperate in order to achieve the foremost goal of any war, that of 
destroying the enemy armed forces. "It is the task of the air force in 
leading the war in the air within the wider h e w o r k  of the whole 
war to serve this goal'% More specifically, Lyfhv@endienst- 
vorschrjF 16: LufrRriegsjWwag (La&va#e Service Regulation 16: 
Conduct of the Air War) laid down three points: (1) subjugation of 
the enemy air force in order to acheive and maintain air superiority; 
(2) support of the army and navy; (3) attack against the enemy 
industry.= 

These three points implied that the La&v@e should destroy the 
enemy air force over its own territory, if possible when it was still 
on the ground. For good measure aircraft factories, ground 
installations, and air fields weR also to be bombed. Secondly, 
support of the army was critical. Bombers were to clear the way for 
tanks and infantry by destroying depots, harassing enemy troops, 
and disrupting communications. Already, ~~@endiensfvor- 
s c h p  16 hinted at the fume subordination of the La&va#e to the 
Amy. Once these two primary tasks 'had been accomplished, 
airplanes were to bomb production centers, food supplies, 
railroads, ports, traffic centers, military recruiting centers, and 
govement administrative centers.z 

L@wufe dochine presumed that the defense of the homeland 
would be the ~ m ~ ~ t y  of the flak batteries. This was not 
nearsighted daydmming. Prewar anti-aircraft units were highly 
trained and extremely effective, perhaps the best in EuropeY 
Therefore, the pmaiption for aircraft production prior to the 
Spanish War, based on the assumption that fighters were not 
required for homeland defense, was three bombers to every 
fighter? When, as a result of the Spanish War, Colonel Emst 
Udet, head of the L@va#e's technical department and Office of 
Air Armament, decided to change the L@wa#e's force structure 
from a three bomber to one fighter ratio to two bomber to one 
fighter ratio, it was for purely offensive reasons.= As far as 
Gennan naval air theory was concerned, an independent naval air 
arm was to be created, consisting of floatplanes, flying boats, and 
naval fighter planes.% This arm would cooperate with the Navy, 
both offensively and defensively. Inexplicably, no aircraft caniers 
were completed by the Germans, although two were planned and 
construction on the GrufZeppelin was begun. This strategic error 
indicated the myopia of the Navy general staff, which did not 
expect a general war until 1943-44, the landlocked nature of 
German air power thinking, and the fierce interservice rivalry with- 
in the Wehmcht (armed services). 
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The psychological component of air warfm was not neglected by 
f.a#tw@e theorists. As eariy as 1933, the -q@e began to plan 
for war. Most strategists argued that the next war would be total, 
entailing the complete mobilization of the civilian population and the 
engagement of al l  the country's resources. Under these conditions, 
many people argued that the unity created by the Nazis would better 
enable Germany to withstand an all-out struggle. Terror bombing of 
cities by the L@wq@e would result in the collapse of the enemy's 
morale and his consequent surrender. 'k same people assumed 
that a totalitarian society like National Socialist Germany would 
more easily endure bombing attacks than the fractured societies of 
France and Britain. This attitude oriented h&v@e thinking 
throughout the 1930's.n 

In spite of the explicit air power d0chi.m laid out by Wever in 
f.a#tw@endienstvorschr@ 16, the Lqfhvae had little opportunity 
to field test its aircraft and theory in the years between its inception 
in 1933 and the beginning of the Spanish War in 1936. Thus, the 
f.a#tw@e's overriding theory was "to employ maximum forces at 
the decisive point of the battle.'% The course of the battle would 
necessarily dictate changes in both strategy and tactics, but this was 
something the LyFvHe was prepad to do. 

Tactical Lessons b r n  the Spanish Civil War 

It was in the realm of tactics, among other areas, that the 
Germany military excelled, and it was in the realm of air tactics that 
the hjhvafe  benefitted the most fmm the Spanish War. The key 
individual in this a m  was Werner Wldefs. huing the Spanish 
War, Mlilders grasped the change in airwar brought about by the 
monoplane's increased speed and maneuverability, and he 
developed the Rotte and SchwMn fighter formation (called the 
finger-four by the British and Americans), which in one form or 
another is still in use today. Instead of the World War I fighter 
group locked in tight wing-to-wing "V" formation, the Rotte 
consisted of two planes, one tailing the other to protect the lead 
plane's rear?' A Schwarm consisted of two Rottes, and the S c h w m  
configuration mimicked that of the Rotte.30 When several of these 
units of four joined to make a S w e l  (squadron), the units were 
staggered at different altitudes as a means of mutual search and 
protecrion3l This formation possessed several advantages. The 
increased distances between the planes allowed for greater 
maneuverability and higher plane speeds. This in turn gave pilots 
gream ibibitity when confronting opponents and enabled them to 
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use their firepower more effectively against those opponents. 
The Spanish War also indicated how difficult it was for 

conventional bombers to hit targets both at day and night= This 
difficulty led the Lufhua$e command to favor the more accurate 
dive bomber over conventional bombers. The Germans' failure to 
develop an accurate bombsight further reinforced support for the 
dive bomber. Night attacks pointed to the difficulty of not only 
hitting targets, but finding them as well. As a consequence, the Lujl- 
w@e placed great emphasis on the development of navigational 
aids essential for bad weather and night operation. The ultimate 
result was the Knickebein system, first used in the Bade of Britain. 
Knickebein was a blind-bomb'i system which utilized radio 
direction to assist aerial navigation. 

Low-level attacks were another result of conventional bombing's 
inherent inaccuracy. A First World War development refined during 
the Spanish conflict, low-level attacks enabled pilots to judge their 
bombing runs more accurately and to conduct strafing attacks which 
demoralized enemy troops, dis~pted enemy communications, and 
pinpointed enemy artillery. The one great disadvantage of ground 
level attacks was that they exposed aircraft to ground fire. No less 
significantly, ground level attacks increased the chance of crashes 
since there was very little time for a pilot to deal with an engine 
stall, unexpected terrain features, or any similar disastrous surprise. 

The Spanish conflict revealed the importance of communications 
as well. The La&v@e realized that the signal corps needed to be 
equipped with radios to maintain close contact between air and 
ground forces. Furthermore, the new Rotte formation dictated an 
in- in the distance between planes. Although hand signals had 
sufficed in the past, German pilots perceived that air-to-air radio 
communications had become critical the success of the new 
tactics. 

Yet in order to understand the influence of the Spanish War on 
the -He, several other areas of air warfare tactics must be 
adihsed in greater detail. They are the development of close 
ground support of infantry by the Condor Legion, the evolution of 
fighter tactics, bombing, and reconnaissance. 

Close Ground Support 

Low-level attacks and close support of the infantry were tactics 
developed by Wolfrtun von Richthofen during the Spanish Civil 
War.= During the first battle of Madrid in 1936, Gennan air tactics 
proved inadequate, primarily because they were experimental.34 The 
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Legion acted as airborne artillery, bombing and strafing Republican 
strongpoints and then quickly fleeing? This proved ineffective. 
However, by functioning as airborne artillery, the Germans learned 
the importance of close coordination with the ground forees so as to 
avoid attacking friendly troops. The Legion developed extensive 
communications, linking planes and ground forces, to avoid just 
this danger. A Legion officer was assigned to the assault troops and 
linked by radio to the Legion Command Post. An advantageous 
relationship resulted. Because the Versailles Treaty had forbidden 
the Germans from having an air force, almost "all funue Luftwt@e 
officers, in the early p e w ,  had extensive training and experience 
in the infantry, artillery, or cavalry, and held a great knowledge and 
appreciation for the problems of ground commanders.'% In 
addition, National& mps often attached white panels to their 
backs so they could be easily identified from the air. When 
necessary, they used flares and smoke pots as well.37 
The equipment initially supplied to the Condor Legion also 

impelled close ground support. Condor Legion pilots soon 
discovered that their He51 biplanes were outclassed by the Russian 
Polikarpov 1-16 monoplanes and took pains to avoid direct combat 
amfmntatim.~ Momver, the Nationalists were deficient in 
artillery? As a dresult, the He51 was assigned the role of low-flying 
artillery in support of Nationalist infantry. 

Ground support tactics did not develop immediately, nor did they 
ever attain the simplicity of textbook formulation. Rather, 
experience illustrated the necessity of a flexible response to local 
conditions. The general pattern was for German 88mm guns to 
bombard enemy strongpoints, followed by bomber and fighter 
attacks. The infantry advanced directly behind the low-flying 
planes.& There were many variations of this basic pattern For 
instance, during the Battle of Brunete in July 1937, General Sperrle 
divided his squadron into four flights of two planes each. 
Successive flights swept in abreast of the enemy flak batteries, 
opening fire with their machine guns while still a good distance 
away. Over the batteries, they salvoed their bombs and pulled up as 
quickly as possible to avoid their own bomb blasts.41 It was 
essential to neuhake the enemy flak batteries because the 
cumbersome Ju52 bombers which followed the fighters were easy 
targets.42 Low altitude attacks also helped ensm that the Ju52s 
would not bomb friendly infantry. By dispatching successive relays 
of air attacks, the Legion wore down Republican defenses and 
shattered the morale of Republican forces.43 

In the North, t a a b  perfected during the atracks against the 
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Basques were put into practice. Heavy artillery and aerial 
bombardments destroyed the enemy defenses while Hell1 
bombers escorted by Bfl09s penetrated deep into Republican 
tenitory, bombing important enemy targets.44 During the Nationalist 
attack on Madrid in late 1936, the Republican chief of staff 
complained of the devastating air strikes launched against him. "The 
machine gun fire kept [his] men pinned to the ground to the point 
where they could not man their guns, and attacks in the rear caused 
great confusion"* 
Mass fornation of bombers was yet another revision of tactics 

prompted by the well-fortified enemy strong points in the Basque 
North. Because an attack by only one or two aircraft simply drove 
the enemy into his dugouts, safe to reappear after the planes had 
passed overhead, the Condor Legion pilots approached the enemy 
from the rear, dropping their bombs all at once. The combined 
explosive power of the bombs was often dicient  to destroy the 
fortified dugouts. This innovation the pilots dubbed, "the little 
man's bombapet."~ Thus carpet-bombing was born0 The talent 
for responding flexibly to local circumstances characterized the 
Legion's development of close ground suppolt tactics, and it cannot 
be emphasized strongly enough that Colonel von Richthofen 
deserves the primary credit for the development of these tactics. 

Evolution of Fighter Tactics 

F'ighter tactics in World War I were crude in form, constrained by 
the slow and unwieldy triplanes then available and limited by the 
lack of knowledge about aerial combat in general. As the war 
progressed, pilots gained experience, armaments were developed, 
and airplane designs advanced. But relative to World War 11, 
airplanes and tactics in World War I were primitive. Usually, each 
side massed its planes to maximize total firepower in twisting 
dogfights. With the advent of fast monoplanes, however, tactics 
changed to accommodate and exploit the improved capabiities of 
the single-winged aircraft. Raymond Proctor explains that 
monoplanes 

emphasized the elements of maneuver to m w e r  m formations. With 
speed d maneuver came dosure, and with it the need to sight the ene- 
my 6rst and to ptect the mlnerable tail areas. 80% of all aerial kills 
are attained with the aircraft shot down never knowing the enemy is 
there d the attack usually comes from dead to the rear (or the 6 
o'clock position). In the traditional formath the pilot of t8c rrow 
high-speed aircraft had far too much of his attention distracted by 
guarding against crashing mto his wingman and was thereby 
vdnemble to enemy atack.* 
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As a consequence of the increased vulnerability of the monoplane 
fighter, particularly when utilizing biplane tactics, Werner Mtildm 
devised the Rotte and Schwam configurations described above. Yet 
until the Condor Legion received advanced equipment, fighter 
tactics in Spain differed very little from those of World War I. 
Indeed, the slowness of the HeSls in comparison to the Russian 
monoplanes was not an overwhelming handicap in most instances. 
Only when the pilot of an He51 broke off combat with an enemy 
monoplane fighter did the relative slowness of his biplane become 
potentially fatal.49 

On 29 October 1936 the decision was made in Germany to send 
modem equipment to Spain, including the Bf109 monoplane 
fighter? The Bfl09 enabled the Condor Legion to drive the Soviet 
1-15s and 1-16s fnnn the skies, conclusively establishing German 
air superiority in Spain.51 The offensive and defensive advantages 
of Mtilder's finger-four fighter formation soon proved 
extraordinarily successN. Each Rotte, when necessary, could act 
as an independent entity in search, defense, and attack. Cooperation 
between two Rottes - as a S c h w m  - incxeasxl total firepower 
and visual protection When one Rorte was attacked, the other Rotte 
of the Schwarm, some 600 feet from its companion, was able to 
aun in on the enemy, bringing al l  its guns to bear. When attacking, 
the Rotte leader assumed the role of a gunship while his wingman 
flew in a "cone*' pattern to his rear, effectively protecting the lead 
plane's 6 o'clock positions2 The incmsed distance between the 
planes of a Rotte allowed the pilots to focus their attention on 
scanning the sky rather than on striving to maintain dose 
fomation.s3 

At times, He5ls were used as bait in Spain. The biplanes flew 
several thousand feet below a squadron of Bfl09s, which waited 
until Russian 1-16s attacked the He5ls. The 1-16s were then 
attacked by the Bfl09s. During an attack, the Bfl09 sought to dive 
from a superior altitude and pass the enemy aircraft from below, 
coming up behind the intended victim in his blind spot. If the pilot 
missed, he could use his diving velocity to escape with speed, or 
climb again and attempt another pass.% Another particularly 
innovative fighter tactic involved a good measure of foresight and a 
careful calculation of "aloft" time. Several Geman planes would 
circle in the sky near the Soviet airfields. Soon, Soviet fighters 
manbled to challenge the Condor Legion pilots, who intentionally 
stayed out of range until the Soviet interceptors ran low on fuel. 
Then, another Legion flight, carefully timed to arrive over the 
enemy airbase as the Soviet planes refueled, bombed and strafed the 
gmunded aircraft.55 Eventwlly, tlx Soviets nesponded with 
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appmpriate defensive measures, but not befoe they had lost 
many planes. 

Bombing 

The effectiveness of bombing in the Spanish Civil War remained 
uncertain and for that reason provided the Condor Legion with 
lessons of dubious value. Spain was an unusual war because by 
mid-1937 the Condor Legion had achieved an infrequently 
contested dominance of the air, an advantage rarely enjoyed by an 
air force. 

Throughout the war, German bomber pilots usually flew sorties 
without a fighter escort deep into enemy territory. The Republicans 
possessed little artillery, and what they had was generally 
ineffective. The M o m  to bomb the enemy, unhindered by 
opposition, either in the air or from the ground, led the Gemans to 
believe that a fast, heavily anned bomber was the decisive weapon 
in a military conflict involving aerial attacks. In many ways, the 
German experience seemed to support Douhet's concept of 
"strategic" bombing in that it illustrated the ability of umscorted 
bombers to penetrate deep into enemy tenitory and inflict great 
destruction in mass bombing attacks. Yet the Gemans did not 
enlarge upon Douhet's theory. Rather, they attempted to combine 
the elements of both fighters and bombers into one plane on the 
assumption that the resulting aircraft would be better than either of 
its ~ECWWIS.~~ Close grouud support tactics also wovered the de- 
sirability of combining both bombing and strafing capabilities into 
one airplane. In this way, the Germany military expenditures for the 
w e  could be economized, thus burdening the economy to a 
lesser degree. However, this was one of the many emneous 
lessons drawn from the Spanish Civil War experience. The German 
experience with daylight bombing, night bombing, dive bombing, 
and naval bombing must be more fully examined to explain the 
development of Legion bombing tactics in Spain 

From the beginning of the war, the Legion used classical 
bombing tactics, adapting their methods whenever necessary to 
meet local contingencies. Basically, classical tactics entail close 
ground support of friendly infantry, interdiction of enemy supplies, 
and bombing attacks against enemy strongholds, troop formation, 
transportation, and communications. Occasionally, fighter escorts 
were assigned to the bombers, but this became less necessary as the 
Legion attained air supremacy. During the attack on Bilbao in the 
summer of 1937: 
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German bombem and other air groups dropped heavy bombs in daily 
attacks, from morning till night, on hill positions. tunnels, command 
posts, arti l lq positions, and troop amcentcations. Also, they contin- 
ually bombed the passes north of Miravelles to intempt all braffic. All 
air p u p s  were orderrd not to bomb, under any  circumstance^, 
villages or populated areas9 

The latter order, forbidding the bombing of populated areas, was 
soon violated. Madrid was the first European capital city in history 
to suffer aerial bombardment. The Germans bombed most of the 
residential districts of the city in a vain attempt to break the morale 
of the civilian population According to Antony Beevor, this 
methodical experiment in psychological warfare "served only to 
make the populace more defiant158 The Stkz  was to alter that.59 
But until dive bombing received greater emphasis, the Germans 
concentrated on low altitude bombing runs to compensate for the 
difficulty Legion bomber crews encountenxi in accurately placing 
their bombs on target. Even if the Germans had possessed an 
accurate bombsight, it is unlikely that it would have made much 
difference. Bomber crews required exhaustive training to learn 
p~cision bombing, and the Condor Legion airmen could afford 
neither the time nor the effort for such training. Yet, because of the 
minimal opposition encountered by Legion aircraft, daylight 
bombing was very effective. The Heinkel Helll, a fast, heavily- 
armored medium bomber, anived in Spain in 1938 and admirably 
IWIled the role prescribed by the Spanish situations 

Because of the Helll's successful performance in Spain, the 
L@w@e deduced that the medium 'bomber could be impmved 
simply by designing a larger version. When the Ju52 demonstrated 
itself inadequate as a bomber,Gl the L@w@e Technical Office staff 
quested a plane that would both correct the deficiencies of the 
Ju52 and extend the capabilities of the Helll. More specifically, 
they ordered a medium bomber that: 

1) had a flight time of five rather than three hours 
2) had a bomb capacity of at least two tons 
3) had a fully glazed nose for better visibility 
4) had heavier armaments (i.e., moR defensive machine guns) 
5) had improved radios 
6) had a stronger landing gear and fuselage 
7) had larger engines to cope with the increased weight and to 

pv ide  improved flight performance. 
The plane ultimately developed was the Ju88, the so-called 

"super" medium bomber.62 Initially, this plane proved a failure, and 
saw little combat action in Spain.63 Nevertheless, the Lz#hy@e had 
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wed itself to the medium bomber umcept embodied by the Helll, 
a concept that though spectacularly successful in Spain, eventually 
contributed to the W q @ e  defkat several years later. 
Night bombing was practiced hfkpently in Spain due to the 

virtually insurmountable difficulties night operations posed. Yet 
during the early stages of the conflict, when the Republicans were 
still capable of mustering a significant fighter defense, General 
Spem decided to engage the enemy in hours of darkness 0nly.a 
Over Madrid the Legion bomber flights could gauge distances and 
destinations accurately because the mck traffic, upon which the city 
depended, was illuminated by its own headlights. Perceptively, 
Legion bombers struck when truck progress was slowed by 
bottlenecks at bridges and by the narrow roads of small towns. 
Weather permitting, the pilots -flew sorties every night. However, 
the results left no doubt that it was diflicult to hit small bridges with 
poor bomb sights at night. L@vq@e Chief of Staff Albert 
Kesselring, Walther Wever's successor, drew the obvious 
conclusion: night bombing was effective only when the crews 
possessed a high d e m  of discipline and technical competence.~ 
Night bombing was also extraordinarily demanding in terms of 

training, navigation, and mission execution. As a result, bomber 
research and development were directed towards two distinct goals. 
Men like Colonel Ernest Udet were convinced that every bomber 
should have a dive bombing capability. Others pushed L&wq@e 
scientists to experiment with radio dkztional systems to aid 
navigation and answer the problem of bombing at night and in poor 
weather conditions. To fulfill the l m r  goal, the K&ckebein system 
was developed and then tested for the first time in the Battle of 
Britain. The former goal, that of dive bombing, received a great 
deal more attention during the Spanish Civil War, where it was 
elaborated and refined. 

The Spanish Civil War suggested to the German Air Staff that 
dive bombing was the single most accurate bombing method. As 
elucidated above, the special circumstances that existed in Spain 
enabled the Condor Legion to operate virtually uncontested in the 
skies over the Iberian Peninsula. Moreover, the equipment with 
which the Legion was provided proved unsuitable for "strategic" 
bombing missions. At first, the Germans attempted to use the Ju52 
as a bomber, but it was slow and lumbering, and thus an extremely 
vulnerable target for Republican anti-aircraft batteries. Not until 
later, in 1937, did the Legion receive aircraft, such as the Helll, 
which was more adequate for "strategic" bomhipg missions. In any 
event, the unqualified success of close ground support operations 
underlined the need for an aircraft that could drop bombs with 
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pinpoint accuracy - something conventional bombers proved 
unable to do - so as not to scatter bombs on friendly forces. The 
plane that fulfilled these requirements was the Junker Ju87 dive 
bomber, fint used during the Battle of T e d  in 1938.66 The p l m  
had peculiarly angled wings which gave it the appearance of an ugly 
vulm, and f&vcZ,ge officers in Spain claimed that the Stuka 
could drop its bomb load within five meters of a target@ 

Wolfram von Richthofen discovered the Ju87 not only to be an 
actuate bomber but a psychologically demoralizing weapon as 
well. A technician suggested attaching sirens to the landing gear, a 
development which gave the Sfu&a its trademark whistling sound as 
it hurtled down on its target. khps moFe so than the bombs 
themselves, the Srukus' sirens scared Republican forces, sometimes 
creating such a panic that the troops abandoned their weapons and 
fled. As the Stuka proved the value of dive bombing, the emphasis 
in production in Germany shiffed toward the Ju87, conMng the 
belief among the military staff that the bomber was a tactical 
offensive weapon68 M i o n  bombii replaced "strategic" 
bombing for the in Spain, and this partially explains why 
the Air Staff neglected the development of a heavy, fourengine 
conventional bomber so sorely needed in later years. 

For the Germans, the stor) of naval bombing in the Spanish Civil 
War was characterized by minimal results. German naval air theory 
in the years 1935-1939 supported the idea of an independent naval 
air am with floatplanes, flying boats, and naval fighter planes 
cooperating directly with the Navy. However, the theory was rarely 
applied. Initially, land-based attacks by planes also proved 
ineffective. In late October 1936 Franco urged the Condor Legion 
to bomb Republican naval and supply ports. It did so with disap 
pointing results.@ Over a year later, in the Mediterranean, another 
attempt was made at maritime bombing to interdict Soviet shipping. 
This time the Condor Legion enjoyed greater success, its seaplanes 
raiding shipping at sea by day and in harbor by night. On France's 
orders, the maritime bombing attacks escalated into a full-scale 
offensive. As Willard C. Frank notes, "Raids became continuous, 
severely reduced the supplies needed to maintain the [Republican] 
civilian popdation, and did serve to undercut morale.'% By the end 
of the war in 1939, Italian and Geman aimaft had sunk 115 
Republican and 5 1 foreign merchant ships, a total equal to nearly 75 
percent of all enemy ships destroyed by two countries during 
the entire war. Another 225 bombing sorties duriog this period 
damaged or delayed many Republican cargoes, choking off a 
some of the besieged population's food, clothing, fuel and medical 
supplies and producing inaeased misery and despair. 
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Dive bombers were intended as the basic instrument of enemy 
shipping's destruction. However, the only plane available at the 
time, the Ju87, originally had only a one-hmdred mile operational 
radius, a factor which limited flight time. Legion pilots did ascertain 
that torpedo attacks and dive bombing were very promising.71 But 
the Lufnu&e developed neither a long-rang dive bomber nor a 
toIpedo bomber. The He59 and He115 floatplanes were intended to 
be torpedo bombers, but they never carried out an operation. The 
Germans were aware of their limitations, but because of their 
indif'ferent attitude, they failed to exploit the equipment at hand. The 
Air Staff believed that the larger German warships received 
adequate service from their Arado and Heinkel floatplanes. This 
helps to account for the nearsighted decision not to complete the 
Gennan aim& camier, the GrafZeppe1in.n In any case, the High 
Command in 1937-39 believed that war with Great Britain could be 
avoided, and men like Emst Udet did not believe that Germany 
would wage war against a maritime power like Great Britainn As a 
result of the madtime air war during the Spanish War, the Germans 
falsely deduced that ships underway did not need to fear aerial 
attack. Consequently, naval officers procrastinated dangerously on 
impmvements for shipboard anti-aircmft defenses?4 Overall, the 
Li&@e concluded that a separate naval air ann was unnecessary, 
and by 1940, it had begun to be reabsorbed into air force land- 
based squadrons. 

Reconnaissance was ultimately the most successful element of 
German naval air policy in Spain. Initially, reconnaissance, both 
over land and sea, was viewed negatively because of the scanty 
mulb obtained.75 It was believed m a  important to wear the 
Republicans down through comhal bombing. But this anti- 
reconnaissance attitude changed as the reportr obtained through 
aerial observation demonstrated their value. Observation planes 
located the enemy, thereby conserving resources by eliminating the 
wasteful practice of simply sending bombers on haphazardly 
planned and implemented missions. Given the nature of the 
conflict, with the great mobiity of ground forces, it was i m p o m  
to know the enemy's exact location at any given time. At the Battle 
of Brunete, Nationalist observation planes were sent aloft. Within 
thirty minutes of sighting the enemy concentrations, Legion 
bombers appeared to strike and W e  the Republican troops.76 
The Republican Air Force always made a great effort to shoot 

down the Nationalist reconnaissance craft, and these observation 
planes were forced to engage in evasive tactics to preserve 
themselves. As a general rule, observation planes were less heavily 
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armored and armed than combat aircraft Speed was most 
importaut. When attacked, the reconnaissance planes made for a 
cloudbank to hide. If none was available, the planes went into a 
dive to gain sufficient speed to escape their pursuer, or at least limit 
him to one attack. Another tactic practiced by the recomaissance 
planes was to begin firing their machine guns long before they were 
in range of enemy fighters, occasionally causing the enemy to break 
off his attack too early. "Considering its technical disadvantage, the 
Legion lost few moxmhmce planes.'m 

Logistics & Operations 

Mobility was the key logistical lesson taught the Lafhu&e by the 
Spanish War, The need for mobility had been demonstrated by the 
Italian military experience in Ethiopia in 1935-36. Mobility was 
frequently the key to the success of the Italian forces against the 
well-armed and well-trained Ethiopian Army. Yet, for the Germans 
in Spain, mobility meant more than just rapid deployment of men 
and equipment. It found its essence in ground-staff mobility.* The 
use of air transport and railroads to move entire unit installations 
quickly lay the groundwok for the Blitzkrieg as later practiced in 
Poland. The Wohnzug (railroad caravan) was the quintessential 
example of mobility in pmtice. The Wohnzug consisted of 
approximately eleven railway cars, two of which were locomotives 
attached at either end of the train, eliminating the need for tum- 
munds. One-third of the cars contained sleeping compartments for 
the officers and enlisted men At a moment's notice, the Wohnzug 
could be underway with al l  the squadmn's equipment and support 
pesoanel. The flight crews flew their planes to the next designated 
base of operations to await the rest of the railroad-transported 
squadron. By 1939, each Condor Legion squadron was also 
assigned two Ju52s to be used both as transports and as radio 
direction-finding stations.78 The Ju52s proved reliable workhorses, 
perfectly suited to the task which was set for them. 
In operations, the Condor Legion learned how important ground 

support personnel were, particularly in the inhospitable 
environment of Spain. The men who fueled the motors, tinkered 
with the engines, and replaced broken or damaged parts played an 
indispensable role in the Condor Legion. At lint, the Legion under- 
estimated the number of personnel required to care for the aircraft 
properly as well as the number of reserves needed to replace over- 
tired, injured, or killed front-line pilots. The exertions demanded of 
the men, including long, irregular horn hquently under harsh, 
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embled Condor Legion bombers to attack the Republicans virtually 
unmolested, there was little proof that a well-organized fighter 
defknse would be unable to check "strategic" bombers. 

The development of close &round support tactics arose naturally, 
then, from the peculiar situation in Spain, as did the emphasis 
placed on dive and medium bombers. Many other factors 
contributed to the course of these developments, but they were of a 
more secondary natu~~.  

On 1 May 1937 Richthofen wrote a letter to the L@@e High 
Command stating "Spanish ~at ionabt]  artillery is always late in 
arriving; it fires too slowly and too poorly to keep the enemy pinned 
down. The load of the battle rests with the flyers; first by inflicting 
casualties, second, by holding him down, making him run, 
destroying his spirit to fight, and hindering his resupply and 
reMorcement'w Here was a cogent summary of Condor Legion air 
doctrine as practiced in Spain. The air force, claimed Richthofen, 
bore the primary responsibility for executing the attack. Intrinsic to 
this belief was the desirability, indeed necessity, of close 
coordination between the m y  and the air force. The goal of the 
Legion flight elements was threefold: (1) seek out the enemy air 
force in order to remove the threat to the army, (2) attack the enemy 
army, harass his Wps, transport, and communications, and (3) 
pmect ground mops and infantry from enemy air attack.85 After air 
superiority had been established, the air force could then switch 
from air-to-air to air-to-puud attacks. 
The High Command was unaware of the efficacy and 

applicability of close ground support tactics at the outset of the 
Spanish War. It was still enthralled by the concept of "strategic" 
bombii. Von Richthofen slowly but surely weaned the High 
Command from its strategic airpower beliefs and persuaded it that 
close support tactics had g m t  potential. 

Some authom argue that Germany came to have an air force 
bits& on tactical air power rather than general air power because of 
the in&lence and predominance of the German Army.86 For such 
authors, it was natural that the fledgling LyFva$e be subordinated 
to the long-estabkkd army. But in truth, there was such gemd 
opposition to anything but "strategic" bombing that it was only 
Richthofen's perseverance and determination that led to the 
acceptauce of tactical air power.n The first close support operations 
in Spain twk place in March 1937, when He51 fighter bombers 
made a low-level attack on the Republican front at Bilbao with great 
s u a x s s . 8 8  For the Germans, tactical air power as an operational 
doctljlleanda strategy datesfbm this incident, a n d i n f i m m  
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changed the course of the next war and all future wars. 
Other forms of bombing were not precluded as a strategy merely 

because Richthofen developed close gmund suppm tactics. But 
that bombing was included in strategic planning does not mean the 
same thing as "strategic" bombing. As indicated above, high- 
altitude "strategic" bombing was practiced infrequently by the 
Condor Legion during the Spanish War because of the various 
political, economic, and structural circumstances. Yet the Spanish 
Civil War was not spectacularly successful with interdictory 
bombing. Its pilots discovered that conventional, high-level, 
precision bombing was difficult in the best of conditions and 
vimally impossible against heavily defended or pinpoint targets.@ 
The lack of an accurate bombsight contributed to this inadequacy. 
Therefore, the move towards dive bombing was natural. The 
putative effects of "straegic" bombing - destruction of industrial 
bases, devastation of morale among the working population, and 
psychological demoralization of the civilian populace - as the 1938 
Lujhvqfe Yearbook indicates, simply had not occurred.90 In this 
light, it became apparent that "strategic" bombii was not only 
Wcult  to cany out, but was ineffective as well. Dive bombing, 
with its pmmise of great precision, seemed to portend the future. 
Another reason for the demise of "strategic" bombing in Spain was 
inextricably linked to the death of Walther Wever. Wever's belief in 
the heavy, four-engined "Ural" bomber died with him, and there 
was no one else in the High Command willing to put through a 
costly and hypothetical program without me knowledge of its 
ultimate mdt. 

Personalities also exerted influence on the direction of h@v@e 
air theory. For example, Ernst Udet maintained a hold upon 
Colonel General Hans Jeschonnek, L@h@e Chief of Staff fnwn 
February 1939 onwards.91 Udet's pmxxupation with speed 
propelled Geman Air Staff policy in the direction of a fast, light 
bomber, rather than Wever's "Ural" bomber.= As a consequence, 
Germany never manufactured the equivalent of the United States 
Air Forces's Boeing B17, a blunder that contributed to the LyF- 
w@eDs failure to bomb England into submission during the course 
of 1940. 
The intermingling of hard-headed doctrine and vain desire, 

economic constraints, and overrated successes led to an emneous 
application of fighter forces in the defense of the Reich in 1943-44. 
Spain engendered a belief in the quasi-omnipotence of the flak 
batteries. Germany had produced an extraoxdimdy effective anti- 
aircraft gun in the 8 8 m ,  a weapon used with repeated success in 
the three years of the Spanish War. The 88mm gun was used in 
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Spain not only to protect against enemy aircraft but also to attack 
ships, tanks, troops, or any other ground targets. The confidence in 
the flak batteries was reinforced by the elite natw of the men that 
operated the guns. Pre-war anti-aircraft units constituted an 
independent, highly-trained body of men.m Total reliance was 
placed upon these men to protect against intruding enemy aircmft. 
As a result, the Lq'h4ge neglected to develop early warning radar, 
as the British did, or fighter control, by the outbreak of war. This 
weakness was partially compensated by the excellent aircraft 
reporting system linking flak and fighter units (cf. Richthofen and 
close support tactics), but it was hardly sufficient Because of the 
success of the flak batteries in Spain and the influence of Douhet's 
theory of attack, as well as Hitler's belief that the noise and the 
flash of the batteries had a salutary political and psychological effect 
on civilians, the Lq'h4ge rested defense of the Heimat (Homeland) 
on these 88mm batteries, and m m  fighten and bombers 
heavily weighted in favor of the latter. 40 percent of the pre-war 
LJ@v4ge units were bomben and dive bombers and only 25-30 
percent were fighten.W In the short-run, this imbalance of fighters 
and bombers was not a problem in Spain But in the long-run, it 
subjected Germany to the "strategic" bombing envisioned by 
Douhet. Once again, the German military aptitude for brilliant short- 
term tactical problem-solving undermined the long-term strategic 
planning imperalive to the successful prosecution of war. 

Summary of the Lyftwrdge kssons from Spain 

From the broadest perspective, the Condor Legion intewention in 
the Spanish Civil War quickened the pace of rearmament in 
Germany. As Edward Homze states, the war "encouraged the Reich 
leadenhip to speed up the introduction of new models as rapidly as 
possible even though redudions in total output and a vast incmse 
in expenditures would result. The Spanish Civil War, coupled with 
the Austrian and Czech crises of 1938, also removed the last 
vestiges of resistance in the more consewative camp that argued for 
a slowdown of rearmament.'% 

At peak stmgth in Spain in the late summer of 1938, the Condor 
Legion had 40 Heinkel He Ills, 3 Junker Ju 87s. 45 
Messenchmitt BflOgs, 5 Dornier Do 17s. 4 He 45s, 8 He 59s and 
8 batteries of light and heavy flak.% In a t i o n ,  the Nationalist air 
units at that time contained 146 Spanish and 134 Italian planes. 
Upon returning to Gemany in May 1939, the Condor Legion 
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counted 281 officers, 4,383 men, and 472 civilian technicians. In 
total, approximately 19,000 Germans served duty in Spain The 
Legion shot down 386 enemy aircraft, of which 59 were downed 
by the anti-aircraft batteries. The Germans lost 72 aircraft by direct 
enemy action and 160 through accidents. In terms of lives, 298 
Germans were killed while serving in Spain; 13 1 were killed by the 
enemy and 167 died from illness and vehicular accidents.97 Those 
wounded by the enemy totaled 139. Though a comparatively mall 
price to pay in relation to what the L@w&e hoped to gain, 
German losses were substantial because of the diminutive size of 
the youthful air force and the materiel constraints imposed by the 
German economy and military-industrial complex on aircraft 
production 

In the concrete realm of day-to-day operations, the Spanish War 
furnished a mother lode of knowledge, although at times this 
knowledge was misapplied. The combat experience gained by 
Condor Legion pilots was invaluable particularly because many of 
these pilots became instructional officers in pilot training schools in 
Germany.* The pilots also learned the importance of detailed maps, 
the benefits from rapid, positive target identification, and the need 
for adequate radio communications.* As a catalyst for the 
development of technology, the codlict emphasized the value of 
weather forecasting, radio directional systems (i.e. Knickebein), the 
use of pathfinder aircmft, and incendiary flares for effective night 
bombing. With regard to aircraft, Spain was a very helpful testing 
ground and incubator. The He51 biplane demonstrated its 
obsolescence as a fighter when matched against the Russian 1-16 
monoplanes and fruitfully exchanged that role for one of close 
ground support. The Ju52 proved an extremely reliable transport air- 
craft but a limited bomber, so it too assumed a role it was to hlfill 
more than adequately. During the course of 1937. the Bfl09 
fighter, the Ju87 Stuka dive bomber, and the Hell1 and Do17 
bombers were introduced in Spain and all showed their value as 
combat aircraft 

The mistakes engendered by the Spanish War, more than the 
successes, indicate the difficulty in drawing general conclusions 
from an unusual and specific conflict. Because Legion bomber 
squadrons rarely encountered much opposition after the Nationalists 
attained air supremacy, the introduction of the Hell 1 fast bomber 
suggested incorrectly that bombers required only a light armor and 
link fimr ~~~ The high cxmmad mistakenly believed that 
bombexs could rely on speed alone to penetrate the enemy's 
defenses.100 Berlin failed to perceive that even high performance, 
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well-armed bombers in mass formation could not protect 
themselves against determined fighter opposition, particularly 
dwing daytime missions. This oversight caused the L@v&e to 
neglect the coordination of fighter and bomber development. After 
mhing that bombers needed fighter escorts, the L@M#G 
command discovered that their fighters lacked the range to protect 
the bombers during the missions. A similar neatsighted rationale 
approved of the concept of an all-purpose aircraft for strategic and 
tacticat operations. Indeed, Hitler demanded that heavy, multi- 
engined bombers possess both a strategic and dive bomb 
apability.101 The T h e g  hybrid aircraft, the Ju88, was unable to 
carry out either mission pmpedy. The success of the 88mm flak 
guns in Spain suggested that flak canuons were the best weapon for 
air defense, and that therefore little attention need be paid to a 
fighter defense system to' protect Germany. The homfic losses 
inflicted on Germany by USAF and RAF bombers attest to the 
inaocuracy of this belief. The most valuable lessons taught in the 
laboratory of the Spanish War was the tactical concept of combat 
operational dochine. The Spanish experience established within the 
h#wqfe the belief in close ground support tactics as the 
pmmhent and foremost task of the German air force. This belief 
produced both the L@v&e's most qectacdar success in Poland 
and later contributed to the Third Reich's utter defeat 

The Polish Campaign (1 September-27 September 1939) 

In many ways, the Polish campaign jmi6ed the principles which 
had been enumerated and developed in Spain. The first of these 
principles was the concentration of all avail& effort on one task at 
a time. The second principle was the elimination of any obstacle that 
might hamper the movement of the ground fonxs.lm The German 
Air !Mf planned the military operations against Poland, Fall We@ 
(Case White), largely according to these principles, and was 
rewanidwithaspectacular success. 

The strategy and tactics applied in Paland to implement the two 
princples elucidated above were taken from Condor Legion 
experience in Spain. Basically, the Ln45'wqge supported infantry 
and mechanized armor units, clearing the path of obstacles and 
seeking to achieve air superiority. The Polish Campaign 
demonstrated the efficacy of the lessons learned in Spain: close 
ground suppoxt tactics, air transport, and dive bomb'i. The Polish 
Campaign also provided the fint opprtmity to cembine the full 
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might of the Army and the Luftw@e. Blitzkrieg (lightning war), as 
this new type of warfare was termed, was the close cooperation 
between tactical air and mechanized ground formations to penetrate 
deeply and rapidly into enemy temtory.lm The basic elements of 
Blitzkrieg had been developed in Spain. In Poland, they were fully 
implemented for the first time. 

Prior to the attack on Poland, the W c @ e  comprised 370,000 
men grouped in three unequal divisions. The air force alone had 

I 
208,000 men, of which 20,000 were aircrew and 1,500 were 
paratroopers. The flak had 107,000 men, and the air signal units 
58,000 menla The Lujhvufe had amassed over 2000 aircraft in 
preparation for Fall We@, a number far in excess of the Polish Air 
Force's 500 mostly obsolete fighter planes.105 Of the German 
aircraft, 1000 were bombers and 1050 fighters. Despite the Spanish 
Civil War, the L@wufe was not prepad to embark upon a 
campaign against Poland, or any other country for that matter. In 
September 1939 the &@Me had stacked only enough bombs for 
three weeks and ammunition for six weeks.la Moreover, the L@- 
wufe lacked a long-range strategic bomber, an adequate night 
bomber, bombs heavier than one thousand pounds, air torpedos, 
modem mines, modem armament, and accurate bombsights. 
Bombers and escort fighters still lacked the means to communicate 
with one another.lm Luckily, the camjxiign against Poland was 
short. It did not last long enough to reveal Germany's underlying 
inventory and supply weaknesses, nor did it fully test the limited 
capabilities of a still unprepared L m M e .  

Within the context of the overall Geman military strategy of Fall 
We@, the Lqtbufe's first and foremost objective was the 
destruction of the Polish Air Force in order to attain air 
superiority.l@3 Only with the attainment of air superiority could the 
M @ e  hope to provide unhampered support of the b y .  As 
part of this objective, the was to dislocate the entire 
Polish Air Force support, supply and organization, and to d i s~p t  
the Polish aircraft industry. Secondarily, the b@w@e would take 
part in the destruction of the Polish Amy by bombing and strafing 
smng points, artillery batteries, and concentrations of ground 
troops. The combination of planes and mechanized ground units of 
the Army was to prove extremely successful, as the come of the 
campaign illustrated. 

The German attack against Poland began at 4:45 AM on 1 
September 1939.109 Fog and low cloud cover delayed the morning 
air operations, but by afternoon, the &@@e was heavily 
committed. The b@w@e's primary targets were Poland's 
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airfields. Those at Kattowitz, Krakow, Lwow, Lublin, Wilna, 
Kida, Glodno, and others received a thorough pounding. The out- 
dated Polish P.Z.L. P. 11 fighters which managed to take off were 
easily intercepted and repllsed by the Bfl09s and BfllOs.110 
Nevertheless, the Polish pilots exhibited great courage and 
determination in the air. The Germans did not know, however, that 
the Polish planes that rose to meet them were decoys fighting a 
feinting action Though the Lq'IwMe had hoped to catch all of 
Poland's pfanes on the ground, Polish intelligence had dimered 
signs of the imminent German attack, and the Polish Air Force had 
transferred most of its operation aircraft to camouflaged emergency 
ahhip.lll The Germans naturally attacked Poland's well-known, 
permanent airfelds. Thus, they s u d e d  only in destroying 
outmoded fighters and a number of training craft not immediately 
serviceable. The bulk of the Polish Air Force escaped, giving the 
Polish Air Cowand time to improvise a plan for the defense of 
warsaw.112 

On the assumption that it had obliterated the Polish Air Force, the 
Lq#h@e shifted part of its efforts on 3 September to secondary 
targets and operations in support of the m y .  These operations 
followed the plans laid out prior to the campaign The h&v@e 
bombed and strafed strong points, artillery bataeries, a d  troop 
fomations. To dislocate enemy supply organization, the bombers 
focused on factories, barracks, ammunition dumps and depots. 
Further behind enemy lines, aircraft attacked railway stations, bridg- 
es, tracks, and mad junctions to disrupt communications and to 
prevent the Poles from moving up reinforcements.ll3 

Cooperation between the air fom and the anny was excellent, 
due mostly to Wolfram von Richthofen. 

So amcerned was Richrhofen with pviding the anny with what it 
needed fimm the air that be offered to share his quratas and command 
post inside Schanwald Castle, six miles from the fiwnt, with General 
Waltha van R e i c h e ~ ~ ,  commamiing the 10th Anny. It was a hapjy 
mmgement. for Reichenau's armor was sckdded to pmch holes in 
the Polish defeaws while Richrhofen's ground atmk fomations blast- 
ed a clear path ahead. This was intemmice coopemion at its doses, 
a thing Richthofen had learned to value while dealing with some of 
Frsnco's generah in Spain114 

Richthofen also stayed m n t  on the &round situation by stationing 
himself as close to the front as possible. Whenever feasible, he flew 
over enemy tenitory in his Resler Storch to engage in personal 
mmaissance. Indeed, on the lirst day of the attack, he was 
downed-by anti-aircraft fm, but he crash-landed and retumed 
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unharmed. Aside from his own fly-overs, Richthofen had at his 
disposal specially equipped signal units and a recoxmhamx 
squadmn to fumish him with timely intelligence infoxxnation.lls 

The Battle near Kulno from 9-18 September is a good example 
of the effects produced by the L@fwc@e in Poland. Under General 
Kutweba the commander of the Army of Papran, the Poles had 
successively launched a surprise attack in the area amund Kutno. 
To counter the Polish Army's movement, the h@vq@e was called 
in to blunt the attack. Thirty Henschel Hs123s swarmed over the 
Amy of Poznan at low levels, utilizing their wide range of 
armaments to bomb, strafe, and generally disrupt the enemy 
troops.ll6 The Hs123s were followed by Szuh, Domien, and 
Heinkels. The attack was so demoraking that some of the Polish 
mps threw down theii weapons and fled.117 On 18 September 
50,000 Polish troops sunendend and on the next day, another 
105,000 capitulated Herbert Molloy Mason Jr. describes vividly 
the inferno inflicted on the Poles. 

To Kutzreba's men, almost none of whom had been under air rttadt be- 
fore, the next twenty minutes were like a nightmare in hell. The mach- 
ine guns cut swaths in the ranks of men and W, hundreds of light- 
weight scatter bombs flamed and eq1- the heavier detondons of 
the 1 1 0 - m  core gouts out of the earth, ripped through mes and 
flung jagged metal sbards thudding into men and animals. Even when 
the last of the various missiles had been delivered, the 123s were m t  
hished with their low-level attacks. The pilots discovered that w h  
the BMW engine was pushed to 1.800 r-pm., the resultant effect on 
the three-bladed, variable pitch airscrew produced an ear-splitting and 
indescribable sound that was both inside and outside of the man sub- 
jected to it. Even hardened soldiers were unnerved. and ran in al l  direc- 
tions to escape. Horses simply went insane.ll8 

The Polish planes, so cleverly removed before the slupnse attack 
to be used in the defense of Warsaw, never stood a chance against 
the Lqh4ge's overwhelming numbers. In the skies above the 
capital, Polish P.ZL. P.ll fighters rose to meet the Bfl09s, only 
to be outgunned by the faster and more maneuverable German 
aircraft. Occasionally, a Polish pilot, by dint of bold determination, 
shot down an enemy fighter or bomber, but for the most part, the 
Polish fighters succumbed in the face of the larger numbers, the 
greater firepower, and the more modem equipment of the h&v@e 
fighter force. 

Befo~e bombing the Polish capital, the w e  dmpped 
thousands of leaflets, questing the city's mnder .  When tk 
request was refused, the b & w ~ e ' s  bombers went into action. 



Thedter, the skies over Warsaw were never clear of German 
aircraft as the f@w@e bombed the city. The operation began on 
23 !September with swarms of Stukus stacked up in gmups several 
hEvlusand feet apart, diving in systematic relays on the city. 
Following the dive bombers, Ju52 transport planes, jury-rigged to 
serve as bombers, blasted the city as crewmen literally shovelled 
loose thennite incendiary bombs out of the cargo doors.119 No city 
or people could withstand such a devastating attack, and on 27 
September 1939 the Polish Government sumndered the capital. 

Despite the success of the L@bt#e, it was the Amy which 
accounted for the quick and overwhehbg Geman victory in 
Poland. The Army's rapid advance overran the Polish early- 
warning systems and forward bases, preventing a mrdi i  
direction of Polish fighter aimaft. The m y ' s  advance also 
engulfed depots and dumps, thereby cutting off the supply of spare 
parts to the remaining operational Polish aimaft. It was not until 14 
September that the L,@v@e succeeded in suprising most of the 
Polish bombem at an airfield near HutnickiP The Polish Air Force 
was broken primarily by internal collapse, not external pressure. 
The L,@vt#e's major contribution was not so much the 
destruction of the outmoded Polish Air Force as it was the effective 
close support of ground troops and the destruction of the Polish 
&Y. 
FaU We@ pmved a costly campaign for the 4fwg@e. Of the 

10,761 Germans killed duriqg the campaign, 189 were pilots and 
aircrew. 261 aircraft of a l l  types werelost - 7.6 percent of the L@- 
wg@e force strutam - mostly to anti-ainxaft de-s against 
close ground support operations.1~ Among these 261 aircraft weFe 
47 Bfl09s (5.6 percent of force mcture), 81 bombers (6.5 percent 
of force strucm) and 50 close support craft (13.2 percent of force 
sttucme). In Poland, the Lzfmqfe suffered grave, though not 
irreparable damage. 
The Polish campaign showed beyond doubt the value of the 

lessons learned in Spain. The Ju52s demonstrated their utility as 
trauspod aircraR supplying the Wehmchts Panzer (armor) and 
mechanized units, and providing the Bfl09 squadrons with spa 
parts, ammunition, and aviation fbeLlz Carpet-bombing was 
practiced occasionally, as at the Krakow airfield by 60 Hellls.lP 
The He1 11s were followed by the plane that conclusively pmved its 
worth in Poland, the Ju87 dive bomber. At Krakow, thirty Ju 87s 
plummeted down upon the airstrip to unload over thirty tons of 
bombs on hangars, parked aimaft, and runways. The Ju87 
achieved astounding results because the Polish Air Force mustered 
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little opposition to hamper it. Lacking effective opposition, the 
Stukar were able to exploit the very high inherent accuracy of the 
steep diving attack while simultaneously demoralizing the infantry 
with their piercing sirens.13 The Sfijkas' success reinforced the 
belief among the German High Command that the airplane should 
be used primarily for ground supp01t.l~ 
The overall result of the Polish campaign was to e n c h  firmly 

the notion within ccrmmand circles that the air force was an 
exceedingly powerful weapon. At the time, much was made in the 
press and elsewhere of the vital role played by the L@bqfe and 
the new type of Blitzbieg war made possible by the air force. The 
success of Fall We@ was ovenvhedmhg, perhaps deceptively so. 
The Polish Air Force was outdated and outmoded, and those planes 
which managed to get airborne were outnumbered by the Germans 
almost four to one. Yet, the campaign led to wild claims regarding 
the LufrwMe's ability. In retrospe.ct, such declarations accounted in 
part for GO-s claim priar to Dunkirk that the LufiwaJie alone 
could win the battle, and perhaps the war. Albext Kesselring wrote, 

Beyond all other military anns, the L@w#e, by virtue of its mobility 
in space, accomplished tasks which in farmer wars had been inoollcev- 
able ... The Polish Campaign was the touchstone of the potentialities 
of the German Air Force and an apprenticeship of special signiscance. 
In this campaign, the m a f e  leaned many lessons ... and prepared 
itself for a second more stremow and decisive clash of mms.126 

Denmark and Norway (7 April - 10 May 1940) 

After Fall We@, the waning counhies entered a period .that 
became known as the "Phony War." Miiitary engagements occurred 
kfiequently. During this time, the La@waJie units that had 
participated in the Polish campaign returned to their bases in 
Gennany. Aircraft were repaired, serviced, and refitted, and the air 
force continued to expand in anticipation of the spring campaign in 
the West. Lajh@e operational activity was Muced to a minimum, 
restricted to occasional bombing runs on shipping and re- 
connaissance sorties. Fighter units, especially those stationed near 
France's highly touted Maginot Line, were discouraged from 
engaging in combatln The LlgtwMe was concerned primarily with 
repairing the damage suffered in Poland and preparing itself for the 
next attack. 

In the spring of 1940, the Phony War ended abruptly. Instead of 
pushing westward, Gemany launched a surprise attack northward 



against Scandinavia. The attack was intended to preempt British 
plans to secure Scandinavia as a military base as well as to protect 
mcial iron OR imports from SwedenlB Fwthemore, the Gennans 
wished to gain Scandinavia for themselves as a strategic base for 
future air and naval attacks on the British isles. 

Lz@wufe strategy for Weserlibung (Exercise Weser), as the 
campaign against Norway and Denmark was code-named, was 
based on the same two principles that had dictated the course of 
action in Poland. Denmark, bordering Germany's northernmost 
province of Schleswig-Holstein, presented much less of a problem 
than Norway. Norway had a lengthy coastline that made the 
country easily accessible to intervention by the Royal Navy. As a 
result of these concerns, Germany needed to act covertly and with 
complete surprise. For the first time in modem warfa, 
paratroopers were used to achieve this element of surprise. Notwith- 
standing some tactical innovations, the f@wa;tTe's first goal was 
still attainment of air superiority followed by support of the m y .  
Once these objectives had been accomplished, the Lqfwufe could 
begin its secondary tasks: supply and   in foment of ground and 
motorized units, reconnaissance of coastal areas, attacks on British 
naval forces, support of m p s  operating in Norwegian valleys, and 
protection by fighters and flak of temtory already taken129 

The attack against Denmark and Norway began on 7 April 1940. 
Ju52.s dropped airborne troops on the periphery of the Danish 
capital as well as at two airfields at kborg. Land forces crossed the 
Danish frontier at the same time as seabome forces landed on the 
Danish coastal islands. Within several hours, ~ i n i ~ h r i s t i a n  X had 
ordered his troops to cease fire, awed by a display of He1 11s and 
Dol7s flying in massed formations over Copenhagen13 Gennany 
had conquered Denmark with the loss of only twenty men killed 
and wounded. 

The attack on Norway, which began concumntly with the attack 
on Denmark, quickly became the focus of extensive military action. 
German troops occupied the towns of Bergen, Tmndheim, and 
Narvik, but they encountered determined opposition from 
Norwegian troops. Paratroops dropped on Oslo overwhelmed 
haxbr forts that had sunk the Geman heavy cruiser Bliicher as she 
had entered the fjord. Lz@@e bombers knocked out forts at 
(histi-d protecting the harbor entrance so that the Kriegs- 
m ' n e  (Navy) could land mops. Large numbers of Ju52s 
delivered airborne troops to the strategically vital airfields at 
Fomebu (outside of Oslo) and Sola (near Stavanger). Long range 
twin-engined BfllO fighters escorted the lumbering Ju 52s. but 
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opposition was slight.131 Much of the small Norwegian fighter 
force, its equipment largely obsolete, was destmyed by attacks on 
the airfields that preceded the parauoop drops. The Germans soon 
occupied the airfields and rushed in additional reinforcements by 
air. 

The operation did not continue unopposed. The Royal Navy 
stepped up pressure on the coastal towns occupied by the Germans. 
At Narvik, the besieged Germans under General Eduard Diet. had 
to be supplied and then reinforced by air.13 British troops landed at 
Narvik, Namsos, and Andaknes on 15-17 April. The L&vq$e 
was forced to redirect its effarts against the British landing, the 
amphibious transports, and their naval escorts. Level and dive 
bomber units mounted continuous sorties. In the face of negligible 
air opposition, they Meted serious damage on the British force.la 
Gexman control of the Melds, a Fesult of their s u e d  surprise 
attacks, was crucial to turning back the British landing force. 
Indeed, the British had to call off a direct seaborne attack on the 
Trondheim area because the fleet would have been subject to air 
attack.tw The distances weR too pat for tk the to maintain a 
sizeable air coaingea, and this prevented the British from estab 
lishing a force inside Norway. k@v&e nxmmkmnoe planes 
spied an attempt by the RAF to operate old Gladiator fighters fmm 
frozen lakes. Shortly, Geman bombers arrived, unloading 
explosives which broke up the ice and destroyed the landing 
surface. Towards the end of the campaign, a small number of 
Hurricanes appeared, but it was too late for them to have much of 
an effect on the fighting. 

At maximum strength, the h&vq$e in Noway (Fliegerkorps X) 
comprised over 700 aired There we= 360 long-range bombers 
(Hellls and Ju88s). 50 dive bombers (Ju87s). 50 single-engined 
fighters (BflOgs), 70 twin-engined fighters (BfllOs), 60 
reconnaissance craft 0 1 7 s )  and 120 coastal types (HellSs, 
He59s, Dol8s).l3 In addition to these aircraft, 500 Ju52s we= 
made available for transport, supplemented by a small number of 
four-engined Ju90BslW and Focke Wolf FW200 Condors. 

Throughout Weseriibung, the Germans made extensive use of air 
transport to move, supply, and m o r c e  troops. Indeed, the 
primary function of the k@vqfe in the s e h m  of Scandinavia was 
that of a transport s e ~ c e .  The German expedition's commander, 
General Nikolaus von Falkenhorst, wished to execute a friendly 
invasion, and for this reason, the L@w&eSs s l e  as an air shuttle 
service was emphasized. German air transpo~t theory was fully and 
successfully tested. Other lessons learned during the Scandimavian 
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campaign stressed the importance of fighter escorts for bombers 
striking targets pmteckd by fighters. Air superiority was crucial, 
enabling the Gemans first to establish and then to maintain troops 
in isolated and otherwise inaccessible areas. Furthermore, the 

' Germans inflicted grave damage on the Royal Navy ships 
protecting the attempted seaborne landings at Tmndheim. As Sims 

A notes, "Air power properly installed and employed could force even 
the most powerful ships and navies from waters within aerial 

' bombing range."lm The surprise occupation of towns like Oslo and 
Stavanger was made possible only by the use of pamtroops and air- 
landed units. Air reconnaissance, carried out extensively over the 
broad reaches of the Scandinavian peninsula, facilitated 
communications in areas where mads were poor. Reconnaissance 
also pinpoimted the location of the Royal Navy, enabling the La&- 
w e  and the German Navy to sink several British transport- and 
warships. 

In short, the L@w&e learned five lessons in Scandinavia. 
Paratmops and airborne operations ~ndenxl suqnise easy, caused 
confusion among enemy tn>ops, and invested the attacking Geman 
tmps with the initiative; the air force intervened effectively in 
ground fighting in the rugged terrain of the peninsula; 
reconnaissance aircraft facilitated communications between pockets 
of isolated infantry and furnished accurate informatian on the where- 
abouts of enemy concentrations; air transport proved invaluable in 
delivering, supplying and maintaining troops from the air, and air 
power inflicted great damage on naval ships lacking aerial escort. 
Many of these lessons served well in the planning of the next 
German move, an attack against the Low Countries and France. 

Battle in the West (10 May - 26 June 1940) 
The German attack against Holland, Belgium, and France began 

on 10 May 1940. The -Me arrayed over 4,000 planes against 
the Allies 1,700, a mismatch that to a large extent indicated the 
course of the battle. Against 1,680 bombers, France and England 
could gather only 830 fighten, while the Lqtbvde muld put over 
800 Bfl09s into the air to escort their bombers.lB Of the total 
German planes available for the attack, there were 1,300 long-range 
bombers, 380 dive bombers, 860 single-engined fighters, 350 twin- 
enghed fighters, 640 reconnaissance planes, 475 transport aircraft, 
and 45 assault gliders.139 

For the fourth time in as many campaigns, the Lz@w@e's role in 
the Battle against France and the Low Countries was primarily that 
9f support and transport. Initially, the was to gain contr~l 
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of the air. Then, it was to clear the way for airborne operations by 
powerful attacks on enemy airfields. In conjunction with airborne 
attacks, Ju52s were to tranport paramps to their destinations. 
Subsequent to and subject to the success of these objectives, the 
LujhSrge was to support the Wehnnacht's armored thrust 
westward. F i i y ,  the -q$e was to supply the advancing 
mechanized and ground troops, keeping disparate forces in motion 
and in contact with cornmatid headquartem.14 Hitler added, pehaps 
superfluously, that "the air force will prevent attacks by the Anglo- 
French air forces on our army and will give all necessary direct 
support to the advanCe."l41 

The meticulously prepared and well-integrated attack of the 
Gennan m y  and air force in the Low Countries was 
overnhelming. The m q f e  bombed and strafed Dutch and 
Belgian airbases, destroying the meager and obsolete equipment 
those countries possessed. Qfmaffe paxatroops seized bridges and 
road junchires, while glider forces assaulted the BeIgian fortress of 
Eban Emael. This fortress, an underground system of fortifications 
manned by 1,200 Belgian soldiers and reputed to be impregnable, 
was besieged by 85 Geman assault pioneers until Geman rein- 
forcements arrived on 11 May, forcing the garrison to capitulate.l42 
The element of surprise was achieved by means of airborne gliders, 
which had been towed by Ju52s from Cologne and released over 
Aachen, 15 miles fmm the fort~ss.143 At' the Hague, airborne 
troops captmd the three main airfields and took the impom 
Moerdijk bridge near Rotterdam. However, a plan to capture the 
Dutch Royal family and government failed.14 The Willems bridge, 
spanning the Meuse River in the center of Rotterdam, was seized in 
an unorthodox attack by troops landed on the river by He59 
floatplanes. Holland sunrendered on 15 May and the Belgian Army 
laid down its m s  thirteen days later. 

The focus of the battle then shifted towards France and the all- 
important Meuse River crossing. The west bank of the Meuse was 
strongly fortified, for the river marked the last natural boundary and 
impediment between the advancing Geman forces and the French 
countryside beyond. On 13 May at 4 PM, the L JmSrge began to 
bombard French positims on the west bank. As the battle got 
undernay, the Qfh4ge acted as a mobile artillexy barrage, 
providing powerful and d i m  air support for ground troops. The 
French Air Force, in the process of converting to a new generation 
of aircraft, proved less than a match for the La@wc@e. Opentional 
ready-rates in the M e  de Z'Aire squadrons were as low as 40 
percent.16 Geman reconnaissance gave the Geman High 
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Command a detailed picture of the British and French forces. In the 
remaining hours before darkness, the L#iw@e carried out over 
500 sorties by dive and level bombers. As in Poland, when 
Richthofea had shared his quarters with the army's General 
Reichenau to facilitate close interse~ice cooperation, General Heinz 
Guderian carefully worked out a plan ahead of time with General 
Bruno Loemr, head of Fliegerkorps ZZ (Air Force Corps II), to 
coordinate the attack146 The two men decided that continuous 
support by the L@bqfe would best serve the troop movements. 
Continuous dive bombing attracks prevented French artillerymen 
from firing at the German infantry crossing the Meuse. By 
nightfall, the troops had established a bridgehead on the west bank. 

An example of the devastation wreaked by the Lujhvafe took 
place at the town of Sedan, situated on the banks of the Meuse. On 
13 May, Dol7s accompanied by Hellls unloaded explosives on 
the town for over four hours, demolishing telephone lines, roads, 
railroad tracks, and many buildings. Following the conventional 
bombers, S t u b  stacked in layers dove on the city for a total of five 
mom hours, dropping 500 pound bombs which penetrated 
reinforced bunkers, upended artillery pieces, and flattened barracks. 
The bombers were effectively guarded by BflWs and BfllOs 
which fended off British and French fighters. 

The following day, as the tanks prepared to cross the Meuse, 
Bfl09s shot down half of a French bomber squadron which had 
launched an attack on the pontoons spanning the river. A second 
attempt by the RAF Advanced Strike Force under Air Marshal Sir 
Arthur Barratt, with 71 Blenheims and Battles, and an assortment 
of 250 French Moranes, Curtisses, and Dewoitine fighters, 
suffered a similar fate. The attack was decimated by flak and 
Bfl09s which broke through the fighter screen to shoot down 40 
bombers. In the aerial melee, 50 of the Allied fighters also perished. 
"No higher m e  of loss in an operation of comparable size has ever 
been experienced by the RAF."147 The advancing German Panzers 
forced the French Army divisions to retreat and resistance along the 
river disappeared. 

The rapid deployment of troops and equipment essential to the 
mobile warfare practiced by the Germans was made possible by the 
Ju52 transport planes. Fuel, spare parts, ammunition, and ground 
personnel were flown to their destinations because the Meuse 
bridge crossings were often congested. Themfter, as the 
mechanized Panzer corps advanced, the supply lines lengthened 
dangerously. The Ju52s again played a vital role, transporting all 
the necessary supplies. The lumbering craft themselves had to be 
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moved forward to new airbass every day. The rapid German 
advance was indicative of the course of the fighting, which became 
a rout of the Allied forces. 

As the German troops moved northwest wards the English 
Channel some 200 miles away, long-range d mbers with fighter 
escorts attacked a broad spectrum of targets, from railway 
marshalling yards to all movements of the Allied armies. The 
French and British forces were subject to incessant bomber and 
fighter attacks, usually conducted at low levels to achieve surprise 
and accuracy. Bfl09s and Bfl 10s rained a veritable hail of machine 
gun and cannon fire on enemy troops. Bombers followed closely 
behind with explosives fused for a delay of several seconds to 
ensure ground level exp1osion.l~ 

The French and British armies retreated towards the coastal town 
of Dunkirk. G61ing pleaded with Hitler to pennit the La@wq,@e to 
be the sole instrument of the AUied armies' desauction. Hitler 
acceded, and ordered General Guderian's tanks to halt outside of 
Dunkirk What followed was the first rebuff of the i.@nq&e in 
World War II. British fighters, operating closer to their bases than 
the German planes, could remain over the Dunkirk beaches for a 
longer period of time than the BF109s and Ju87s. The Spitfire 
fighters proved a match for the snout-nosed 109s and as a dt, 
the La&mu#e failed to achieve air superiority.1" During the nine 
days between 26 May and 3 June, the L@w@e lost 240 planes to 
the RAF's 177.150 Poor weather also prevented the Geman fighters 
and bombers from achieving the prolonged concentration of attack 
essential to success.151 Frustrated by the quantitatively and 
qualitatively equal British fighters, the Lufh@e also discovered 
that bombing the beaches was ineffectual. "Dropping 110 and 550 
pound bombs into the soft sand was like stuffing firecrackers deep 
into sawdust"l52 To deprive the -He of the visibility afforded 
by daylight, British and French troops were evacuated uuder cover 
of darkness. Countered at almost every tum, the LqfbvMe focused 
on the ships tmsporting the Allied armies across the English 
Channel. 243 of the 861 ships involved in the evacuation from 
Dunkirk were sunk by German bombers.153 Nevertheless, the bulk 
of the Allied troops escaped - 338,226 men - and the Germans 
had to be Content with the mass of equipment left behind. 

Although Fmce capitulated on 26 June 1940, the LyFwMe's 
failure over DunLirk contained ominous signs for the future aerial 
attack on Britain. Yet, the air doctrine applied by the Geman Air 
Force in the last continental campaign of 1940 had not been 
rendered invalid. The air support throughout the 46 day battle was 
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fundamentally a large scale application of the lessans learned in 
Spain and improved in Poland. The validity of those lessons was, if 
anything, sttcngthened. The Lufnuufe successfully attained air 
superi0ri~untilDunkirk,andcontro10ftheair~edtobean 
element essential to the success of the ground mops. The 
Lqfhqfe followed through on its close cooperation with the 
mechanized ground forces, delivering, supporting, supplying, and 
n5nforcing paratmops and infantry. The -tation of the Stuka was 
further enhanced in the campaign, as it destroyed enemy dugouts, 
fortifications, pill-boxes, and tanks with frightening accuracy. 
potential logistical problems brought about by the rapid advance f 
the m y  was averted by the dependable Ju52 transport plane. y 

m q f e  failures in the West taught the Germans that formations, 
of unemrted bombers could not survive in the face of a well- 
equipped and determined fighter opposition, such as the British 
mustered over Dunkirk. The Geman bomber crews who believed 
their Dol7s to be as fast as British fighters, and were therefore 
possessed of a reasonable chance of success in a dogfight, were 
quickly disillusioned.1~ The German fighter crews also realized that 
the twinengined BfllO could not cmfmnt the singleengined Brit- 
ish fighters.155 The W u f e  had been dealt a sobering lesson at 
Dunkilk. This lesson was soon followed by an even moR 
disastrous defeat in the skies over the British Isles. 

Conclusion 

Despite the -Me's failure over the beaches of Dunkirk, the 
lessons derived fmm the Condor Legion experience in the Spanish 
Civil War were not invalidated. Rather, the aerial battles over 
Dunkilk finally revealed that some of the lessons the -Me 
drew from the Spanish War experiences had been misinterpreted 
and misapplied. 

b@vufe air warfare doctrine was encapsdated in W M e -  
cdienmvorschrijl 16: ~ g ~ g .  l"hughout the course of 
the Spanish War and the campaigns in Poland, Scandimvia, the 
Low Countries, and France, the w e  adhered faithhlly to 
three basic air warfare rules. The first was the subjection of the 
enemy air force and the attainment of air superiority. Second was 
the support of the army and the navy (especially of the army). Third 
was the destruction of the enemy's ind\lstrial base and the 
dis~piion of his meam to wage war. 

In Spain, the Condor Legion followed only the first two rules. 
Spain had very little industry, and the of the civil war often 
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precluded attacks on Spain's meager industrial base. Nevertheless, 
the application of these two rules resulted in success, and within the 
context of those rules, tactics were conceived and bore k i t .  Close 
ground support tactics were developed by Wolfram von 
Richthofen. Fighter tactics evolved, primarily under the tutelage and 
perseverance of Werner Mdlders. Daylight bombing, night 
bombing, dive bombing, and naval bombing were practiced and 
=fined. The Condor Legion leamed and absom the advantages 
afforded by mobility and rapid deployment of men and equipment. 
The structure and organization of the Condor Le 'on was 
rationalized and improved. When the Condor Legion med to 
Germany in March 1939, it brought with it experienced f ilots who 
taught and trained new L a j h d e  mIuits. Inevitably, the Condor 
Legion brought back to Gemany combat lessons and field exper- 
ience which nourished the minds planning the next L@hde 
campaign, the assault on Poland. 

The Polish campaign demonstrated on a larger scale the value of 
the lessons learned in Spain As in Spain, the w e  
concentrated on destroying the enemy's air force and attaining air 
superiority. This accomplished, the Lz.@w@e proceeded to the 
second rule, support of the army. The Blitzkrieg, first employ@ in 
Poland, combined mechanized Panzer units and air power to 
devastate the Polish Army. Reflecting the rapidity of the German 
advance, the Poles surrendered after four short weeks, their army- 
and air force crushed. The Lujiwde's major contributions were 
close ground support tactics, dependable air transport, and accurate 
dive bombing. Luckily for the L@wq&e, the Polish Campaign was 
too short to reveal its supply and equipment deficiencies. 
Nevertheless, its strategy and tactics proved spectacularly 
successful, and it had time to recuperate before the next campaign. 

' 

The Weseriibung against Scandinavia followed the basic pattern 
established in Poland. The L@hqfe quickly attained air superiority 
and used paratroops for the first time in modem warfare to achieve 
complete surprise. The L m q f e  then supported the Geman 
ground forces, providing reconnaissance and transport sewices to 
bolster the army's assault. By the end of the campaign on 10 June, 
the hjlwqfe had leamed the importance of fighter escorts for 
bombers, the ability of air power to force naval ships from waters 
within aerial bombing range, the necessity of air reconnaissance, 
the surprise rendered by airborne asault, and the positive services 
provided by air transport. These lessons formed the foundation for 
Germany's last continental victory. 

Against Holland, Belgium, and France, the Lgibvqfe apphed its 
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well-tested air warfa  doctine, again achieving success. Gliders 
delivered airborne troops, an innovation which enabled 85 men to 
capme the fortress of Eban Emael. The army and air force 
cooperated closely, relentlessly forcing the Allied anny to remat. 
The French Air Force, like the Polish, Nonvegian, Belgian and 
h t c h  air forces before it, failed to halt the L#bv@e, while 
suffering grievous losses hying. At Dunkbk, the w @ e  was 
finally rebuffed by the Royal Air Force, which enjoyed qualitative 
and quantitative equality. 

Over four years, the L@w@e showed the world air power 
unexcelled. The essense of its strategy was air superiority. Without 
superiority in the air, troops could not be easily transported, 
motorized ground units could not move rapidly, enemy troop 
concentrations could not be disrupted, and enemy fortifications and 
communications could not be destroyed. When the L@hvt#e failed 
to attain air superiority, as at Dunkirk, it failed to win. The lessons 
learned in Spain, and enlarged and elaborated in the succeeding 
Empean campaigns, were faithfully though not always correctly 
applied. After the fall of France, the L@w@e*s neglect of heavy 
bombers, long-range fighters and radar manifested itself. The 
British began to outproduce the w @ e ,  aud the Russian 
quagmire swallowed entire squadrons. There can be no question 
that the Spanish Civil War decisively affected the development of 
LqYw@e operational doctrine. There can also be no question that 
initially, the result of that dochine was success, demonstmtd as the 
LqYw@e rendered indispensable assistance in the triumphs over 
Gemany's enemies. At the same time, the w e ' s  deceptively 
easy victories hid the seeds of its defeat. Although this defeat was a 
long time in coming, often masked by brilliant German inventions 
and innovations, come it did. Like the air forces it had helped 
vanquish, the Lufhae too learned defeat. 
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Politics, Prejudice and Procedure: The 
Impeachment Trial of Andrew Johnson 

ROBERT C. BLACK. 

R ecent years have seen some erosion in the traditional view of 
the Andrew Johnson impeachment trial as a lawless episode of 

political partisanship. Johnson's reputation has worsened even as 
historians have come to see the essentially moderate character of the 
Republican Reconstruction program.1 Legally, the impeachment is 
not as self-evidently insupportable as it once seemed. Schokus and 
(thanks to Watergate) public officials now generally a p e  that 
impeachable offenses need not be indictable crimes,2 as Johnson's 
lawyen argued and some of the Republicans who voted to acquit 
him supposed.3 But most scholars still take it for granted that, as 
Raoul Berger has written, the trial was mfikly conducted and the 
judges prejudiced: "What made the trial 'disgraceful' was not that 
the charges were altogether without color of law but that the 
proceeding reeked with unfairness, with palpable prejudgment of 
guilt."4 

This, the received view, I regard as mythical as the other tenets of 
the old historiography of Reconstruction Political and personal 
prejudice there certainly was, but it worked both ways, and on 
balance, it worked to Johnson's benefit. Far from being one-sided, 
the Senate's procedural and evidentiary rulings were often more 
favorable to the defense than they should have been. Johnson had 
eminent counsel who outperformed the House-appointed Managers 
and made the most of the prosecution's weaknesses. Chief Justice 
Chase, presiding over the trial, succeeded in enlarging his own role 
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in the trial and tilting toward the defense in his comments and 
rulings. Despite the partisan feeling against him, Johnson was not 
openly deprived of his constitutional rights.5 Behind the scenes he 
bargained for the votes of conservative Republicans. Since Johnson 
was acquitted by only one vote$ it is more likely that a fairer trial 
would have resulted in his conviction. 
Of course the impeachment was thoroughly political. The in-court 

statements of both sides reflected awareness that the real issue was 
presidential obstruction of Congressionally ordered Reconstruction7 
But the Framers of the Constitution would probably not have been 
shocked by that dimension of the case. They expected partisan 
excesses by the House's prosecutors to be redressed by trial before 
the Senate where, as Hamilton wrote, the "security to innocence" 
afforded by the requirement of a two-thirds vote to convict "will be 
as complete as itself can desixe."* As Michael Les Bmedict points 
out, if politics motivated the majority that voted to convict, it 
equally actuated the minority that voted to acquit.9 

Johnson's lawyers and the scholars who echo their arguments 
contended that the Senate, by passing upon charges that included 
defiance of Congress, was judging its own -, that further bias 
from self-interest was injected by the happenstance that the 
mident  of the Senate, Benjamin Wade, would succeed Johnson; 
and that Wade's own participation in the voting was especially 
impmper.10 Some of the Managers such as lEaddeus Stevens and 
Benjamin Butler had long called for impeachment and so, it is said, 
were biased against the accused.11 (But then the Managers 
Wcipated as pmsecutors, not judges, and took no oath to act 
impartially.) The argument from Senatorial self-interest proves too 
much, being essentially an argument against impeachment as a 
process. The Framers must have anticipated that many Senators 
would be definitely friendly or inimical to the President, and it 
would be absurd to disqualify them as in an ordinary trial12 

The tzhmmance that Wade was next in succession had the most 
appeal for so-called Radical Republicans who hardly needed further 
incentive to remove a president they considered a traitor. But the 
prospect frightened anti-Johuson but conservative Republicans who 
detested Wade's high-tariff, soft-money, pro-labor and women's 
suffrage sentiments: such men feared that Wade would use his 
pamnage power to secure the 1868 Republican vice-presidential 
nomination13 Defense counsel Evaits alluded to the "shock" and 
46 - dmuhamf and 66confusion" which would exlsue from such a 
succession. At least three of the seven "recusant" Republicans who 
voted to acquit wen? personal enemies of Wade.14 And so was dw: 
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Qdef Justice, Chase. The men had been at odds as rival Ohio 
Republican leaders since the 1850's. and Chase believed, with 
good reason, that Wade's dark-horse presidential ambitions in 1860 
doomed Chase's own campaign for the Republican nomjnation.fi 
As events were to reveal, Chase was well positioned to fmtmte 
Wade's hopes. After the trial a Demit newspaper wrote: "Andrew 
Johnson is innocent because Benjamin Wade is guilty of being his 
s u ~ r . " ~ 6  

As for Wade's own voting to convict, it was doubtless 
technically impqxr,17 but it hardly mattered. Wade and his 
suppoxters felt that his state was entitled to both of its votes, 
ballotting equally with other states; nonetheless, he refrained from 
voting until the day of ballotting on the verdict, and he voted to 
convict only after acquittal was already a mathematical inevitability. 
As was pointed out at the time, Johnson's son-in-law Senator 
Patterson should have been disqualified if anyone was, but he voted 
(consistently prodefkme) throughout the trial.18 Since one vote to 
acquit is effectively worth two to convict, the balance of bias 
favored the President. As a legal matter the Senate, notwithstanding 
its biases, had the power and the duty to try Johnson. Under the 
legal doctrine of necessity, a tri- whose members are subject to 
disqualification for bias or interest must nevertheless act if there is 
no other body with jurisdiction to pmxed.19 It is, after all, 
somewhat circular to complain of politickation in the Johnson im- 
peachment when the natm and magnitude of the issues raised by 
Johnson's course of conduct must necessarily muse political 
passions.~ 

Another aspect of the issue of pn:judice is the Managem' 
occasional pejorative ref- to the President - the "great 
criminal," as even conservative Manager Bingham called him21 - 
but there is no evidence that they had any real prejudicial impact. A 
famous example took place toward the close of Manager Butler's 
otherwise pedestrian thnx-hour opening statement when he said 
with reference to Johnson, "By murder most foul he succeeded to 
the Mdency, and is the elect of an assassin to that high office.'% 
Probably this remark did the pmecution more harm than good,m 
but in any event it was the kind of oratorical extravagance typical of 
both the 19th century cowboom and the political performance then 
a prime source of popular edification and entertainment. Johnson, 
certainly, was anything but squeamish in his speeches. In fact, the 
comxt of the Butler statement was his discussion of Axticle Ten, a 
minor article accusing Johnson of vilifying the Congnzss based on 
statements during his "swing around the circuit" when he called his 
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Republican critics traitors, likened himself to a Christ among 
Judases, and generally shocked Republicans by the virulence of his 
invective.% Such flashes of color only stand out, for better or for 
worse, on account of the dullness of the larger part of a sprawling 
1200 page transcript. Although Johnson's lawyers may have been 
somewhat more restrained, one of them WZied his oratory so far as 
to be censured by the Senate for in effect challenging Butler to a 
dueL3 Critics of the Managers' language may be unaware of the 
latitude traditionally accorded to the pmcutor in abusing an 
accused. In California, for instance, prosecuton may use 
"appropriate epithets" if the language is warranted by the evidence; 
thus defendants have been called "sneaky mother killer," "the 
lowest of the lows," and "a smart thief and a parasite on the 
community.'% Johnson had much less to complain of than many 
less eminent accused malefacton. 

The Constitution provides that "the Senate shall have the sole 
Power to Try all Impeachments," and specifies that "when the 
President of the United States is tried, the Chief Justice shall 
preside." The Chief Justice replaces the Senate's usual presiding 
officer, the Vice-president, on such occasions for the obvious 
reason that the latter is next in line of succession to the presidency, 
and might be biased.27 The Chief Justice seemed a safe choice to 
preside because, as Justice Story wrote, "his impartiality and 
independence could be as little suspected as those of any person in 
the country.'% Unfortunately the ambitions of the Wef Justice in 
1868 confounded the Framers' precautions. Chaw is often credited 
with conducting the trial impartially,W but there is no doubt in my 
mind that he prejudged the merits of the case and it is clear that he 
had a lively personal interest in its outcome. 

Chase, like the proponents of impeachment, understood how to 
pursue political ends by legal means. Before the Civil War he was 
instrumental in formulating a dubious yet plausible constitutional 
grounding of the Free Soil Party ideology inherited by the new 
Republican Party9 Despite his single-issue radicalism respecting 
slavery (and later black suffrage), Chase was a conservative at 
heart. Although he opposed Johnson's Reconstruction measures, 
he made known his opposition to impeachment "as a policy." Dur- 
ing the trial he wrote to correspondents that Johnson had "a perfect 
right" to dismiss Secretary of War Stanton regardless of the 
provisions of the Tenure of Office Act - "a grave violation of 
judicial ethics," in Michael Benedict's words.31 Even moE 
important in shaping Chase's behavior than his legal prejudgment, 
political preference, and personal antipathy (to Wade and to 
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Stanto@), was Chase's almost lifelong, obsessive pursuit of the 
pmidency. He sought the Republican nomination in every election 
year from 1856 through 1868. Lincoln said that Chase (bis 
Seaetary of the Treasury until 1864) was "a little insane" on the 
subject of the presidency, and Lincoln's only concern in appointing 
him Chief Justice was his (well-founded) ffear that Chase would 
"neglect the place in his strife and intrigue to make himself 
President" A fellow Justice said of Chase that "his first thought in 
meeting any man of force was...how can I utilize him for my 
presidential ambitions." By the time of the impeachment trial it was 
apparent that Grant would be the Republican nominee. Chase had 
hitherto been considered a Radical Republican, but changing parties 
for the fowth time was easy enough. During the trial, Chase 
solicited the Democratic nomination - that is, the nomination of 
what was de facto Johnson's party insofar as he had any.3 At best, 
then, Chase fell a bit shott of being the one pemn whose "impartial- 
ity and independence could be as little suspected as those of any per- 
son in the country." 

Before the trial commenced the Senate committee which drafted 
rules of p&ure invited Chase's comments. Chase wanted the 
Senate to organize itself as a "Court of Impeachment," distinct from 
its normal legislative capacity; and as presiding officer of that 
"court" he sought a vote for himself.34 The Senators, some of them 
now d o M  of Chase's political loyalties, took care to delete all 
references to the Senate as a court of impeachment. The original 
version of the rules gave the presiding officer the right to make 
prelimbq rulings on evidentiary matters, subject to Senate 
reversal after one-l3lh of the Senators challenged a ruling; now 
Senator Chandler, Radical Republican from Michigan, sponsored 
an obscurely worded substitute amendment whose purpose was 
evidently to shift this power back to the Senate collectively.% 

By detemined manipulation and good luck, Chase undid the 
committee's work soon after Wade relinquished the chair to him. 
Almost the first matter to arise was a Democratic challenge to 
Wade's right to take the oath. After some debate Senator Grimes 
(later a recusant) moved that the "court" adjourn for a day; Senator 
Howard replied that the Senate should adjourn itself and "relieve" 
the Chief Justice and pass to its legislative business - a subtle dis- 
tinction, but one that posed a controversial issue. Chase settled it, 
for the time being, by an admit fait accornpli: 'The court must first 
adjoum. Senators, you who are in favor of adjourning the court 
until to-momw at 1 o'clock will say 'ay,' and those of the con- 
opinion will say 'no'." Those who denied that the Senate was a 
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court could not say anything, and "the motion was a m  to.'% The 
next day a point of order arose regarding which Senator Howard 
invoked Rule XXIII of the impeachment rules. Chase made his 
move: "The twenty-third rule is a rule for the proceding of the 
Senate when organized for the trial of an impeachment It is not yet 
organized; and in the opinion of the Chair the twenty-third rule does 
not apply at present." Senator Drake appealed the decision of the 
chair, but, to the cheers of the gallery, Chase was sustained by a 
24-20 vote. Following up on this success, Chase told the Senate 
that, having now passed over into its special impeachment capacity, 
it would have to readopt its impeachment rules - and again he 
posed the question in such a way that a Senator could vote for or 
against the rules, but not vote against Chase's presumption that the 
rules had to be readopted: "Senators, you who think that the rules 
of p-g adopted on the 2nd of March should be considered as 
the rules of this body will say 'ay'; contrary opinion, 'no'." The 
ayes prevailed.37 

Among the rules adopted (and readopted) by the Senate was Rule 
VIII, requiring the accused to "file his answer to -said articles of 
impeachment" on the date specified in the summons served upon 
him; if he failed to appear or file an answer, "the vial shall proceed, 
nevertheless, as upon a plea of not guilty." Defense counsel 
appeared on the appointed date, March 13, but instead of filing an 
answer they sought forty days more in which to do so, invoking the 
analogy of criminal prodecure. The Managers replied that the 
Senate's own rules were controlling, not analogies from other areas 
of law; if Johnson would not enter a plea, the rules were clear that 
the trial should commence then and there as if he had pleaded not 
guilty. No elaborate formal reply was necessary anyway since, as 
singham said, 

technical mles do in nowise corm01 or limit or fetter the action of 
this body; and under the plea of "not guilty." as provided in the mles, 
every amxivable defense that the party accused could make to the arti- 
cles hae p r e f d  can be admitted. Why, then, this delay of forty days 
to draw up an m a  of not guihy'P 

Why indeed? But the Senate, touchy about insinuations that the 
President was being railroaded, allowed ten days to answer. On 
March 23 the defense filed an answer even more turgid than the 
articles, whereupon the trial should have begun. Yet Johnson's 
lawyers prevailed upon the Senate to grant another continuance until 
March 30. Raoul Berger complains that the defense received 
"extraordinarily short shrift," but it got more time by far than the 
rules allowed it, and nothing in the answer, the course of the trial or 



the verdict suggests that Johuson got any less time than he needed 
51 order to mount a swas&l defense? 

On the seumd day of the trial, Chase overturned the Iules in 
pother respect. Mauager Butler was trying to elicit hearsay 
testimony as to the expressed intentions of General Lorenu, 
Thomas, Johnson's ad interim appointee as Secretary of War, in 
going to the War Depment on February 21 to challenge Stanton 
The defense objected that the testimony was irrelevant. Chase 
stated: ''The Cllief Justice thinks the testimony is competent, and it 
will be heard unless the Senate think otherwise." When Senator 
Drake challenged his right to make such a preliminary ruling - a 
power which the Senate had earlier stripped him of, seemingly - 
Chase insisted "that in his judgment it is his duty to decide upon 
questions of evidence in the first instance, and that if any senator 
d e s k  that the question shall then be submitted to the Senate it is 
his duty to submit it" The Managers belatedly protested that 
Chase's arrogation of power detracted from the Senate's "sole 
powef' to try impeachments: "Every judgment that must be made is 
a part of the trial, whether it be upon a prel imi i  question or a 
final question' By chance Chase got more than he hoped for by the 
resolution of the question. A motion that the Senate retire for 
consultation (in effect, to debate ulconsfrained by Chase) 
eventuated in a 25-25 tie (Wade and three others not voting). Chase 
announced the result and said: 'The Chief Justice votes in the 
affirmative. The Senate will retire for conference.'' He then left the 
momPo Emerging from confem,  the Senate defeated actions by 
Drake and Sumner denying Chase's right to vote, and instead the 
rules were amended to legitimate Chase's claim to make preliminary 
rulings, except that any Senator's objection would put the matter 
before the Senate.41 If less than a trial judge, Chase was at least 
more than a mere moderator.42 

Central to the fairness of any trial is the court's reception or 
exclusion of evidence. In impeachment trials, exclusionary rulings 
will be somewhat less important than in a jury trial, since the 
Senators cannot be kept from hearing about proferred evidence and 
taking it into account as they, severally, see f i e 3  Johnson 
impeachment critics claim that prejudicial rulings stud the m r d , M  
but they have ignored the possibility that the rulings were corm% 
or at least within the range of reasonable differences under the law 
of evidence as it then stood. A look at a few of the more important 
evidentiary controversies suggest that, as in other matters, the 
Senate was more than fair to Johnson. Seeming injustices, e.g., the 
admissions of hearsay declarations against an accused but not those 
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in his favor, may be ingrained features of criminal evidence law, 
not the blatantly unequal treatment they might resemble to the lay 
observerPS 

Most of the eleven articles involved Johnson's dismissal of 
Secretary of War Stanton and his attempted ad interim appointment 
of General Lorenzo Thomas to the post, allegedly in violation of the 
Tenure of Office Act. Johnson's defense was threefold: the Act was 
unconstitutional, if constitutional, it nonetheless did not cover 
Stanton; and if constitutional and applicable, "the President acted 
from laudable and honest motives, and is not, therefore, guilty of 
any crime or misdemeanor."46 The latter defense of good faith had 
important evidentiary implications if accepted by the Senate. If the 
wrongful intent, with which Johnson was accused of having acted, 
had to be the intent to break a law Johnson knew to be valid, then 
the Senate should consider evidence that Johnson desired to 
precipitate a test case for the courts or that his Cabinet unanimously 
advised him that the Act was constitutional.47 Not so, however, if 
the requisite intent, as for most c r imi i  offenses, was me~ely to 
have volunkuily and consciously done the acts charged; or if 
ignorance of the law is, as usual, no defense; or if, as Thaddeus 
Stevens argued, the object of impeachment is simply to end a 
come of unconstitutional conduct by removing the perpetrator: 
"Mere mistake in intention, if so persevered in after proper warning 
as to bring mischief upon the community, is quite sufficient to 
warrant the removal of the officer from the place where he is 
working mischief by his continuance in power."* As a matter of 
constitutional exegesis and common prudence, the Manages' 
theory is closer to the correct view, and it was evidently also the 
view of the Senate." If so, just about every exclusion of p ro fed  
defense evidence is defensible. 

But there were further infirmities in important parts of defense 
testimony. Defense attorney Stanbury sought to elicit from Thomas 
what Johnson had told him on February 21, 1868, immediately 
after Thomas had confronted Stanton at the War Department. 
Bingham objected that this was an attempt "to introduce in the 
defense of an accused criminal his own declaration made after the 
fact." Noting that the acts charged (dismissal of Stanton and appoint- 
ment of Thomas) were by then completed. Butler said that "Mr. 
Thomas cannot make evidence for himself by going and talking 
with the President, nor the President with Mr. Thomas." The 
objection was valid. A party charged with crime can never put in 
evidence in his own behalf his declarations made after commission 
of a crime.50 But the Senate, to which Chase submitted the point 
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without a prelimhy ruling* voted 42-10 to admit the hearsay. 
Thomas then quoted Johnson's response to the War Department in- 
cident: "Very well; we want it in the courts.'% 

Next the defense questioned General Sherman about his talk with 
Johnson on January 14, prior to the final firing of Stanton. The 
defense argued that the Johnson hearsay was germane to intent, and 
Chase ruled it admissible. Because this declaration preceded the act 
charged, it was not subject to the previous objection - but there 
was still a crucial condition on letting such evidence in. 
Contemporaneous declarations of purpose, "made with no apparent 
motive for misstatement," are admissible to prove the declarant's 
purpose. The defense agreed such statements are admissible "if they 
do not appear to have been manufactmid." Senators might readily 
conclude that Johnson was already creating evidence for use in the 
impending showdown over Stanton. Chase intervened to endorse 
the defense view, saying that "proof of a conversation shortly 
before a transaction is better evidence of the intent of an actor than 
proof of a conversation shortly after a masaction. The Secretary 
will call the roll." By a 23-28 vote of which Chase complained 
bittedy in private, the evidence was excluded52 

But even this ruling, for which several arguable grounds of 
support appear, was effectively reversed. Later, by one of those 
one-vote margins made possible by Wade's self-restraint, Sherman 
was allowed to report what Johnson told him at later interviews 
(January 27 or 31) as to his purpose in offering Sherman the post 
of ad interim Secretary of War. Johnson said it was for the good of 
the country. When Sheman asked why the courts could not settle 
the confiict, Johnson said that was impossible, but "if we can bring 
the case to the courts it would not stand half an hour." As Stanbury 
said, "that which was closed to us by the decision of the cow on 
Saturday, is now opened by the pslion of the senator today.'r3 
Yet the Johnson-Sherman talks, which came after the Senate had 
refused to assent to Stanton's removal on January 13, were well 
before the final firing on February 21 aad rather remote in time to 
unmt as c o n t e m p o ~ u s  d e c ~ o n s  of intent. 

A subsidiary issue in the case was whether Johnson had 
contemplated the use of force to install Thomas. To prove 
othewise, the defense sought to have Secretary of State Welles 
testify that on February 21 Johnson opined that Stanton would 
acquiesce peaceably in the Thomas appointment. Qlase announced 
that he was "clearly of opinion that this is a part of the transaction, 
and that it is entirely proper to take this evidence into consideration 
as showing the intent of the President in his acts. The Secretary will 
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call the roll." By a 26-23 vote the evidence was adnritteds Again, 
an after-the-fact, self-serving hemay dechtion, which must have 
been made in anticipation of fahue ontroversy, was admitted ID 
prove a kind of "intent7 which was nut really material anyway. The 
defense, often with the weight of the Chief Justice's authority 
behind it, overall benefitted greatly fbm the Senate's evidentiary 
rulings. And even when the Managers s u c d e d  in exduding 
evidence of Johnson's innocent intent, the Senatom heard what 
the evidence would have been even as the Mamgcirs made 
themselves look bad by trying to suppress evidence hvorable to 
Johnsonss 
The most impoxlant lapses from pmedural pmpriety in the 

impeachment trid did not take place in oourt at all. 'Ihey consisted 
of negotiations between Johnson's lawyer E v m  (who would 
surely be d i s b d  for it today) and susceptible comexvative 
Republican Senators which eventuated in a virtual trade of no$- 
guilty vow for political hvun. Senator Grimes, with the 
knowiedge of Senators Fessenden and T~mball, obtain@ 
asswanas that acquittal would not be followed by presidential 
reprisals. The nomination of a consexvative Republicau general to 
succeed Stanton also pleased the Republican right, Senator Ross - 
a recusant often held up as the hero who placed p w l e  above 
politics in casting ?he vote that 'saved Johnson" - let the Pmsident 
h o w  that his prompt'transmissi~n of the new, reconstructed South 
Cmlina and AIlrmsas constitudons would cause him and others to 
vote to acquit. Johnson complied the next day. Johnson also agreed 
to &bra the R m c t i o n  A m %  It is Curious that impeachment 
critics who point to the immense politid prcssm bmght u, bear 
on wavering Senaton overlook that the Pmident sti l l  wielded 
enough power and patronage to omid the Radical Republicans for 
enough votes to win 
The evidence is overwhelming that while au impeachment trial is 

a judicial procee$ing befm the Senate sitting as a court,fl it is not a 
climinat trial. ss FWwdurally thiS means that the technicalities of 
indictment and pleading which b~ erhmiaal pmedure had 
no place in the Jafnrson impeachment trial.'Hamilton wrote that 
such a proceeding "can never & tied down to such strict rules, 
either in the delineation of the bffense by the prosecutom of the 
construction of it by the judges, @ in common cases serve to @nit 
the discretion of covrts in favor 4 personal &ty.'- All the early 
commentators, mconded by b &st modem autbadties, agreed that 
the Senate wasnot bound to b e  strict forms of common-lsw 
pleading and procedure, particulahy with respect to the formulation 
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of charges; the articles might be very general and the Senators we= 
entitled to construe them broadly from considerations of polity.~ 

The defense, however, assailed obscurities and possible technical 
defects in the articles as if they appeared in an indictment In the 
criminal law of the day, no conviction could stand unless the proof 
adduced at trial closely comborated the allegations of the 
indictment, even if the proof showed other criminality on the 
defendant's part. Johnson's lawyers cited this principle in his 
behalf, insisting, for instance, that since criminal intent was alleged 
in each article, conviction required proof of aiminal intent.61 
Actually it is doubtful if this rule applied even if the hid had been 
criminal in character. Immaterial allegations in an indictment had 
long been allowed to be ignored as surplusage.62 If most senators 
thought that criminal intent (at least as the defense understood it) 
was not necessary to sustain conviction, their disregard of 
allegations of criminal intent would not mean they were voting to 
convict Johnson of something diierent from what he was charged 
with. And yet the defense argument paid off. Five of the seven ~ c u -  
sant Republicans fled opinions justifying acquittal in part because 
the proof only showed an attempt to remove Stanton (because he 
=fused to go), not an e M v e  removal as alleged!a 

The fate of the eleventh article, "the gist and vital portion of this 
whole prosecution" as Stevens called it, illuminates the 
circumstances which led to Johnson's acquittal. The Radical 
Republicans added it because, as Stevens complained, the other 
articles were so m w l y  and legalistically framed as to have no 
"real vigor in them.'w In extmnibdy convoluted language it 
alleged a conspimy to frustrate enforcement of the Tenure of Office 
Act and certain Reconstmction legislation pursuant to Johnson's 
alleged assertion that the Congms was not a constitutional body. It 
was the most impor&ant article and the one most likely to be adopted 
because, in its obscure but unmistakable way, it was understood by 
all to state Johnson's real offense: his obstruction of Congressiontd 
Reconstruction Instead of meeting the charge head-on, defense 
counsel tried to make light of it by professing an inability to make 
any sense out of it. Impeachment proponents were not fooled and 
induced the Senate to vote on the eleventh article first.a 

Chase now made the last and possibly most i m p o m  of his 
unauthorized encroachments upon the Senate's sole power to try 
impeachments. Speaking as if he were the trial judge charging the 
jury as to the applicable law, he prefaced the voting by his own 
narrow construction of the article. "The single substantive matter 
charged," he said, "is the aUempt to prevent execution of the tenure- 
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of-office act [sic]; and the other facts are alleged either as 
introductory and exhibiting this general purpose, or as showing the 
means contrived in furtherance of the attempt" By collapsing the 
eleventh article into a mere rehash of the others, Chase effdvely 
eliminated the breadth which was intended to distinguish it -m the 
other tenP It is argued that Chase did not determine the verdict of 
the trial because formally the Senate had the right to overmle himy 
As the disposition of the eleventh article shows, that is a mve  view 
of the matter. By his comments, his control of the proceedings, the 
prestige of his office and his mastery of the fait uccovnpli, Chase 
exerted a pervasive influence on the whole course of the 
proceedings, and his influence was usually exerted for Johnson's 
benefit. 

A few years after the Johnson acquittal, the Supreme Court held 
that a crimimal defendant is amrded due process of the law "if the 
trial is had according to the settled course of judicial proceedings," 
consonant with "the law of the land.*'68 In that sense, it was the 
Managers rather than Johnson who were denied due pmas. The 
case is shot through with ironies inuring to the accused's benefit. 
Johnson portrayed his prosecutors as prejudiced and partisan while 
secretly taking full advantage of prejudices cutting his way and 
exploiting extrajudicial political clout. His lawyers insisted he be 
tried solely according to the literal terms of the impeaching articles 
- the rule of law required no less - and then belittled those 
"technical and formal crimes" as "of very paltry consideration." 
After incurring attack for contending that the Senate was not a 
court, the Managers made more use than the defense of evidentiary 
technicalities inappropriate in an impeachment trial. Ostensibly 
upholding the Constitution and laws against partisan abuse, the 
defense - aided by the Chief Justice - repeatedly induced the. 
Senate either to break its own rules or to rewrite them to suit Chase 
or Johnson. The trial included its share of emrs and injustices, but 
they more often benefited the accused than the accusers. Unlike his 
pmsecutors, Andrew Johnson got a fair trial.@ 
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The Legionary Movement in Romania* 

ALEXANDER E. RONFJEIT, MD. 
FAUn BRADESCU, Ph.D. 

t is the authors' observation that most people make the mistake of 
not considering socio-politicai phenomena in their natural context I 

in d e r  to discover the legitimate causes, the true sense of their 
development, and especially their importance in the environment 
which fostered them. Carried away by the passion of political 
convictions or by the hope of immediate benefits, they reduce every 
phenomenon to a linear problem: good or bad, to be accepted or 
rejected. 

Moreover, governments, the authorities, ''muon'' in the same 
manner. This maintains an atmosphere of suspicion and 
misunderstanding and is detrimental to the awakening of 
consciousness to what we believe am certain essential truths. In 
addition, when the age has been ravaged by bloody conflicts and 
when bad memories or hates are not yet dissipated, n~-g is easier 
than to maintain this partial and prejudiced way of judging matters 
each time that circumstances bring the discussion of such a problem 
b e f o ~  the public. 

*Ed Note: The awhors 4 the fdlowing article me bosh members o f  and 
avowed partisans qf the Legbury Movement. The ldy 4 the RomMion 
LegioMIy Movement has most often been portrayed in an antagonistic 
light. We feel that this actively partisan treatment, based as it is on 
Movement documents and atensive interviews with Movement members, 
will help in its way as an alternote reading ahd alternate primary source on 
thh wntroversIfll period o f  Rolrnanimr and European history. 
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This disposition of the public to a puerile partisanship is 
manipulated by those who are interested in compromising, or even 
in annihilating, a historical, political, or social truth. They know 
that the mass man: 

... reduces everything to his personal conception, considering as 
false and dangerous anything which does not confonn to his 
thoughts; 

. . .is incapable of placing himself in the socio-historical context of 
the phenomenon in order to judge it according to reality, nor does 
he manage to make abstraction from his own reality, and 
comparisons are reduced to what seems just and perfect in 
relationship to himself; 

... and is influenced by what the press disseminates without ever 
being able to perceive the lies, exaggerations and perfidious 
insinuations which infest most of these communications. 

Therefore, playing upon these attitudes of the mass man, it is 
easy for dishonest people to direct even the most liberal and 
intelligent opinion and to lead the most honest and just people into 
error. That is not surprising, for, if the coalition of detractors is 
always powerful (because it works on the ease of emotional and 
uncontrollable arguments), those who are the target of this 
relentless propaganda are most often those who are ill-equipped to 
defend themselves. People are not sufficiently dist.m&bl of this 
kind of sporadic attack, which is of little documentary importance. 
In the long run, for lack of pertinent refutation, these hoaxes end up 
being considered as authentic documents and the game is won. 
Thus prejudice and the distortion of reality become lethal 

weapons capable of confusing the soundest minds and creating an 
undercurrent of hate or distrust toward c e d n  socio-political 
doctrines which are valuable. Such is the case of the Romanian 
Legionary Movement. The purpose of this synthesis is to help the 
public reach a more accurate undemanding of the Movement, as 
viewed by its former members. 

Those who have read only the stories spread by the persistent 
detractors of the thinking, educational methods, and activities of 
this spiritual movement have acquired a picture of a blood-thirsty 
terrorist organization That is totally unjust and far from the t ~ t h  

A doctrine which seeks to modify an individual's spiritual 
structure in order to make him a better, more intelligent and more 
honest person, a dochine whose foundatio-nS are morality and love 
can certainly nsr be oemrist, racist or oligmhic. It addmzes itself 
to every individual, regardless of race, social or professional 
position, ~gardfess of culture, religion or philosophical opinion. 
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What is important in the realization of this "New Man" is the 
transformation of an ordinary person into an individual of quality. 
This new person can surpass himself by renouncing every tendency 
toward hate, materialism and the taste for power. 

One young Italian writer had the courage to go beyond the 
prejudices imposed by the enemies of the Legion of the Archangel 
Michael (The Legionary Movement) and to go to the legitimate 
sources of Legionary Doctrine. This is what he says about the 
Legionary Movement: 

Above all, one thing should be very clear to everyone: The Legion of 
the Archangel Michael is not a party as we undexstand it, nor a pres- 
sure p u p ,  nor a para-religious organization, nor in any way denorni- 
national. It is an absolutely original movemeat whose primary goal 
and purpose are: a spiritual and moral remwal, and the creation of a 
new individual -an individual who will stand in contrest to the demomi- 
tic horn0 monmnkus, who is essentially pragmatic and egotistical.1 

If, up until now, the Legionary Movement has been presented in 
a derogatory light, it is because the foundations of its doctrine, as 
well as its educational precepts, ran counter to all the political 
conceptions based on materialism and immorality. In it people 
discovered a powerfd renewing force which in the long run would 
be capable of overthrowing the dominant conceptions of our mixed- 
up and indecisive world - not only at the philosophical level, but 
also at the practical, socio-political level. A national mission and a 
universal vocation were perceived in the strength of its exceptional 
norms. Such ideas could not help but disturb the political factions 
which were dominant or dreaming of domination 

That may seem unlikely, given that the doctrine in question arose 
from a small country, from the bosom of a people without - - 
expansionist tendencies or pretensions. In the Legionary substance 
there is, nonetheless, a spiritually based messianism which 
addresses every honest man who is bnscious of his human value 
and who wishes to change the course of history. Change is brought 
about through the use of moral nonns in peoples' behavior and in 
nations' lives; these nonns replace the egoism which is presently 
dominant. Such modification is surely difficult, but certainly not 
impossible. This explains the doggedness with which the Legionary 
doctrine and its members are still attacked today, 40 years after the 
Communist takeover of Romania and the outlawing of the 
Legionary Movement. It is because the Legionary spirit persists, 
invisible but tenacious, anchored in the depths of the Romanian 
soul as the only salvation for the nation, and perhaps for the world, 
which sees and feels itself canied toward the abyss. 
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The accusations, insinuations and lies about the Legionary 
Movement are well known. Every opportunity is taken to forbid its 
precepts or to savagely attack those near or far who envision this 
doctrine as the path of salvation for the Romanian Nation. It will 
take many years to re-establish an equilibrium and to give the 
original and highly spiritual content of Comeliu Zelea Codreanu's 
domine its proper value in the eyes of the world. 

The following work is one sincere effort among othexs to put 
some explanation of what the Romanian Legionary Movement 
really is at the disposal of those who have the conscience and the 
courage to look beyond the sordid propaganda. This is not a 
detailed analysis of the Legionary phenomenon, but a synthesizing 
summary of the various phases and attitudes assumed by the Legion 
of the Archangel Michael during its first fourteen years of existence: 
that is, up to Romania's entry into the war. At that time, several 
tens of thousands of Legionnaires were in the prisons of General 
Ion Antonescu, who had usurped the Legionary Movement's 
victory over the dictatorship of King Carol I1 and had installed his 
own dictatorship. 

Brief History of the Legionary Movement 

In the face of the ferociously materialistic, morally bankrupt 
tendencies which dominated the national scene, it was felt that 
nothing but the authority of the Commandments, a retum to 
religious sources and the force of sacrifice could stop the slide 
toward total ruin. 

For that reason, since the beginning, the Legionary Movement 
was set on original foundations: 

- i t  has a hierarchical character; 
- i t  values personal responsibility; 
- i t  calls for nufional q#ection; 
-it rests on Chris& spirituality; 
--and it raises the notion of sdifice to the highest dignity. 
Under these conditions, Comeliu Zelea Codreanu did not address 

the crowds in order to organize them and tun them into an 
opposition party. He was not interested in electoral change, but in 
the internal change of the individual. He sought to modify a 
mentality. He wanted above all to cmte a school which would 
p r e p  people for the future - people who would be honest, hard- 
working, moral, intelligent and willing to make sacrifices for the 
common good. 

Nowhere in the Legicmary norms and precepts can any incitement 
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to social, racial or religious hate be found. The basis of the 
Legionary Movement and education is love. Love in the purest 
sense of the word: that of respect for one's fellav man, whatever 
he may be; that of respect for work, even the most humble; that of 
respect for each person's opinion, no matter how absurd or 
contradictory it may be. 

Germans, Hungarians, Turks, and Tartars entered the Legion's 
ranks because the Legionary ideal was not posed in racial or 
religious terms. They were engaging in a battle against a mentality 
which could dominate the masses of another race just as well as the 
Romanian masses. Everyone had the right and the obligation to 
participate. There was only one essential condition: each person had 
to blend himself body and soul into the great spiritual revolution. 
That was the only way to be able to comprehend the profound sense 
of the political vision of Comeliu Codreanu. 

The beginnings of the Movement were extremely difficult. There 
were numerous reasons for that difficulty, and many of them were 
justified: 

-The Legion of the Archangel Michael represented a new set of 
pMp1es which were totally opposed to those that were then 
practiced. 

-At the outset, the group was made up of inexperienced young 
people who promised absolutely nothing concrete and immediate. 

-There was a natural distrust of a new organization, a new 
"party," which was assumed to be similar to al l  the others. (At that 
time there we= mund thirty different @es in Romania) 

-There was a general skepticism about anything which might 
announce a possible change. 

-The Press immediately lumped the Legionary Movement into 
the ranks of the Fascists and later the National Socialists. 

-Government authorities were hostile toward a voluntary 
movement which proved to be resistant to every attempt at 
maneuvering. 

-There was a reticence of the masses before an uncustomary 
political power. 

-The organization being formed was in a state of total poverty. 
It litemlly started from ahoZute zero. It was not supported by any 
monetary power: bank, capitalist group, etc. 

It is for these reasons that Codreanu based his Movement on the 
value of its unusual principles: 
1. The Militant Organization: 

He placed it under the insignia of pemnality, capacity for 
sacrifice and will. 
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The basic unit of the Legion of the Anhangel Michael is not an 
assembly of members who have a political center, but a small group 
of individuals recruited one by one by the person who is going to 
become their leader. This unit, called a "Nest," is an independent 
unit, but it is hierarchically attached to a higher unit, and so on up to 
the top of the pyramid to the Leader of the Legion2 
2. The Political Organization: 

This organization does not depend on committees and 
subcommittees which seek the satisfaction of particular interests. It 
is a hierarchical system ending with the Legionary Senate and Chief 
of the Legion, who are dedicated entirely to the nation, its well- 
being and its harmonious development. 
3. The Spiritual Organization: 

This constitutes the most important part of the Legionary 
purpose. The goal is to provoke a radical transformation in the 
mental structure and the morals of the nation through continuous 
work on the individual. Therefore, the Legionnaire continually 
seeks to educate according to moral and ethical norms, by rules of 
comportment, and by voluntary submission to a spiritual discipline. 
In the long run, this spiritual discipline will give rise to other 
impulses, other attitudes, other convictions about the meaning of 
life in society and about man as the central element of society.3 
4. The Fiancial Orght ion :  

The establishment of the resources which are indispensable to the 
activity of the Movement was definitely removed'from the usual 
system of jinancing owed to particular interest groups, to social 
monopolies or to even more obscure organizations. It was decided 
that in order to arrive at a fundamental modification of the reigning 
mentality, the Legionary Movement would set the example of 
independence. It would support itself by means of its own 
resources. The self-sufficiency of a movement which desires to be 
respected signifies its independence of al l  other groups and gives it 
the opportunity to face its fight without fearing anyone. From this 
paidid beginning up to the present, the Legionary Movement has 
fed its efforts by the dues and donations of its members and 
sympathizers. 

The following is a chronological history of the Movement: 
June 24, 1927: Codreanu and his four companions (Ion Mota, 

Ilie Garneata, Comeliu Georgescu, Radu Mironovici) lay the 
foundations of the Legionary Movement under the name of The 
Legion of the Arehangel Michael. The birth certificate of this 
organization conlabs only the following lines: 
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Today, Friday, the 24th of June, 1927, (Saint John the Bapdst), at 10 
PM.. the Legion of the Archangel Michael is founded under my 
direction. May he whose belief is unbounded enter its xanks. May he 
who has doubts m a i n  outside. I hereby name Radu Minmovici, chief 
of the Guard of the I c a  Cmneliu Zelea CoQearm. 

July 10, 1927: Codreanu specifies the first spiritual lines of the 
new Legionary life: faith in God, confidence in the mission of 
the Legionary Movement, love among the legionnaires, and 
song. 

August 1, 1927: The bi-monthly magazine Pumunful S t r m e s c  
(The Land uf the Ancestors) appears. This is the first 
publication and the official organ of the Movement, under the 
hc t ion  of Codreanu. 

November 8, 197: Codreanu mxives the solemn oath of the 
first Legionnaires. In total: 28 people. 

February 19, 1928: A truck is phased, thanks to the contri- 
butions of the first Legiomaks (begun December 1,1927). 

Summer 1928: Legionary commerce based on the new principles 
begins. The team responsible uses the truck to transport staples 
and fruits (produced by another Legionary team in a rented 
garden) to health mrts where they m sold 

December 10, 1928: Professor Ion Gavanescul takes the 
Legionary oath. 

January 3 4 ,  1929: General Ion Tarnoschi takes the Legionary 
oath and the first meeting of the 'West" leaders takes place. 
Codreanu stipulates the fimdamental principles of the system of 
"dynamic education" (Action is education.) 
During the same meeting, the Legionary Senate is formed. The 
first members are: Hristache Solomon, General Dr. 
Macridescu, General Ion Tarnoschi, Spim Peceli, Colonel Paul 
Cambummu, Professor Ion Butnaru, and Traian Braileanu. 

Summer 1929: As a follow-up to the decision to use the dynamic 
educational system, Comeliu Codreanu organizes two 
educational levels whose goal is: to develop the will, to accept a 
hard life; and to impose the obligation for each person to be 
strict withhimself. 

December 15, 1929: The first public Legionary meeting takes 
place in the small Moldavian village of Beasti. The authorities 
appear and try to prevent the meeting. 

January 1930: Comeliu Codreanu decides to inten@ Legionary 
pmpaganda among the peasant masses. Legionary teams begin 
to penetrate the districts of Moldavia The first "conflicts" with 
the authorities arise. 
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February 10, 1930: A large Legionary demonstration takes 
place at CahuL More than 20,000 peasants are present. From 
this moment on, the peasants of other regions Pessarabia, 
Maramures) begin to ask that the Legionnaires come to their 
region, too. 

June 1930: Ckhanu decides to launch a new national 
organization for combating the communist propaganda in 
Bessarabia. This was to be an organization inclusive of the 
Legion of the Archangel Michael and other youth groups not 
affiliated with any political party. His appeal had as its main 
goal a peaceful march and demonstration against the communist 
influence in Bessarabia. 
At a meeting with his co-workers the formation and name of the 
new organization was discussed. Mr. Granganu proposed the 
name of the organization to be The Iron Guard. (The Iron 
Guard later became the political party of the Legionary 
Movement.) 
An authorization from the government for the march by the Iroa 
Guard was obtained from Mr. Vaida-Voevod, at that time the 
Minister of Internal Affairs. Later, however, Mr. Vaida- 
Voevod, under pressure from the controlled press, withdrew 
the approval of the planned march into Bessarabia by the Iron 
Guard. 

July 20, 1930: The govemment forbids the distribution of the 
Legionary Movement's propaganda in Bessarabia, although it 
had previously given its authorization for that distribution 
Comeliu Codreanu issues a Manifesto-Notice in which he 
criticizes the maneuvers of the Jewish leaders and of bribed 
politicians. He calls upon spiritually upright Romanians to 
fight. An extremely violent campaign against the Legionary 
Movement is begun by the press. 

November 8, 1930: The h t  center of the Legion is inaugurated 
at Bucharest. 

December 1930: Without saying anything to anyone, an 
exasperated Legiormaire, Dumitrescu-Zapada, attempts to 
assassinate Socor, a Communist journalist who is the director 
of the newspaper Dimineata (The Morning). 

January 9, 1931: Codreanu is arrested and confined in the 
prison of Vacaresti along with a group of Legionary leaders. 

January 11, 1931: Ion Mihalache, Minister of the Interior, 
dissolves the Iron Guard the Legion of the A~hangel 
Michael for the first time by an executive order issued by the 
Council of Ministers. (An illegal act under the constitution of 
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Romania.) Falsified documents m published which attempt to 
compromise the Supreme Leader of tk Legion in the eyes of 
the public. 

End of February, 1931: In the trial of the first dissolution of 
the Iron Guard and the Legion of the hhangel Michael, the 
Tribunal of Ilfov delivers a unanimous verdict for acquittal. 

March 31,1931: After 81 days of prison, CodFeanu and the six Leg- 
ionnaires involved in the previously mentioned trial are freed. 

June 1, 1931: The Legionary Movement @cipates in the 
general elections for the first time and obtains 43,183 votes but 
no deputy is elected. 

August 31, 1931: Partial elections are held in the district of 
Neamt. In spite of many obstacles, the Legionaiy forces obtain 
their first success: 11,301 votes. Comeliu Codreanu is 
proclaimed deputy. 

December 31, 1931: Codxeam delivers his first speech to 
Parliament. In this speech he specifies the cardinal points of his 
generation: God, Country, King, Family, Property, and Army. 
Next he expounds on the fundamental pmblems of the time for 
Romania: 'The Jewish Problem;" "The Problem of Youth;," 
"The Problem of Foreign Policy;" "The Problem of the Misery 
of the Peasant Class;" and '"The Problem of Communism." He 
accuses the democratic political parties of being responsible for 
the nation's misery. 
On this occasion, he also stipulates the Legionary position on 
foreign affairs for the first time: "As for our position, if it is a 
question of choosing between these two extremes (Fascism or 
Communism), we are among those who believe that the Sun 
does not rise in Moscow, but in Rome." It is also during this 
speech that Codreanu formulates several political measures 
considered of extreme urgency: 
-to introduce capital punishment for defrauders of public 
funds., 
--to confiscate the fortunes of these defrauden; 
-to bring to justice a l l  politicians who have acted against the 
country; 
-to forbid politicians to take part in the Administrative 
council; 
--to expel all foEeign exploiten firwn the countgc 
-to declare the territory of Romania as the inalienable and 
impmcriptible pmpexty of the Romanian Nation; 
--to make all  elected officials work honestly; 
--and to institute a central administrative authority. 
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January 9, 1932: Codreanu opens the electoral campaign for the 
election of a deputy in the dismct of Tutova. 

March 1932: The Iorga-Argetoianu government disregards the 
law and dissolves the Iron Guard for the second time. This 
does not keep the propaganda teams from continuing their 
efforts, but it makes it impossible for Codreanu to defend his 
cause in Parliament. 
The press makes accusations and injurious statements and 
urges the annihilation of the Iron Guard. Scores of 
Legionnaires are beaten and imprisoned by the authorities. 

April 17, 1932: Even so, the Iron Guard wins the elections at 
Tutova, and Professor Ion Zelea Codreanu, Comeliu's father, 
becomes the second Legionary deputy to enter Parliament. 

July 17, 1932: General elections are held. The Iron Guard wins 
70,000 votes and elects five deputies. 

December 10, 1932: Corneliu Codreanu creates the first 
superior rank in the Legionary hierarchy: that of "Legionary 
Commander." 
The Movement's periodicals have reached 35,000 copies per 
issue. The Legion owns a print shop and two trucks. 

April 1933: A propaganda team dubbed "The Team of Death 
leaves on a twemonth journey to include the provinces of 
Oltenie, Banat, and Transylvania. (The team was so named 
because of a Legionary song of that name, and because its 
members were determined to sacrifice themselves to the last 
man without replying to the provocations and armed attacks 
made against them.) 

June 1933: The first court case is brought against the "Team of 
Death" at Arad (Banat). All are acquitted. 

Beginning of July, 1933: Second trial of the 'Team of Death 
at Alba Iulia (Transylvania), also results in an acquittal. 

July 10, 1933: The A. Vaida-Voevod government forbids the 
opening of the community work camp of Visani, where more 
than 200 Legionnaires were to build a 6 krn. dam. The arrested 
Legionnaires are brutally mistreated by the police. 

August 4, 1933: Construction is begun on the Casa Verde (The 
Green House) at Bucurestii Noi (New Bucharest), a suburb 
north of the capital. The initial purpose of the Casa Verde is to 
make a home for the wounded Legionnaires. Later, it becomes 
the Headquarters of the Legionary Movement. 

July-August 1933: A ferocious press campaign is launched 
against the Legion and its social activities. During this 
campaign of calumnies, the Legionary Movement is accused of 
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having set up a counterfeiting ring at Rasinari ("hamylvania), 
of working for foreignem, of being h c e d  by Hitler, 
Mussolini, and Moscow. The most dogged are the newspapers 
of Sarindar street where the Jewish pnw is concentrated. 

November 15, 1933: The liberal government of I.G. Duca 
comes into power. It attempts to destroy the h n  Guard. New 
elections a~ scheduled for December 20. 
The electoral campaign is very favorable to the Legionary 
Movement. The government unleashes an unheard of terror 
against the legal activity of the Iron Guard: arrests, prohibition 
of placarding and meeting, suspension of the Legionary press, 
etc. 

November 22, 1933: The first Legionmihe falls. While hanging 
posters, a student named Virgil Teodorescu is killed by police 
at Constanta (Dobmdja). 

November 28, 1933: Legionnaire, Nita Constantin, a driver, is 
assassinated at Jassy (Moldavia). 

December 4, 1933: Corneliu Codmmu distributes a 
memorandum in which he criticizes the temr of the liberal 
government. He accuses the following members of the 
government of assassinating and torturing Legionnaires: I.G. 
Duca, Nicoale Titulescu, Victor Iamandi, Inculet, Victor 
Antonescu, Valer Roman, General Dumitmcu (Commander of 
the Police), Eugen Critescu @hector of Security). 

December 9, 1933: Nicolae Balaim, a peasant, is assassinated 
in the district of Vlasca (Wallachia). 

December 10, 1933: The Duca govement dissolves the Iron 
Guard for the third time in order to keep it h m  participating in 
the elections. More than 18,000 Legionnaires are amsted and 
imprisoned Comeliu Codreanu s u d  in hiding. 

December 1933: Gheorghe Bujgoli, a Rcnnanian Macedonian, is 
assassinated m the province of Dobroudja. 

December 29-30, 1933: Legionnab Nicolae cmskmtinescu, 
Doru Belimace and Ion Caranica assassinate Prime Minster 
I.G. Duca, who had ordered the savage temr against the 
Legionary Movement. All three immediately aun themselves in 
to the authorties 
The temr is intensified. The assassinations carried out by the 
authorities multiply. 

December 29-30, 1933: Sterie Ciumetti, Codmmu's seaetary, 
a Romanian Macedonian, is tsssassinated by means of ~ o u s  
tortures for refusing to reveal w h e ~  his leader is hiding. 

December 30, U33: Toader Toma, a tailor, i s  asa&~ed  at 
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Tecuci (Moldavia). 
The two large daily newspapers, C a l e M  (The Calendar) and 
CzivuntuZ (The Word), which support the Legionary struggle 
are abolished and their dhctors, Nichifor Crainic and 
Pmfessor Nae Ianescu, are sent to S iva  prison. 

March 14,1934: Time days before the opening of the trial for the 
dissolution of the Legionary Movement, Corneliu Codreanu 
presents himself, of his own fnx will, before the Council of 
War, which is to judge him. This Council is made up of five 
generals: Ignat, Costandache, Comanescu, Dona and Filip. 
Royal Cammissioner @mecutor): General Petrovicescu. 

April 5, 1934: The Council of War of the Militaxy Tribunal of the 
Capital d e c b  the Legionary Movement not guilty and 
consequently acquits the 52 indicted Legionnaires. The three 
Legionnaires who assassinated I.G. Duca are condemned to life 
at hard labor. 
From this time on, The Central Headquarters of the Legionary 
Movement is established in the home of General Gheorghe 
Cantacuzino at 3 Gutenberg Street, Buchuest. 
After this acquittal the prestige of the Legionary Movement 
grows greater and greater. The great period of education 
through work begins for the Legiomahs. Community work 
camps spring up in every region of the country. The most 
famous are: Giulesti, near Bucharest (comme~ial truck garden 
and brickyard), Dealul Negru in Transylvania (construction of a 

, school), Rarau, in Bucovina (construction of a convalescent 
home for the Legiormaires made ill from the prisons), Cotiu- 
genii Mari in Bessarabia (recomction of a church in ruins), 
and Movila Techirgbiol in Dobmudja (rest camp for the 
wounded). 

September 5, 1934. A plot against Comeliu Codreanu is 
discovemi. Mihail Stelescu, Legionary Commander and 
Deputy, and a very ambitious man, falls under the influence of 
forces which are trying to destroy the Legionary Movement. 
Stelescu is plotting to poison Codreanu 

September 25, 1934: Mihail Stelescu is judged by a "Council of 
Honor" composed of 23 Legionary Commanders, like himself, 
with General Cantacuzino presiding. Found guilty, Stelescu is 
eliminated from the Legion 

January 1, 1935: Memorandum by Codreanu comining the log 
of the terror of the liberal government of Romania 

-18,rn alms& 
-300 hosjitalkd with serious injuries 
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-16 Legionnaim assassinated 
-3 Legionnaires condemned. 

March 20, 1935: Codreanu institutes Totzd Pemu Tara 
(Everything for the Country) as a legal party under the 
presidency of General Gheorghe Cantacuzb 

June 1935: Hundreds of Community \GnL Camps m 
inaugumted. 

July 5, 1935: The work camp, Carmen Sylva, begins on the coast 
of the Black Sea 800 Legionnaires work there under the 
direction of Codreanu. 

July 20, 1935: In a memorandum, Codreanu explains to 242 
Legionnahs of Camp Amota (Oltenie) what constitutes 
Legionary pmpriety: 'The Legionnaire must behave in such a 
manner as to be the personification of a saying: 'He is as proper 
as a Legionnaire.' Proper from every point of view: in regard to 
himself, in regard to outsiders (behavior, attitude, good faith, 
respect, etc.), in regard to the orgauization, in regard to his 
fellows, to his superion, in regard to his country, in regard to 
God." 

September 13, 1935: The inauguration of Legionary 
Commerce. The first Legionary Cooperative appears. 

September 19, 1935: Memorandum on Legionary Commerce. 
Codreanu gives instructions to Department leaders. He ends his 
memorandum with the following words: 'Ugionary commerce 
signifies a new phase in the history of commerce which has 
been stained by the Jewish spirit. It is called: Christian 
commerce - based on the love of people and not on robbing 
them; commerce based on honor. 

October, 1935: The fixst meeting of the Leaders of the 13 
Legionary Regions is held. These 13 regions comprise the 
framework of the Movement on the national level. 

November 11, 1935: Codrearru institutes 'She Legionary 
Control," whose goal is "to see that Legionary activity is 
maintained at the highest level of effectiveness and morality." 

November 26, 1935: On the occasion of a difference of opinion 
between the Legionary Movement and the nationalist news- 
paper Porunca Vremii (The Order qf Tune), Comeliu Codreanu 
recalls in a memorandum one of the main principles of the 
Legionary Doctrine: "According to Legionary dogma, we are 
not permitted to behave dishonorably even toward our enemy. 
How he behaves or will behave toward us is his business." 

April 5, 1936: Codreanu finishes Yhe first volume of his book 
Pentru Legionmires (For M y  Leglo&@). 
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April 22, 1936: The f k t  Legionary camps and work projects of 
the year begin and throughout the country more than a thousand 
appear. 

May 30, 1936: Memorandum concerning the external politics of 
the Romanian government. Codn:anu denounces Nicolae 
Titulescu's maneuvers to draw Romania nearer to the 
U.S.S.R.: "That would be an act of treason on the part of the 
Romanian people toward God and toward the moral order of 
this world." 

July 16, 1936: Mihail Stelescu, traitor to the Legion who 
continued his betrayal and infamy in his newspaper Cruciada 
RornQIumQIusmu~iu (The Crusade of Romanianim), is killed by a 
group of ten comrades who m historically to bear the name of 
Decemviri (The Ten Men). 
The same day, Legionnaire Gheorghe Gligor is billed by 
C o m m ~  at Cemauti (Bucovina). 

October 1, 1933 Even though it is banned throughout the 
country, Comeliu Codremu's book comes out in Sibiu 
(Transylvania). 

October 25, 1936: The "Corps of Legionaay Workem" is 
organized. 

November 5, 1936: Comliu Codreanu addresses a Memoire on 
foteign policy problems to the king, the politicians and the 
country. In this publication he affirms: "There is neither a Petite 
Entente nor a Ballcan Entente. Whoever believes in all that 
proves that he understands nothing.. . 
'Two worlds are face to face. All diplomatic liaisons will 
crumble under their pressure in time of war. These two worlds: 
the States where there have been national revolutions which 
fight to defend the cross and a millenial civilization, and 
Bolshevism which, with its dependencies, fights to destroy 
nations and to topple Christian civilization 
'Today all those who are on the line of destiny and national 
bistory have a duty to demand and to enforce that both internal 
and external Romanian politics be removed from the influence 
and control of Free Masonry, of Communism, and of Judaism. 
This is the only salvation for the future of this nation." 

November 24, 1936: A Symbolic team of seven Legionary 
Commanders (Ion Mota, Vasile Marin, Gheome Clime, 
Neculai Totu, Alexandru Cantacuzino, Banica Dobre, Father 
I4n hmimscu-Bma) leaves for Spain to fight at the side of 
Spanish nationalists against Communism. 

January 13, 1937: Legionnaires Ion Mota (brother-in-law of 
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Comeliu Codreanu) and Vasile Marin fall on the Spanish front 
at Majadahonda near M&d. 

January 26, 1937: C h u  writes a Memorandum in which he 
clarifies the meaning of Legionary victory: "...The Legionary 
Movement will never resort to the idea of a plot or coup d'etat 
in order to win. The Legionary Movement can only win by the 
accomplishment of an internal process of conscience of the 
Romanian Nation. The victory that we await in this manner is 
so great, so luminous, that we wil l  never accept that it be 
replaced by a cheap, fleeting victory born of a plot or a coup 
d'6taL" 

February 12, 1937: The "Oath of Ranking Legionrx&es," who 
constitute the Movement's elite, takes place in Saint Ilie 
Gorgani Chwh b e f o ~  the bodies of Mota and Marin. 
Codreanu ends the eulogy with this statement: 
"That is why you are going to swear that you understand that 
being a Legionary elite in our terms means not only to fight and 
win, but it also means above all a permanent sacrifice of oneself 
to the service of the Nation; that the idea of an elite is tied to the 
ideas of sacrifice, poverty, and a hard, bitter life; that where 
self-sacrifice ends, there also ends the Legionary elite." 

February 13, 1937: Mota and Marin are buried in the 
mausoleum of the Casa Verde. The funeral procession is 
several kilometers long. Attendance is estimated at several 
hundred thousand people. 
The pro-Legionary wave takes on significant proportions. The 
government becomes uneasy. A new campain of calumnies and 
provocations is organized against the Legionary Movement 
with the help of the press. There is increasing talk of the plots 
and the "coups d'etat" that the Legion is supposedly fomenting. 

March 2, 1937: The liberal govemment of Gheorghe Tatarescu 
begins a new phase against the Legionary Movement 
-all Romanian universities (powexfid centers of the 
Movement) are closed sine die; 
-all canteens and student housing are closed; 
-all cases brought against Legionary students end in 
sentences; 
--all Legionary camps and work projects are banned. 

April 15, 1937: The Council of War at Bucharest begins the trial 
of the Decemviri. The defense is eliminated from the court and 
the principle witnesses for the defense are not allowed to 
appear- 

April 27, 1937: The Council of War condemns the Decemviri. 
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Eight are condemned to life at hard labor, two to ten years at 
hard labor. 

June 18, 1937: Memorandum by (3xlmnu on the occasion of 
ten years of Legiomy existence. This memorandum ends with 
the following words: "Be proper, be just, be pure, be of good 
humor as you would want every Romanian to be and to behave 

I in his Legionary country." 

July 14, 1937: Comeliu Codreanu rejects the government- 
demanded control by the O.E.T.R. (Office of Education of 
Romanian Youth) over the Legionary work camps. 

October 9, 1937: Death of General Gheome Cantacuzino, party 
leader of Totid Pmtru Tara. 

October 12, 1937: Gheorghe Clime, an engineer, Commander 
of the Buna Vestire, is proclaimed the new party leader of Totul 
Pentru Tara. 

October-December 1937: Legionary business takes on national 
pmpoltions. Restaurants, can-, boarding houses, 
cooperatives, factory warehouses, etc., rn opened everywhere. 

November 11, 1937: Codreanu opens the electoral campaign for 
the general elections which wil l  take place on December 20. 

November 30, 1937: Comeliu Codmm's declaration on 
foreign policy. Among other things, he says: "I am against the 
great Western Democracies; I am against the Petite Entente; I 
am against the Balkan Entente; and I have no attachment to the 
League of Nations in which I do not believe. I am for a 
Romanian foreign policy at the side of Rome and Berlin, at the 
side of the States which have had national revolutions. Against 
Bolshevism. Forty-eight hours after the victory of the 
Legionary Movement, Romania will have a new alliance with 
Rome and Berlin and will thus begin on the path of her 
historical mission in the world: for the defense of the Cross, of 
culture and of Christian Civihition" 

December 20, 1937: General elections. The Legionary 
Movement party obtains 16% of the votes and 66 seats in 
Parliament in spite of the tenor unleashed against its members. 

December 28, 1937: Having lost the elections, the Tatarescu 
government resigns. Octavian Goga is commissioned to form 
the new Cabinet. 

January 13, 1938: On the occasion of the commemmoration of 
the deaths of Mota and Marin, Codreanu creates a special order 
in the ranks of the Legionary units: "The Mota-Marin Corps" 
under the direction of Alexandru Cantacuzino. The members of 
this elite corps have as their slogan "Ready To Die." The pro- 
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Legionary movement among the masses is growing at a 
tremendous rate. 

February 8, 19= Following the infamous campaign of 
calumnies of the Cuza-Goga govemment and the deaths of 
several Legionnaires killed by the mymidons of a ''nationalistic 
government," Comeliu Cordreanu reveals his decision to 
remove the Legionary Movement from elmral propaganda. 

February 10, 1938: The Cuza-Goga government is dismissed 
by the king. The patriarch Mhm Crktea sets up the new 
government. 

February 12, 1938: 'Ihe coup d'etat of King Carol 11: 
-annuls the constitution; 
--adjourns elections; 
- - r m p p ~  party activities; 
-poses the spiritual leader of the Orthodox Romanian Church 
as Council President; 
imposes h a n d  Calinescu, the future assassin of Comeliu 
Codreanu, as Minister of the Interior, 
-imposes a new constitution entirely directed against the 
Legionary Movement; and invokes the death penalty for the 
members of the Legionary Movement. 

February 21, 1938: Codreanu decides upon the self-dissolution 
of the party Tohd P e m  Tara and the liquidation of Legionary 
commerce in order to avoid conflict with the authorities. 

February 22, 1938: Codreanu sends a letter of protest to the 
royal Councilors in which he denounces the coup &&tat and the 
imposition of the new Constitution. 

March 5, 1938. The govemment suspends all salatied Legionary 
administmtors from their posts (ministers, pmfessors, teachem, 
civil servants, erc.). 

March 25, 1938: Codreanu sends F9t)f-r Nicolae Iorga a 
letter concerning the latter's campaign of calumny undertaken 
against the Legionaxy Movement in his newspir  Nearnul 
Romiutesc (The Romanian People). In this letter, Codreanu 
brands Professor Nicolae Itorga's lack of character with infamy 
before the nation and before history: ". ..From the depths of my 
battered soul, I cry to you and I will cry even fmm the depths 
of the tomb: you me  a spiritually dishonest being who has 
without reason m a t e d  our innocent souls. Neither you, 
Professor, nor those who have assumed responsibility for a 
bloody and unjustifiable oppression wil l  encounter any violence 
or even any opposition on our p a "  

March 29, 1938: Codreanu addresses a letter to the director of 
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the newspaper Neamul Romanesc in which he denounces the 
attitude of Professor Nicolae Iorga who had published his reply 
to Codreanu's letter without also publishing the text of that 
letter. He demands that his letter of March 26 be published as 
the code of honor pnxribes. 

March 30, 1938: Professor Nicolae Iorga, instead of replying, 
goes to the public prosecutor and demands the opening of a 
lawsuit against Codreanu for insult and injury. This suit 
constitutes the basis of all later govemment action which 
culminates in the assassination of Comeliu Codreanu on 
November 30,1938. 

April 17, 1938: Codreanu is arrested at M e a l .  This is the 
beginning of the Great Persecution unleashed by King Carol 
and his Minister, Armand Calinescu. Hundreds of well-known 
Legionnaires are sent to concentration camps. Tens of 
thousands of militants are amested and imprisoned. 

April 19, 1938: Codreanu is condemned to six months in prison 
(the maximum penalty) by the Council of War at Bucharest in 
the suit liled by Professor Iorga At the same time, the 
government is preparing another suit in which he is to be 
presented as a traitor to the country, a betrayer to the Nazis and 
the organizer of a revolution against the regime. 

May 23, 1938: This second trial takes place before the same 
Council of War of Bucharest. The public is not allowed to 
attend. The only people admitted are press correspondents. 

May 27, 1938: The Council of War deliven the sentence for the 
second trial of Codreanu: the latter is condemned to ten years at 
hard labor on the basis of imaginary accusations. 

June 16, 1938: The Legionnaim who have not been arrested 
organize. Ion Belgea reconstitutes the "Chain of Command of 
the Legionary Movement." Those who take part Ion Belgea, 
Iordache Nicoara, Horia Sima, Ion Antoniu, Constantin 
Papanace and Gheorghe Dragornu-Jilava 

July 11, 1938: Ion Belgea is afiested. Ion Antoniu takes 
command. A few days later, he, too, is arrested. Constantin 
Papanace Mows him. 

July 23, 1938: Constantin Papanaoe is arrested and freed 
immediately. However, he passes the command to Horia Sima 
befo~le disappearing in the country to throw off police searches. 

September S12, 1938: New concentmion camps are created 
and quickly lilled by floods of Legionmires who are arrested 
everywhere. Hunted hgionnains are mmmi  and 
assassinated. 
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Beginning of October 1938: Second mrganization of 
Legionary Command: Vasile Cristescu, Alexandru 
Cantacuzino, Father Dumitrescu-Borsa, Horia Sima, 
Constantin Papanace and N~colae Petrascu. 

October 1938: This is the month of "Manifestos" and 
"Memorials" launched by the Legionary Command, student 
organizations, officen, etc., for cessation of the terror. A 
revision of the case of Comeliu Codmnu is brought up for 
consideration, as well as the issue of responsibility in case the 
conflict between the king and the nation should continue to 
worsen 

November 10, 1938: On the occasion of Carol 11's departure 
abroad, the Legionary Command sends a "Manifesto- 
Communiqu&' in which Armand Calinescu's already extant 
plan to assassinate Comeliu Codreanu is denouxmd. 

November 13, 1938: King Carol I1 leaves for London and 
Paris. 

November 30, 1938: Under the direct order of Amand 
Calinescu, W t e r  of the Interior, thhanu, the Nicadori and 
the Decemviri an? assassinated by the police 30 km. from 
Bucharest in the forest of Tancabesti during a transfer b m  one 
prison to another. 

December 1, 1938: A manifesto is signed by Vasile Ch&em 
and Dumitrescu-Borsa, a priest, in which peace and self-control 
are recommended to the Legionaahes. 
The Legionary Movement begins a new clandestine life. The 
raids, arrests, summary executions and executions without due 
process intensify. The tension between the king aml his 
government and the nation, revolted by the injustice and the 
barbaric methods employed, intensifies to the point of 
paroxysm. 

December 15, 1938: Beginning of Legionary exile. The first 
group of Legionnaim passes secretly into Poland. 

January 8, X939: A second Legionary group also passes into 
Poland. 

January 26, 1939: Pmfessor Vasile Christescu is assassinated 
by the police. 

February 4, 1939: Accompanied by a group of Legiormaires, 
Horia Sima crosses the border into Hungary, and four days 
later, they anive in Berlin 

February 8, 1939: A Legionary team (Enache Nadoleanu, Martin 
Vucu, Ghemau, Draw Papovici and Dr. Ion Iovu), which 
is preparing an attempt on the life of Annand Calinem, 
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Codreanu's assassin, is armted and its members are shot on 
the spot, after which their bodies are thrown into the crematory 
oven 

February 27, 1939: W~tfi a pup of Legiommhs, Constantin 
Papanace takes l?efhge in Berlin after passing through 
Czechoslovakia. 

May 1939: In Berlin the New Legionary Command is organized: 
Father Ion Dumitmscu-Bozsa, Constantin Papanace, Horia 
Sima, Ion w~tor  Vojen, Victor Silaghi and Alexandru 
Constant. 

September 21, 1939: 'Armand Calinescu, the executioner of the 
Legionary Movement, is cut down by a team of nine 
Legionnaires, later dubbed R&utuz&rii m e  Avengers): Miti 
Dumimcu, Cezar Popescu, Traian Popescu, Nelu 
Moldoveanu, Ion Ionescu, Ion Vasiliu, Marin Stanciulescu, 
Isaia Ovidiu, and Gheorghe Paraschivescu 
After the execution of the tyrant, the team announces the 
punitive measure on the radio in these terms: " h a n d  
Cabescu, President of the Council of Ministers, has been 
executed by a team of LegioMlaires. We are sons of Romanians 
of Prahova, and we have accomplished a painful necessity. We 
have punished the one by whose consent the greatest 
Romanian, Comeliu Zelea Codremu, was executed." 
After that, they tamed themselves in. After torturing them for 
eight hours, the police exe~suted them without trial. Their bodies 
were thrown on a public square to be exposed to the view of 
P-Ts-~'. 

September , 21-2% 1939: The great massarres. The new 
government of General Argeseanu odem execution on the spot 
of all Legionary dimtors in concentration camps and prisons in 
Romania. A total of 252 Legionnaires are thus massacred 
among the thousands who rn imprisoned. Later sewn4 
hmdxd others pay with their lives for being Legiomdms. 

January 1940: Father Dumitrescu-Born A l e e  Constant, 
and Victor Vojen voluntarily withdraw from the dkcthg group 
in Berlin and the leadership falls to Horia S i a  and Constantin 
m a c e .  

January-- 1940. In Romania a Legionary delegation made 
up of llie Gameata, Comeliu Georgescu, Radu Mimovici (all 
three foundem of the Legionary Movement), Augustin Bidianu 
and Dr. Yasile Noveauu, continues the bargaining for a detente 
which was begun in December, 1939, with King Carol 11. 

March 28, 1940: The first Legicmary delegation (Radu 
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Mirowici and Constantin Stoicanescu) anives in Berlin with 
the official mission of setting forth the condition of the case for 
detente and to negotiate the return of the Legionary refugees. 

May 2, 1940: The second Legionary delegation (Comtmth 
Stoicanescu and Augustin Bidianu) arrives in Berlin Horia 
Sima and Constantin Papanace send letters, addressed to King 
Carol 11, in which the Legionary Movement's point of view on 
external politics (anticommunist) is specified. 

May 5, 1940: Horia Sima, accompanied by a group of 
Legionnaires, leaves Germany to seaeqy penetrate into 
Romania where he is m t e d  on May 19. 

June l3,1940: HOM Sima is set free. 
June 23,1940: Horia Sima is given an audience with the king. 
July 3, 1940: The Tatarescu government resigns. Three 

Legionnahs (Horia Sima, Dr. Vasile Noveanu and Dr. 
Augustin Bidianu) take part in the new Gigurtu government. 

July 7, 19& Horia Sima resigns. He is replaced by another 
Legionnak, Radu Budisteanu. 

End of July, 1940: The "Legionary Forum," whose decisions 
become unassailable, is iscreated The members rn Horia Sima, 
CoL Zavoianu, Popescu-Buzau, Aristotel Gheorghiu, Vasile 
Iasinschi, Comeliu Georgescu, Ilie Garneata, Mile Lefter, 
Prof. Traian Braileanu, and Radu Mbtmovici. 

August 16, 1940: There is a collecti* audience of Legionary 
dhctm, Horia Sima, Traian ~raildanu, Comeliu Georgescu 
and Radu Mironovici, with King Carol 11. No acceptable result 
isattained, 

September 3, 1940: Following a Maniksto drawn up by Horia 
Sima on September 1, in which the abdication of King Carol 11 
was demanded, large anti-Camlist demonstrations take place in 
the urban centers of the countrytty During these demonstrations, 
eight Legiormaires meet their deaths. 

September 4, 1940: General Ion Antonescu is assigned to fbrm 
a new government. 

September 5, 1940: General Antmesa receives complete 
powers. The Constitution of 1938 is suspended. The 
Legionnabs arrested on September 3 e fieed. 

September 6, EkW Abdication of King Carol 11 under presswe 
of the Legionary forces. The Legionary Movement is quested 
to take part in the formation of the government. 
The same day, the Legionary Forum, the supreme entity of the 
Movement, -resented by Comeliu Georgescu (one of the 
founde~ of'the Legion) salutes Horia Sima as the successor of 
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Comeliu Codreanu. 
September 14, 1940: The "National Legionary State" is 

proclaimed. Several Legionnaires take part in the govemment 
directed by General Antonescu: 

-Horia Sima 
-Vasile Iasinschi 
-Traian Braileanu 
-Ion Protopopescu 
-Michel Sturdza 
--Comeliu Georgescu 
--Constantin Papanace 
-A. Constant 
-Horia Cosmovici 
-General Ion Petrovicescu 

-Vice President 
-Labor and Health 
-Education 
--State Inventory 
-Foreign Affairs 
--Colonization 
-Fiance 
-Propaganda 
-Under Secretary of State 
-Interior 

November 23, 1940: Legionary Romania joins the Tripartite 
Pact which was signed on September 27, by Germany, Italy 
and Japan. 

November 25, 1940: At the prison of Jilava work is begun to 
exhume Comeliu Codreanu, the Nicadori and the Decemviri 
who were assassinated the 29/30 of November, 1938 at the 
order of Armand Calinescu and with the consent of the 
govemment and of King Carol 11. 

November 27, 1940: The throng of Legionnaires who take part 
in that work are unable to contain themselves at the sight of the 
mortal remains of their great leader and the other martyrs. In an 
outburst of rage, they execute the 64 members of previous 
political regimes who are imprisoned at Jilava and who had 
tortured and massacred Legionary youths. 

November 29, 1940: General Antonescu initiates official steps 
to oust the Legionary Movement from the government. 

January 12, 1941: General Antonescu tries to cause a rupture in 
the heart of the Legionary Movement by proposing to Mr. 
Vasile Iasinschi, Minister of Health, that he take over 
leadership of the Legionary Movement. This proposal was 
made by the General in front of Mihail Antonescu, Minister of 
Finance. Of course the proposal was politely refused. 

January 13, 1941: Legionary circles learn that that the General 
has been preparing a personal rapprochement with Hitler for a 
long time and is leaving for Berlin the next day for an interview 
with him. The same day, Berlin requests by telegram that Mr. 
Horia Sima participate in that conference. Notified at the last 
moment, the Movement's leader, in agreement with the other 
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Legionary dinxtors, refuses to take part in it. 
January 14, 1941: General Antonescu discusses with Hitter the 

question of Romanian participation in the eventuality of a war 
with the U.S.S.R. He appears disposed to such participation 
under certain conditions. One of the conditions is Gemuzn 
neutrality in case ofa settling of accounts between him and the 
Legionury Movement. His principal argument is that the m y  is 
entirely on his side and ~ a d y  to follow him. The chain of 
events shows that the argument evoked carried more weight in 
Hitter's calculations than the Legionary Movement's ideological 
kinship to and spiritual influence on the Romanian nation. On 
the other hand, if General Antonescu posed the problem that 
way, it was because he envisioned taking action against the 
Legionary Movement shortly. 

January 15, ~1941: The General retmm He resumes his 
activities without acquainting Horia Sima, Vice-President of the 
Council and leader of the Legionary Movement, with the results 
of his interview with the Fiihmr, 
The same day, Mr. Constantin Greceanu, Romanian Minister to 
Berlin, is recalled to Bucharest for "consultation" It was only 
later that the astuteness of this re-call was understood. General 
Antonescu was contemplating replacing several Legionary 
Misters as the first step in his plans for the coup d'Ctat. 
Therefore, it was necessary that there be no one in Berlin who 
could promptly appeal to the Minister of Foreign Affairs and 
pmtem this use of force. 

January 16, 1941: It is learned that the German Embassy, by 
order of Ambassador Fabricius (a confessed enemy of the 
Legionary Movement), is spreading false news about the 
atmosphere brought about by the attitude of the Legionnaires. 
That false news goes so far as to state that in the large cities the 
Legionnaires are scuftiig with the army; that their behavior is 
provoking a growing anxiety in the population; that the army 
can no longer put up with the audacity and provocations of the 
Legion's troops; that General Antonescu will be obliged to take 
exceptional measures. 
Such news circulated everywhere. The General, approving 
these rumors, waited for the psychological preparation of 
public opinion to reach the optimum point to proceed to his 
politico-military offensive. 
On the other side, the German Embassy collected those 
"internal events" (which it spread) and transmitted them to 
Berlin in the form of libel against the Legionary Movement. 
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According to them, the Legionary Movement was undis- 
ciplined, incapable of facing up to difficult political moments, 
questionable for the Reich in a conflict with the U.S.S.R., etc. 
The Legionary Movement had to be dismdited to that extent in 
Romania as in Berlin before the General's authoritarian action. 

January 17-18, 1941: While Legionary Miniam devote 
themselves to their daily work, and the organization is far from 
suspecting anything, General Antonescu and the forces 
supporting him take the last steps to assure that the coup d'etat 
will succeed and that the guilt will fall on the Movement 

January 19, 1941: Doring, a German major, head of the military 
transports bound for Bulgaria, is assassinated The anti- 
Legionary coalition which is prepaxing the coup d'btat 
immediately releases word that the Geman major's death was a 
consequence of the negligence of the Minister of the Interior, 
General Petrovicescu. The goal was two-fold: it was an 
admirable pretext for eliminating a Legionnaire from one of the 
most important Cabinet posts: it was an exceptionally good way 
to anger Hitter and tum him against the Movement. 
By the time the assassin was arrested and it was ascemined that 
it was a Greek who had come to Romania with a passport, it 
was too late to change public opinion and modify the reports 
sent to Berlin. 
General Antonescu unilaterally decides to dismiss the 
Commissioners of Romanization (all Legionnaires). 

January 20, 1941: General Antonescu takes a series of anti- 
Legionary measures without consulting the Council of 
Ministers, which shows that coup d'etat had been ready for a 
long time. He removes General Petrovicescu (Minister of the 
Interior) frrun office without warning or reason. Michel Sturdza 
(Minister of Foreign Affairs), another Legionnaire, had already 
been dismissed on December 8, 1940, for masons which were 
just as insignificant. The elimination of the Minister of the 
Interior completed a plan which was already weUestablished 
and nearing its culmination 
If in Legionary circles everyone thought Minister Michel 
Sturdza's dismissal was one of General Antonescu's customary 
whims - a whim which would pass in the long-run - the 
dismissal of General Petrovicescu put them on guard. It was 
too abusive. In Bucharest, huge protests took place. 
At this time, to increase his chances of winning, General 
Antonescu summons all the Legionary Prefects of the entire 
country to be in Bucharest the next day, January 21, for 
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administrative mmns. The majority of those hfects will later 
be msted, tried and condemned. 

January 21, 1941: While the Prefects arrive in the Capital, 
believing they are there for an administrative convocation, 
military Prefects are assigned to their places. The lists of those 
military Prefects had already been prepared for several days. 
The take-over of the Prefectures was made rnanu militan', 
without respecting the slighest rule of transmission of power - 
as happens in coups d'ttat. 
Two other Legionnaires are dismissed for no official reason 
other than General Antonescu's wish: Alecu Ghica (Head of 
Security) and Radu Mironovici (Chief of Police of Bucharest). 
Still more evidence of the General's true intentions. 
When the news of General Petrovicescu's dismissal spread 
through the country, there was a reaction on the part of 
Legionnaires. Where they were able to assemble, they 
barricaded themselves in and resisted the military forces. 

The Coup  tat of January 21,1941 

One of the most unusual accusarions which hovers over 
Legionary past is that only four and one-half months after the birth 
of the National Legionary State, the Legionary Movement is 
supposed to have provoked a rebellion for motives which are 
poorly defined and which the authorities of Antonescu's 
government have always avoided discussing. After those unhappy 
days of January, 1941, a host of Legionary leaders were 
condemned to harsh prison sentences as high as 25 years at hard 
labor, but never for msons in direct relation to that famous 
L'~ebellion." That is because there was a painful discomfort among 
the ranks of the "conquerors"who knew quite well the real truth of 
the matter in which the Legionary Movement was only the victim. 

One thing must be clear fnrm the beginning: the uprising of 
January 21, 1941 war neither prepared nor set @by the Legionary 
Movement. 

Fit, the Legionary Movement had no plausible motive to do it, 
because: 

1. It had just emerged from a long period of persecution which 
had decimated its leading ranks. 

2. It was in the midst of internal restructuring and administrative 
preparation of what had been saved. 

3. It knew all too well that it would have been difficult, if not 
impassible, to qdace the existing ranks a u t  provoking a lang 
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period of political instability and national economic collapse. 
4. In addition, the international political climate did not lend itself 

to that type of manifestation. 
On the other hand, the Legionary Movement was in power, and it 

had no reason to want to overthrow General Antonescu. The duties 
of the two forces present (the army and the Legionary Movement) 
were perfectly defined. 

The Legionary Movement, in accordance with its doctrine, faced 
a vast education of the masses according to its principles, which 
would require several years of arduous social, scholastic and 
cultural efforts. One can even advance the argument that General 
Antonescu's presence as the head of the government was 
considered indispensable. A patriotic, energetic man who kept a 
tight rein on the armed forces, he could not help but play the desired 
role of allowing the Legionary Movement to accomplish its 
preliminary projects and prepare the administrative and political 
ranks it was lacking. 

For the Legionary Movement, the essential problem was not the 
presence or absence of General Antonescu at the head of the 
government, but the Communist danger, which was an unceasing 
menace in the East, and the actions of the political survivors of the 
old regime who were maneuvering in the wings to regain their 
former status. 

With this in mind, the reconciliation between the Legionnaires 
and the forces supporting General Antonescu was fraternally 
accepted. For the same reason, a host of privileges for the m y  
was also accepted. It was necessary to maintain internal harmony 
and to give evidence of complete undentandhg. 

Why? Because the Legionary Movement was perfectly aware that 
political circumstances demanded a continual sacriJice on its part. 
The supreme leader of the Legion was not preoccupied by being 
first in the government, and even less by the idea of starting a 
revolution to take the place of a capable ally. The most elementary 
principles of Legionary life precluded such a solution After years 
of persecution, irreparable losses and continual tension, the 
Legionary Movement hoped for a period of relative tranquility to 
rebuild itself and complete its mission. 

The idea of breaking off collaboration with General Antonescu, 
especially under the circumstances of that time, and even less by 
force, never existed in the leading cin:les of the Legionary 
Movement. Such an idea went against the most intimate convictions 
of the Legionary Movement, whose fundamental principle is never 
to resort to brute force or to foul play: and for the Legionary 
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Movement, principles are not slogans meant to trick people. They 
are current, obligatory standards of conduct. It is only in submitting 
to those standards that the Legionnaire becomes a different man. 

In addition, in accepting entrance into a government directed by 
General Antonescu, the Legionnaires had sworn fidelity to him, and 
nothing in the world could make them become perjmrs. 

Finally, it must be taken into account that the new political order 
pmlaimed by the King and General Antonescu was based upon 
militant Legionary formations. The State itself bore the name of 
"National Legionary State." Is it humanly possible to revolt against 
oneself? 

The most convincing evidence of Legionary innocence in this 
matter is that the military forces that took part in the coup d'etat 
under the direct order of General Antonescu, encountered a massive 
but t o t .  unorganized resistance. It was, therefore, resistance and 
not offensive attack or an organized plan on the part of the 
Legionary forces. They simply answered the military forces' 
attempts to seize administrations, prefectures, city halls, police 
stations, etc. which were @ially directed by Legionnaires. 

Logically, what revolutionary force in the world would start a 
revolution without preparing it, without having a plan of attack, 
without having a part of the army on its side, without starting off its 
"revolution" with a general offensive in several parts of the country, 
and without trying before everything else, to seize some members 
of the government in order to break constitutional continuity? That 
is the least that could be demanded of such an action. Not one of 
these characteristics can be attributed to the Legionary Movement, 
which only defended itself against the deliberate action of General 
Antonescu. In fairness, if the Legionary Movement had decided to 
take recourse to armed action in order to eliminate the non-legionary 
Ministers h m  the government, the famous "rebellion" would have 
had a different complexion and would not have ended in the defeat 
of those accused of having stirred it up. 

Then there is the question of who planned this revolt and why. 
History written by the conquerors almost always presents the 

conquered as the instigators of all the trouble: from evil intentions 
right up to the secret preparation of the operation - from the 
unleashing of the action up to the most odious crimes committed 
during the conflict. In this case, things were no different. And since 
after this episode the Legionnaires were either in Romanian prisons 
or in German concentration camps, it was impossible for them to 
bring out the truth. And that truth absolves them of all guilt and 
heaps it completely upon General Aritonescu. 
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With the perspective of time, there is no longer any doubt in the 
minds of those who took the trouble to dissect the events of the 
time. The entire plot and execution of this said "affair" is on the 
General's shoulders. It was he who decided to break the pact of 
collaboration with the Legionary Movement and to bring about a 
conflict permiting him to expel the Legionnaires from power in 
order to become the absolute master of the government and, if 
possible, of the entire Movement. This was all the easier to accom- 
plish because the Legionnaires, in their sincerity and loyalty, did 
not suspect anything and believed firmly in the political rapports 
established between themselves and General Antonescu under the 
aegis of the National Legionary State. 

But why would the General have ma4e such an illogical, anti- 
national, hazardous decison? For one and only one reason - which 
for millenia has brought about the worst conflicts and brought on 
the most disastrous consequences: ambition. Those who knew him 
confess that one could rarely encounter a more ambitious individual 
or one who longed more for greatness or was more exclusive in 
command. It went to such a point that he was nicknamed "the red 
dog" not as much because of the color of his hair as because of his 
character. In a book which was laudatory of General Antonescu and 
venomous toward the Legionary Movement, that person is 
described in the following manner: 

Antonescu did not owe his nickname "the red dog" to the fidelity and 
devotion which are chaqcteIistic of the canine race. If he passed for a 
dog, it was m the pejorative sense. "He bites when one expects it the 
least," said the officers who had served under him. The first feeling 
that he inspired was fear. His severity, his h i s t i v i t y  which caused 
him not even to know the meaning of the verb to pardon. ceminly 
had a part m that. But it must be added that he was not of our time: in 
him lived again a man of the primitive kind which was only slowly 
domesticated through the ages. What feeling other than fear could be 
caused by the anachronistic psence among us of a direct descadant 
of the tricky, savage wanim of long agoY 

These lines axe taken from a book extremely favorable to General 
Antonescu, written by a person in his entourage who cannot be 
suspected of sympathy for the Legionminx. Caught in the web of 
his ambition, the General auld not accept, or even envision, 
sharing a power which he considered rightfully his. The presence 
of a Legionary hierarchy, aq~d especially the existence of Horia 
Sima as $upreme leader of a politkid movement which escaped his 
personal influence, weighed heavily upon him. There was one 
organization in the State which, in spite of its loyalty, escaped him 
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as an organized power and foundation of the new regime. 
General Antonescu would have liked for the Legionary 

Movement to be dependent on him and to recognize him as the sole 
leader of the Movement. He even tried to win the sympathy of the 
Legionary masses by wearing the green shirt and trying to talk and 
act like a Legionnaire, while trying to outdo Horia Sima's 
personality. These were vain efforts, for he in no way possessed 
the qualities indispensible to such a feat. He even went to the point 
of demanding that the Legionary forces recognize him as supreme 
leader of the Movement. This attempt also met with total failure. 

Nothing was left for General Antonescu in order to satisfy his 
boundless ambition but to eliminate the Legionary Movement by 
hdixect means. The circumstances leant themselves marvelously to 
such actions: 

1. War with the U.S.S.R was becoming imminent for Germany. 
The General could pose the question of Romanian participation in 
that war in terms of his personal ptestige. 

2. The General was sure that between the Legionary Movement 
(a nationalistic movement entirely politically independent with 
~ g a r d  to Hitlerian dochine and goals) and him (as head of the 
government and "commander" of the w e d  forces), the Germans 
would support the one who had direct hold on the fighting forces. 

3. The political parties deprived of their power by the action of 
the Legionary Movement (September 3-6, 1940) manifested an 
open hostility against the Movement but never expressed any 
negative gestures against the intentions of General Antonescu. 

4. From the political point of view, the Legionary Movement was 
far from reaching the threshold of equilibrium and internal 
consolidation. The frightful losses of elite men, the years of prison 
and clandestineness imposed up to that time, put it in a state of 
professional inferiority, which caused a certain hesitation in the 
activities of Legionnaires in positions of responsibility. The four 
months of active presence in the administrative machine were 
insufficient for a strong structure with a basis of Legionary 
elements to have time to assert itself. 

5. In addition, the Legionary Movement was not distrustcul. It 
counted on the loyalty of the General. No one could imagine that a 
man otherwise of perfect integrity would be capable of giving in to 
the morbid compulsion of his unbounded ambition. Mr. Horia 
Sima, Vice President of the Council, as well as the Legionary 
Ministers, knew the hateful, arbitrary and dominating temperament 
of the head of the govemment, but he believed him to be incapable 
of an act that would ruin the understanding which reigned among 
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them and which was sealed by the recognition of the "Legionary 
State." That was seeing things in the light of reciprocal loyalty 
which the Legionary Movement considered as existing. 

6. On the other hand, General Antonescu knew perfectly well that 
the Legionary Movement would not start a rebellion against anyone, 
for the simple reason that one does not set off such an action when 
one is in power. Even the tern L'rebeIlion" that has been given to 
this tragic action is absurd; but under that name it could more easily 
be blamed on the Legionnaires and thus cover up the aspect of a 
"coup d'6t.t" which should be attributed to it. 

7. Finally, for the General, the few minor incidents which had 
occurred between Legionary elements and cer&ain military 
representatives attached directly to the head of the government could 
serve admirably as a cover for the legal motivation of the foreseen 
act. 

The contingencies were favorable to General Antonescu's 
intentions, as the chain of political circumstances which ended in 
the events of January 21, 1941, and in Antonescu's dictatorship, 
shows. The facts interlock like pieces of a puzzle, revealing the true 
character of the affair provoked and executed under General 
Antonescu's orden. 

The entire drama effectively unfolds between the 21st and 23rd of 
January, 1941, when the legitimate Legionary reaction takes place 
against the abuse of power perpetrated by the head of the 
government. However, the antecedents are of such a natm that 
there is no longer any doubt about the General's guilt in the 
preparation and execution of the coup d'6tat. 

General Antonescu's entourage, made up of a military coterie 
(Colonel Rioseanu at the head), a great part of the politicians ousted 
by the new regime, and some camouflaged Communists had been 
counting for a long time on the General's megalomaniac ambition. 
That was his weakness on which the Legionary Movement's 
enemies played thoroughly. 

Nothing was easier than to make him think that the presence of a 
supreme Legionary leader diminished his authority and his prestige, 
and that the only way to regain his "rights" was to eliminate that 
obstacle. The "reason-excuses" for such an action were not lacking. 
It was a post-revolutionary period full of enthusiasm, of painful 
adjustment, of exaggerations, even of errors. In addition, it was not 
easy for a regime with a Legionary doctrine to exist harmoniously 
next to General Antonescu, an authoritarian, exclusive person, who 
considered any initiative not emanating fnnn him as a direct attack 
on his pre-eminent position. That state of mind lead him to see the 
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supreme Legionary leader as a threatening shadow to his political 
grandeur. 

Naturally, the others did not miss a chance to poison the fraternal 
relations established between the two forces which made up the 
foundation of the nationalist government. The Legionary 
Movements's enemies used three principal means of preparing the 
General's coup d'etat: 

a. Continual provocation by means of special agents, some of 
whom had even entered Legionary ranks after September 6, 1940 
(later called the SepteMn'). These agents' actions had a precise 
goal: to compmmise the name of Legionnaire in public opinion, to 
attract disdain and even hate toward the Movement. It was those 
government agents and former political parties which committed 
reprehensible acts for which the Legionary Movement was then 
reproached. But at the same time it was very difficult to discover 
them and bring them to justice. Some were protected by secrecy, 
others by the Legionary uniform they wore to accomplish their 
heinous crimes. 
Thus, anything disagreeable or violent that happened on 

Romanian territory was indiscriminately blamed on the Legionary 
Movement and the news was carefully spread by the General's 
entourage so that public opinion would lose confidence and 
withdraw from the Legionary Movement. The latter, sure of its 
innocence and preoccupied by its internal reorganization, paid too 
little attention to these intrigues, and waited for a better moment to 
re-establish the truth. That was not possible, because its presence in 
the government only lasted four and one-half months. 

b. The second means was the exaggeration of incriminating facts 
in reports addressed to General Antonescu. Thus, in the eyes of the 
latter, each incident took on the appearance of provocation, 
intentional aggression, or arbitrary action. All these adjectives, 
knowingly set off, profoundly imtated the General's military 
temperament and made him consider the Legionary Movement as an 
anarchical organziation, difficult to command; therefore, in 
perspective, a great danger, if not a formidable competitor, due to 
its ambitions. Scruples did not bother this coalition of informers, 
and the truth never counted for General Antonescu when his 
personal p~stige and his desk  for power were in question. 

c. Emally, the third means was the job of wndemhing the 
German Embassy at Bucharest so that when the time came, the 
Legionary Movement would have no moral or marerial support 
from the Germans. The most perfidious calumnies were hurled at 
the Legionary Movement to show the r e w v e s  of the Reich 
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that if there were any impednnents to German troops' movements 
toward Bulgaria or elsewhere on Romanian territory, the fault was 
entirely incumbent upon the Legionary Movement. Therefore, if 
there were a question of a war with the U.S.S.R., it would first be 
necessary to push Legionary elements out of the government and 
annihilate the Movement's influence in the country. The only &we 
element for an eventual war would be General Antonescu, who had 
the army's onlidence. 

These three methods all bore their fiuit and brought about an 
irresolution in people's minds in regard to the Legionary 
Movement, just at the moment when General Antonescu instigated 
his coup d'etat. Furthermore, seen in the light of consecutive facts, 
the coup d'ktat of January 21,1941 had been premeditated quite far 
in advance (perhaps even from the first day that General Antonescu 
and Horia Sima, leader of the Legionary Movement, were united in 
the same government). In the anti-Legionary book, MLmorial 
Antonescu - The Third Man of the Axis, which appeared in 1950, 
the author states that following some conflicts between the General 
and the Legionary Movement, 

Under Berlin's pmslae, Antanescu collrented to keep the Legionary 
Movement in his government even though his faith in the possibility 
of oolhboration with it was definitively shaken. But h m  that 
moment on, he wanted only for a favorable opportunity to dismiss the 
Legionary Ministers.5 

And later, when he munts the prelimiies of the coup d'etat 
(which he calls the "Legionary rebellion"), the author affirms, 
however, that for the army, ''The disposition for the fight had 
already been careIlty studied."6 In the same book are found 
innumerable passages which demonstrate Geman complicity in 
ousting the Legionary Movement in addition to the premeditation of 
the coup d'etat. Germany found it easier to get along with General 
Antonescu than with the indomitable Legionary Movement. Thus, 
in the course of a visit with Hitler, in the midst of a discussion on 
the modem revolution, General Antonescu made the following 
mark: 

"And what Q you do with the fanatics, for it would be djflicult to 
make a renovating movement without them?.. 

"You have to get rid of them," replied Hitler without hesitation, and 
he smilingly threw the General a look of complicity? 

Hitler ended his exposition with these sentem: 
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The man who albws himsell to be dispossessed of his ammand - 
and he stared at the General with ins'- - proves that he does not 
know how to use a machine gun. A 20th centmy dictatar cannot be 
ovexthmwn. If he falls, it is because he committed suicide... 

Back in Bucharest, Antoxlescu maintained absolute silence about the 
mattem discussed during the f i h n  minutes he spent alone with Hitler. 
Tbe conve~~ation which had taken place m the preseace of w i m ~  
gave the impression that he had gotten sdsf~ction as far as his 
cadict with the Legionary Movement was concemed...S 

January 22, 1941: Dawn of this day finds the military forces 
and the Legionnaires face to face. The military attacks buildings 
occupied by Legionnaires, the latter defend themselves. The 
clashes between the two belligerents seem more like a siege, in 
which the besieged are those who are accused of fomenting the 
rebellion and who defend themselves with whatever weapons 
they can find. It is a strange "rebellion" in which the suppposed 
rebels choose not to attack and to avoid any confiict with the 
forces that besiege them. 
T h e  appears to be a kind of stabilization of positions and 
expectations of the two sides. In certain regions there is even 
collaboration between the m y  and the Legionnaires. Some 
local incidents have taken place in Bucharest, Braila and 
Prahova where several Legionnaires but no military fell. 
The most serious problem for General Antonescu arises on 
January 22, 1941, because of the attitude of the peasant 
masses. By the hundreds of thousands they begin to penetrate 
into the cities to help the besieged Legionnabx. 
In the meantime, negotiations take place during the day between 
the German representative, Neubacher and Horia Sima for the 
cessation of hostilities. Result: The Legionary Movement 
agrees to stop al l  resistance. General Antonescu pledges not to 
take any action against the Legionary Movement or its miitants. 
However, parallel to those negotiations, General Antonescu 
increases his intrigues, his accusations against the Legionnaires 
and his military offers to Hitler. AU of those accusations only 
completed the series of calumnies made in Berlin against the 
Legion and worsened the Legionary position in Hitler's eyes. 
Under those circumstances, nothing could be more natural than 
the order received during the night of January 22- 23 by the 
Geman troops stationed in Romania to "...put themselves at 
the disposition of General Antonescu to crush the Legionary 
rebellion" 
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Therefore, it was the Gemans who determined the fate of 
General Antonescu's coup dY&.at.. 

January 23, 1941: The troops being unable to rout the 
Legionnaires from the official buildings they occupy, General 
Antonescu gives the order to employ artillery against them. At 
the same time, the troops in the Capital receive orders to fire 
into the crowd of passers-by who are automatically considered 
as partisans of the Legionary Movement. Several hundred who 
had nothing to do with politics or the Legionary Movement 
were killed. These were premeditated actions which were to be 
charged to the Legionary Movement and presented to the 
Gemans as undisciplined and unconscionable actions on the 
part of the Legiormaires. 
And yet, at dawn, Horia Sima had ordered that the resistance 
cease and that the buildings be evacuated. It should be pointed 
out that in many cases, the public buildings occupied by the 
Legionnaires were h t  tumed over to the German army, which 
then tumed them over to Romanian military authorities so that 
all possibility of confiict would be entirely avoided. 
The pact accepted by Horia Sima and General Antonescu before 
the Gennan diplomat was categorical: total liberty for Legion- 
naires. Nonetheless, that pact was not mpected by the General, 
nor even considered by the Germans. A few hours after the 
Legionnaires' capitulation, General Antonescu gave the order 
for repression. The enactment of that repression registered 
several hundred killed and tens of thousands amsted. The 
Legionary Movement entered a new phase of penecution 

April 9, 1941: Horia Sima, leader of the Legionary Movement, 
anives in Berlin as an ordinary refugee. 

April 18,1941: The Legionary refugees in Germany are informed 
that they win be confined from then on to compulsory quarters 
in c e d  areas (Restock, Berkenbmck, etc.) as a result of 
agreements between the Geman and Romanian governments. 

By Way of Conclusion 

This work does not p~tend to serve the immense flood of 
problems and questions that the Legionary Movement's doctrine 
and behavior bring up. Its intentions are much more modest and are 
confined to some aspects of a past which has not succeeded in 
destroying the image of this organization so different from all 
orhem. 

The world is still unaware of many truths which were hidden 
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through the care of some powers of the time. It is especially 
unaware of the positive, and therefore real and beneficial, side of 
nationalist movements. They are habitually called Nazi, temrist, 
dictatorial, etc., and all possible defects are imputed to them. The 
truth is something difkrent, and it must come out as soon as 
possible, before the wind of hate which is blowing everywhere 
sweeps away the last vestiges of good sense and humanity. The 
wave of calumny must cease, and society must become aware that 
there are two sides to the coin. 

The Legionary Movement is among those nationalistic 
movements that have been shamelessly abused and upon which the 
most unlikely accusations have been heaped even today. It is even 
surprising that it is possible to be so persistent and repeat the same 
lies about problems which are either totally invented or out-of-date 
for 30 or 40 years without saying one word about what is really the 
essence of the Legionary Movement! These are unworthy methods 
which play the game of the political speculators who hope to 
eliminate from their way the forces which are conscious of the 
danger they constitute for the future of the wodd 

As wisdom says, "patience, too, has its limits." As for us, 
Legionnaires of the Legion of the Archangel Michael (Legionary 
Movement), we have reached the limits of our patiem. We have 
decided to put an end to all the calumny, lies and absurd accusations 
which continue to be thrown at us with a persistence worthy of a 
better cause. 
This work is only a begixming, an ~ u c t i o n  to the subject, to 

establish certain points of reference. It does not treat any aspect in 
depth. It only gives a synthesizing account of some pressing 
problems as well as a chronological relation of the Legionary march 
in the midst of a politically hostile world ravaged by the lack of 
morality and by spiritual decomposition It is, therefore, a focus on 
some truths. 

The p a s s  of explaining the Legionary phenomenon was begun 
a long time ago in Empean countries. Important works on the 
question have appeared in French, Spanish, Portugese, German 
and Italian. Only the Anglo-Saxon world remained closed to these 
awarenesses. We hope that other works will follow to complete this 
indispensable information I 
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Book Reviews 

Editor's Note: Food and hunger have, for as long a we htave records, played 
a part in the internal and external struggk for politid power. The advance 
to bmbarism entailed in the interJiaral mas privation and srorvotion 4 
i n i l k  qf men, women and children ti&iled below has become an all tao 
quickly "memory hokd" part 4 ow twentieth century heritage. The reviews 
ofProfessorss' Ward and Hall are a start at iUrrnrinoting thir record 

We actively solicit additional reviews and &Iw ar aU aspects o f  the 
uses qfsk~~atiovr ap. a weapon. 

EXECUTION BY HUNGER: THE HIDDEN HOLOCAUST 
by Miron Dolot. New York: W.W. Norton & Company, 
1985, xvi + 231 pp. ISBN 0-393-01886-5 

Reviewed by Arthur S. Ward 

olocaust studies" are now being added to school cunicula 
across the country. Yet, as syndicated columuist Joseph 

Sobran pointed out ~cently, one of the ghastliest examples in 
history, the Soviet's deliberate starvation of nearly eight million 
Ukrainians in 1932-33, is largely overlooked 

Execution by Hunger is the first book-length account of this mass 
murder to be written by one who lived through these terrible events. 
The author, Miron Dolot (a pseudonym), is a language teacher in 
California, who as a 15-year-old boy, lived through the winter of 
1932-33 in a Ukrainian village that became "a ghost town" that 
looked "as if the Black Death had passed through." 

What sets the Ukrainian famine apart h n  others is that it was a 
politiculZy-induced catashophe. Ukraine (not "the'' Ukraine, 
anymore than China is "the" China) at one time was known as "the 
Breadbasket of Ewpe." Ukrainians, who are not Russians and 
have their own language and culture, pmlaimed their independence 
from Russia during World War I. But in 1921, the Red Army 
reconquered the area and a year later the M a n  Soviet Socialist 
Republic was pmlaimed by Lenin. 

Ukraine had a history of ike peasant m g .  This fierce spirit 
of independence continued even after Ukraine was incorporated into 
the Soviet Union. But in 1928 Stalin began his program of 
coBectivhhg Ukrainian agriculture. The author describes how city- 
dwelling Communists, who had virtually no knowledge af 
agriculture and exhibited utter contempt for farmers, took over nual 
villages and began to enforce collectivization on the hostile 
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populace. In the process, the deeply religious Ukrainians witnessed 
their churches torn down or tumed into Communist Party offices, 
priests murdered, and religous objects, such as crosses, 
confiswed. 

In 1930, Stalin announced a stepped-up campaign of 
collectivization and d e c M  that all "lculaks" (so-called rich 
fanners, often paupers by comparison with American tenant 
farmers) were to be liquidated "as a social class." Collectivization 
was organized by Communist officials (with one Communist Party 
functionary for every six villagers) who were assisted by secret 
police agents and Red Army units. In Dolot's village a Comrade Liv- 
schitz oversaw collectivization and elsewhere, "strangers," as the 
author euphemistically dubs their non-Ukrainian taskmasters, 
managed the Red reign of terror. Viagers were divided into units 
of fives and tens, to keep better surveillance over them and root out 
those who were reluctant to join the collectives. Hundreds of 
thousands of Ukrainians were deported for forced labor in the far 
northern regions of the Soviet Union 

The Stalin regime confiscated the entire 1932 cmp, including 
even the seed grain. The borders were then sealed. Even after 
starvation set in, agents of the "Bread Procurement Commission*' 
continued to conduct periodic raids on all homes suspected of 
holding small amounts of food. The author describes what took 

- place: 

Faced with starvatian, the villagers tied everytlhg possible to save 
themseves and theii f d e s .  Some of them started eating dogs and 
cats. Others went hunting for birds: crows, magpies, swallows, spar- 
rows, storks, and even nightingales. One could see sWmg villagers 
searching in the bushes along the river for birds' nests or looking for 
crabs and other small crustaceans in the water. Even their hard she&. 
though not edible, were cooked and the broth comumed as nourish- 
ment. One could see aowds of famished villagers combing the woods 
in search of mots or mushmoms and berries. Some tried to catch d 
forest animals. 

Driven by hunger, people ate everything and anything: even food 
that had already rotted - potatoes, beets, and other root vegetables 
that pigs normally r e W  to eat. They even ate weeds, the leaves and 
bark of Irees, insects, £tugs and snails. Nor did they shy away from 
eating the meat of diseased horses and cattle. Often that meat was 
already decaying aadthosewho ateitdiedof food poisoning. 

By 1933 there were numerous incidents of cannibalism, and this 
despite the fact that the 1932 Fall harvest had been a good one. 
States Dolot, "From the very start of the harvest to the end, not a 
single pound of wheat had been distributed to the village 
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inhabitants. Nothing was left for them. We were told that all the 
grain had to be tmsported to the railroad stations. We also learned 
that there it had been dumped on the ground, covered with 
tarpaulins, and left to mt" 

The Soviet-created famine in Ukraine was apparently intended to 
break the independent-spirit of the Ukrainians once and for dl. In 
this effort, they seem to have failed. Duriug the Second World War, 
many Ukrainians fought along side the Axis forces. Ukrainians are 
still persecuted in the USSR, at least in part because they retain their 
sense of awareness that they are indeed Ukrainians and not 
Russians. 

It should be noted that this heart-rending account of the death of a 
once peacell and self-reliant Ukrainian village is open to 
verification. As one who has taught Russian History at the college 
level, this reviewer can testify that the dates and details coincide 
with other records. Adam Ulam, Director of the Russian Research 
Center at Harvard University, has written the Introduction to this 
work, and includes a concise overview of the historical context for 
Dolot's narrative. This is an important work, dealing with another 
chapter of what the distinguished Revisionist historian, James J. 
IvMin, has chosen to call "incowenient history." 

THE POLITICS OF HUNGER: TJlJl ALLIED BLOCKADE 
OF GERMANY, 1915-1919. By C. Paul Vincent. Ohio 
University Press, Athens (Ohio) and London, 1985; pp. 
viii, 191. 

Reviewed by Robert A. Hall, Jr. 

w hen did the Fin% World War end? Yes, that is a "catch- 
question." Virtually everybody wil l  reply "November 11, 

1918;" but, in so doing, they will be wrong. That was the date on 
which hostilities on land ceased. On sea, however, although there 
was no more combat, the AUied (chiefly English) blockade of 
foodstuffs and other materials continued until July 11, 1919, eight 
months after the Armistice was signed at Compitgne. The purpose 
of the blockade? - to force the new government of Germany, the 
'Weimar Republic," to ratify the Versailks '"peace" treaty without 
delay. In this way, an intentionally continued and increased scarcity 
of food and the &taut famine was used as a militarily enforced 
weapon against the civilian population of Germany. Vincent's 
book, originally conceived as a study of the post-1918 blockade, 
grew into a detailed history of the entire operation and its 
backgmund, fmm 1914 onward. 
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Vincent's study is divided into six chapters. In the first two, he 
treats pre-1918 history; in the next three, the events of 191 8-1919; 
and in the last, the longer-range effects of the starvation that 
resulted from the blockade. Chapter I, "The Loss of Innocence," 
deals with the developments in the first year of the war that led to 
the establishment of the blockade. On both sides, at the outbreak of 
hostilities, the populations appeared to be enthusiastic about the war 
and in a state of euphoria which owed a great deal of its virulence to 
the glorification of War by the "futurists" in literature and art, as 
well as by the more rabid nationalists during the first decade and a 
half of the new century. A major factor in this now strange 
headlong rush into Armageddon was the widespread expectation 
that the war would not, in fact, could not, last more than a few 
months. (Your reviewer's first coherent memory is of a bright 
September afternoon in Minneapolis, listening to the adults 
deploring the outbreak of "this terrible war" in Europe, and 
expressing the hope that it would be over by Christmas.) 

As time passed, it became evident that both sides were going to 
have to take drastic measures to counteract the ill effects of the 
excessive strain placed upon the civilian populations. Vincent points 
out that "the severe wartime conditions and the experiences of the 
English and the French on the homefront were generally matched 
and in many cases exceeded in Germany" (p. 15). In the following 
pages, Vincent analyzes the situation in Germany, with the 
interesting conclusion that - contrary to our prevailing folklore - 
the German war-effort was poorly organized, with unwise priorities 
given to industrial and business interests at the expense of those of 
civilians and farmers. Although foreign sources of food and 
fertilizer were cut off, the authorities ''virtually ignored the [...I 
effects of a food shortage" @. 30). 

Matters may have been made considerably worse by the 
administration of the food regulations being incredibly 
decentralized. Under the provisions of the Prussian Law of Siege 
@. 17), the procurement and distribution of the domestic food 
supply was administered by no less than twenty-four separate 
German army authorities, under generals who differed widely in 
their attitudes and approaches to the problem, and who often 
worked at cross-pwposes fmm each other and from the overall 
army administration. By 1916 the German population was 
surviving on a "meager diet of dark bread, slices of sausage without 
fat, an individual ration of three pounds of potatoes per week, and 
tumips. Only the turnips were in abundant supply" (p. 21). By mid- 
1918, the army's food ration was no better, and this scarcity 
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contributed to disaifection among the troops. Vincent quotes (p. 23) 
General Ludendorff's allegation that the German defeat was due to 
a "stab in the back" (Dokhstoss, literally "dagger-stab"). True, says 
Vincent, at least in part, but what was not mentioned by Ludendoa 
was "the fact that the army had fashioned the knife" by its 
maladministration of the food-supply thmughout the enrixe war. 

In Chapter 11, ''The Blockade," Vincent summarizes the events 
which led up to its establishment in 1915 and its effects in Germany. 
These wexe especially severe in the temble KohlWenwinter 
(''turnip-winter") of 1916-1917, "during which the collective 
weight (sic) of the Geman population p lu tnmd sharply" @. 45). 
The blockade was almost totally effective in cutting off Germany's 
imports of food and materiel. In 1917, with German morale nearing 
the point of collapse, the Kaiser decided on the now infamous 
policy of unrestricted submarine warfare. In so doing, Vincent 
argues that the German leadership committed two serious errors: 
''They totally underestimated the vigor with which the Allies would 
counter the effects of the submarine;" and "they failed to appreciate 
the consequence of America's potentional addition to the side of the 
Allies" (p. 47). By November, 1918, the food-shortage in 
Germany had become catastrophic; the action of the Allies in 
continuing the blockade, after the cessation of hostilites on land, 
made it even wow. 

Vincent's next two chapters deal in detail with the events of the 
eight months after November 11, 1918, primarily on the diplomatic 
front. He describes the November armistice as "A Conditional 
Surrender" (the title of Chapter III). Even before the cessation of 
hostilities on land, there had been ominous anticipations of coming 
discord among the Allies. Wilson's famous "Fourteen Points" 
(which included "absolute freedom of navigation" at all times) seem 
to have been taken more seriously by the German government and 
negotiators than by Foch and Clemenceau with their intense desire 
for unlimited revunche, or by Lloyd George with his stuhbom insis- 
tence on undiminished British command of the seas. As a 
consequence, and much to the dismay of the Gennan negotiators, 
the continuation of the naval blockade was made one of the 
conditions for the Allied granting of an d c e  (hence V i n t ' s  
title for this chapter). On November 11, just before the signing, the 
Germans were so perturbed at the prospect of continued starvation 
through the continuance of the blockade that a clause was added to 
the armistice agreement, to the effect that the Allies "contemplated 
relieving the famine." This, however, as later events showed, was 
only an empty phrase. 
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"Gold, Food, Ships, and Diplomats," during the next eight 
months, are the topic of Chapter 5. There was a strange 
intermingling and clash of often diametrically opposed policies on 
the part of victorious Allies, so that Herbert Hoover's initial moves 
for humanitarian famine relief, as applied to Germany, were for 
months stalemated by considerably less laudable refusals on the part 
of the French and British to allow food to be distributed, even from 
stocks already unloaded in Europe. The blockade was not only 
maintained, but even extended. Almost wholly incomprehensible to 
a later generation, even German fishing rights in the BaZtic were 
abmgated. The British sea lords were concerned with the continued 
assertion of their naval power, while the French politicians were 
more interested with extracting fmm the Germans every possible 
centime of reparations. The French government's demands 
extended even to the gold-reserves held by the German government 
which were desperately needed to pay the American farmer for the 
food which he had supplied. An Allied commission set up to deal 
with the situation, meeting at Spa, Belgium, wasted time in 
interminable wrangling. For three months, even eyewitness reports 
of the extremely bad situation in Gemany failed to move either the 
Allied commission at Spa or the peace negotiators at Paris. 

In the end, it took a violent outburst of anger on Hoover's part to 
persuade Lloyd George that a drastic change in Allied policy was 
urgently needed @p. 110-11). On March 8, 1919, the Allies' 
policy was finally reversed @p. 111-13) by the Supreme War 
Council, at a meeting which has been made relatively well-known 
by John Maynard Keynes's description of it in his memoirs (from 
which Vincent gives several quotations). As for the sources of 
French and British obstructionism during these crucial months, 
Vincent ascribes their behavior to several causes @p. 115-17). 
These included: British desire to maintain the "very perfect 
instnunent" of the bockade for imposing peace terms (Keynes's 
explanation); the ignorance of Allied diplomats as to the real 
situation; the Europeans' suspicion of Hoover's humanitarianism, 
which they interpreted (at least in part) as evidence of a presumed 
desire of the United States to dominate Europe; and, most important 
of all, French greed for German gold. 

The continually womening starvation of the Gennan public is 
described in Vincent's fifth chapter, "Famine and Starvation." Not 
only the supplies of actual food (especially potatoes, grain and 
sugar), but also fodder, fats and fertilizer quickly came to be in very 
short supply. Not only the housewife, but the soldier and the 
prisoner-of-war, were affected. The resultant severe undernourish- 
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ment was particularly telling on the elderly, the young, and 
expectant and nursing mothers. Improper diet lowered resistance to 
or caused such diseases as tuberculosis, rickets, influenza, 
dysentery, scurvy, ulceration of the eyes, and hunger-edema (p. 
137). The influenza-epidemic of 1918 had, therefore, a far greater 
effect on German mortality, which was 250 percent greater in that 
year, than in England @. 141). Vincent emphasizes @p. 14647) 
the disastrous results in malnutrition, as demonstrated in many 
modem physiological and psychological studies, on the human 
brain, especially in undernourished children. Furthermore, he 
points out (pp. 148-50), the elementary necessity of obtaining even 
a barely sufficient food supply undermined Wtional morality and 
ethical standards @p. 148-50). 

The end result of the blockade and especially of its continuation 
after November 11, 1918, was, as Vincent terms it in the title of his 
sixth and final chapter, "The Making of a Quagmire." Even while 
the blockade was being enforced and strengthened, perceptive 
observers on both sides pointed out the dangers inherent in its 
continuation, which could lead only to a complete breakdown of the 
social order. Even though the immediate situation was saved by a 
last-minute relaxation of the blockade on food, the longer-term 
results of the resultant famine were still disastrous. As Vincent 
observes @p. 1 12): 

Whether one espouses the psychoanalytical argument that childhood 
deprivation fostered irrational behavior in adulthood or the physio- 
logical assertion that widespread malnutrition in childhood led to an 
impaired ability to think rationally in adulthood, the wmlusion re- 
mains the same: the victimized youth of 1915-1920 were to become 
the most radical adherents of National SocWsm. 

Additionally, Vincent observes @. 164) "By the same wisdom, 
however, one cannot intellectually dismiss the important possibility 
that blockade-induced starvation was a significant factor in the 
formation of the Nazi character." His conclusion @p. 164-65) is 
that: 

The ominious amalgamation of twisted emotion and physical &genera- 
tion, which was to presage considerable misery for G a r m y  and the 
world, might have been prevented had it not been for the postwar poli- 
cy of the Allies. The immediate centerpiece of this policy was the 
Mock&. 
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Two short appendices, of British reports made in 1919 on the 
famine prevailing in Germany, are printed on pp. 168-72. An 
extensive bibliography (pp. 173-82) and a not wholly complete 
index @p. 183-91) finish the book. It is well-printed, with few 
typos. The very full references are contained in notes printed at the 
end of each chapter - a far better p d u r e  than that of putting 
them all in one huge clump at the end of the text of the book. 

Specialists in the field have, of course, known of the Allied 
blockade and of its d t s ,  for a long time. A major merit of 
Vincent's treatment is his bringing together of information from all 
these different sources, and welding it into a comprehensive, highly 
readable, and yet scholarly presentation of the whole picture of both 
the 1915-18 blockade and its continuation and extension in 
1918-19. Your reviewer, who was brought up in an intensely 
Anglophile and Francophile family, but who majored in German 
literature as an undergraduate, was unaware (like almost all other 
Americans) of the n a m  and extent of the blockade. Vincent's book 
has opened his eyes to one more neglected facet of modem history. 
By performing this service for his readers, Vincent has made a 
contribution to the never-ending task of revising and refining our 
perception of history, which can never be one hundred percent 
acculilte or immune to change. 

THE FALCON AND THE EAGLE: MONTENEGRO AND 
AUSTRIA? 19&1914 by John D. Treadway; Purdue Univer- 
sity Press, 349 pp. $18.00 

A ptily titled, The Falcon and The Eagle, while of particular 
interest to the student of diplomatic history, makes absolutely 

fascinating reading, even for those general scanners who have but 
the most fleeting impression of the immediate background leading 
tn the outbak of war in 1914. The author, a professor of history at 
the University of Richmond, is thoroughly grounded in his subject, 
having received his doctorak from the University of Virginia, but, 
equally important, having studied at the University of Kiel in West 
Germany, as well as at the Indiana University extension in 
Sarajevo, Yugoslavia and the University of Belgrade. Thus, he is 
not merely conversant with documents in English, but also those in 
German and Serbian. His extensive bibliography will attest to an 
avid quest, B la Ranke, for source material. Particularly astonishing 
is his thorough semhing and knowledge of the archives and 
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libraries in Belgrade and Cetinje, a task seldom undertaken by 
Western historians. Nevertheless, the wealth of documents to be 
found in Vienna's Hof- und Staatsarchiv (some apparently un- 
touched until now) by far outshines and outnumbers those in 
Cetinje, the old Montenegrin capital, as unfortunately many of the 
Montenegrin documents were irretrievably lost during the course of 
the Fust World War. 

Just as unfortunately, the chief formulator of Montenegro's 
foreign policy, the patriarchal King Nicholas, had a penchant for 
not committing most of the details of his policymaking to pen and 
paper. 

Heretofore, virtually every major study of the events leading to 
Sarajevo, 1914, has dealt exclusively with Austro-Serbian 
relations, either from neglecting or ignoring Montenegro's chess 
game with the vast Habsburg Empire to her north. After all, the 
Kingdom of Serbia headquartexed in Belgrade, not its rival, the tiny 
Serb land of Montenegro (Italian for "Black Mountain") furnished 
the causus belli that put an end to the beautiful, but catastrophic, 
summer of 1914. (Montenegro, which began as a theocracy under a 
prince-bishop [vladik] of the Orthodox church had become a secular- 
ized principality under Danilo I1 in 1852 and a kingdom [with 
Austrian approval] only four years before in 1910.) 

Professor Treadway is not the first historian to illustrate the 
intrigues, great and small, which lilled the vacuum created by the 
decline of the Omman Empire. It would seem that he is the first to 
fit Montenegro into the disparate Balkan mosaic vis-a-vis the 
dominating powers of Europe. Further, he demonstrates both the 
rivalry and the distrust between the dynasties of Belgrade and 
Cetinje over inheritance of the mantle of Stephan Dusan and his 
great Serbian Empire of the Middle Ages, an empire which had 
lasted until its defeat at the hands of the Turks in the 14th Century. 
It could be said that some 20th Century Serbians looked upon the 
Montene- as boorish louts, it should also be pointed out that 
Montenegro's Nicholas I of the Petrovic-Njegos family looked 
upon the rival Obrenovic family with outrage when the upstar&, 
Milan, assumed the rank of King of Seas in 1882. Yet he was 
hardly more enthusiastic when his own son-in-law, Peter 
Karadjordjevic (Karageorgevic), occupied the bloodstained throne 
of Belgrade in 1903. With Sexbia quickly replacing Montenegro as 
Russia's favorite and chief agent in the Balkans, Nicholas was 
more prone towards rapprochement with Austria, despite ethnic and 
linguistic diffimxxs, than with Serbia, 

Montenegro's and Serbia's relationship, kinship and feuds are 
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very reminiscent of those of Lebanon-Syria, although the fiercely 
independent Druses am more akin to the hardy mountaineers of the 
Black Mountain than are the denizens of either Beirut or Dyascus. 
Yet one might be as imprudent as the other, and so Montenegro was 
eventually (1921) swallowed up under the Karadjordjevic standard 
of Greater Serbian Yugoslavism - much as their spiritual brothers 
of the seething Levant might well fall to a form of Greater 
Syrianism. The Balkans do not possess a monopoly on either 
intrigue or intransigence. 

The cunning fox of Centinje, Nicola of Cma Gora, descended 
from Hexzogovinian stock, received the nickname "Fathei-in-Law 
of Europe." The temperamental ruler's comic penury gave 
inspiration to Franz Lehar's operetta, The Merry Widow, as he 
simultaneously sought to replenish his empty coffers and extend his 
frontiers, often provoking and antagonizing the foreign office of his 
bigger and more arrogant Austrian neighbor, the Ballhausplatz, but 
not necessarily the more tolerant Imperial Court, the Hofburg. 

In 191 1, the wily Nicholas of Montenegro had remonstrated with 
the Austro-Hungarian Minister to Cetinje, Baron Wiadimir Giesl of 
Gieslingen (who would serve as the minister to Belgrade at the 
outbreak of war): 

We lack Austria's seength, but we are a small courageous people. We, 
the falcons of the Black Mountain, yearn to soar ahead of Austria's 
eagles. 

Foolhardy and ~ ~ k l e s s  abandon, of course, but in his 58 year 
rule (1860-1918) - only the venerable Franz Josef, with a 68 year 
reign (1848-1916), outdid him on the Continent! - Nicholas 
followed an anomalous zig-zag course, motivated by a self- 
defeating desire for territorial expansion His territorial acquisitions 
in the Balkan Wars (1912-13) did little to alleviate economic misery 
at home, and probably exacerbated matters, leading to discontent, 
vexation and isolation 

In his meticulously written volume of maturity and incisiveness, 
Dr. Treadway has made a judicious contribution to both European 
diplomatic history and historiography in dispersing two myths: (1) 
that Montenegro was the servile handmaiden of Serbia and Russia, 
and (2) that Germany was constantly trying to goad Austria- 
Hungary into war. 

An excellent study, of interest to both the scholar and the 
historical amateur. 
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Historians Wrangle over the 
Destruction of European Jewry 

DR. WILHELM STAGLICH 
Translated by Waltraud Martin 

[Commentary on the Congress of EWxiam in Stuttpt, 19841 

I nternational historical conventions dealing with the question of 
the "destruction of the Jews during World War II" have been 

rare up to now, the c o r n u s  being that such events were 
superfluous. On that subject, historians had fundamentally adhered 
to what had been pronounced as "historical fact" at the various 
show trials held by the victorious powers in Nuremberg and 
elsewhere soon after the end of hostilities. Furthermore, it was 
m g e d  that in divided Germany the same "findings" should also 
be ratified by German judges. This state of affairs, assuedly ideal 
for certain circles, appears to be gradually coming to its deserved 
end due to the increasing influence of historical Revisionism. As 
early as 1982, an international convention on the subject "Nazi 
Germany and the destruction of the Jews" was held at the Sorbonne 
University in Paris.1 This was followed by yet another assembly of 
prominent historians from Germany and abroad, which convened in 
Stuttgart on May 3-5, 1984, dealing with the same topic. The 
conclusions reached were published by Pmfessors Jaeckel and 
Rohwer in 1985, in the form of a book consisting of the lectures 
presented at the congress, augmented and amotated, as well as 
other edited contributions to the discussions insofar as these 
puported to contain new insights2 

However, one who hopes to find that the complex issues of 
World War I1 had finally been subjected to an exhaustive 
examination and that, in particular, the matter of the technical 
aspects relative to the alleged murder of several million Jews, 
without leaving any trace at all, has even been remotely clarified, 
must feel disappointment at the outcome of this expensive meeting 
of historians from all over the world. As Eberhard Jaedcel 
(Stuttgart) introductorily explained in the foreground of this 
congress stood the "formation of the decision as an historical 
problem," in other words: the question of how, when, where and, 
as applicable, by whom the decisions were made to kill the Jews, in 
which order of sequence, and by what means. However, this was 
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putting the cart before the horse. Still lacking is a thorough, 
impartial investigation as to what had become of the Jews who were 
deported to the East. The alleged gas chamber killings are 
particularly questionable in more than one respect, as numerous 
Revisionist works have long since shown. For that reason the 
complaining Jewish organizations and others were unable to refute 
convincingly the theses of Professor Faurisson during the 
Faurisson trial in France.3 Likewise, in January 1985, the "U.S. 
authority on the Holocaust" Raul Hilberg had to admit before a 
Canadian court in Toronto, that to date, "no scientific study ... has 
ever been done to prove the existence of Nazi gas chambers." In 
Germany this sensational admission went largely unreported, of 
course. Even though the Canadian p m  did give an account of this 
evenp the German historians continue to feign ignorance in the 
matter. Even the participants at the Stuttgart congress acted as if 
everything had already been clarified - with the exception of the 
"formation of the decision." They agreed, in essence, that the 
destruction of the Jews did take place consistent with the 
propaganda which has been broadcast day after day, year after year 
since the trials by the victors of the vanquished at Nuremberg. 
Insofar as they even mentioned it, the various lecturers repeated like 
trained parrots the dogma of the "gassings" in the so-called 
"extermination camps" without touching upon any of the relevant 
details. 

Nevertheless, the congress did offer a surprise. For the first time 
the German public was made aware that the establishment historians 
had taken up two different positions recently, the one being 
described as the "intentionalist" and the other as the "functionalist" 
school. The previously unchallenged intentionalist school - 
represented at this convention by Raul Hilberg (Burlington, USA), 
Andreas Hiigruber (Cologne), Yehuda Bauer (Jerusalem), 
Wolfgang Scheffler (Berlin), and Helmut Krausnick (Stuttgart) - 
still continues to adhere to the "purist teaching" that was produced 
at the Nwmberg trials, which - to summarize briefly - asserts, 
that the extermination of the Jews originated exclusively from 
Hitler's initiative. The functionalists, however, hold the position 
that the alleged exterminations had occunred and progressively 
increased, as it were by force of circumstance. To be sure, Hitler's 
fanatical anti-semitism was the indispensable ingredient for this, 
although Hitler had issued neither a verbal, nor a written order to 
exterminate the Jews. The functiadists also reject the still pre- 
vailing opinion that, at the so-called Wanosee conference of January 
20, 1942, a kind of general plan for the extermination of the Jews 
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bad been formulated. According to theiu theory, the alleged 
exterminations supposedly occurred out of the local necessity, such 
as the critical food shortages within the Polish ghettos after the start 
of the deportation of Jews. It reportedly began with mass 
executions by the Einsatzgruppen, proceeding to its terrible climax, 
the "gassings" in "extermination camps," evolving progressively 
through a process of "cumulative radicalization" (Friedlaender) 
rather than on account of anything planned in detail. Thus the 
"extermination of the Jews" was not - as the intentionalists claim 
- the direct consequence of a long range plan of Hitler's, but the 
result of a gradual escalation of ruthlessness brought about by the 
desperate circumstances of the war. 

At the congress, Professors Broszat (Munich) and Mommsen 
(Bochum) represented the "functionalist school," although they 
were not scheduled to present any major lectures. They could state 
their positions clearly only during the various rounds of 
discussions. It should be noted, however, that credit is due to Saul 
Friedlaender (Tel Aviv) who in his keynote address at the beginning 
of the seminar did make a serious effort to objectively portray in 
detail the "functionalist thesis," although he for his own part was, 
as were all the other Jewish participants, clearly cummitted to the 
"intentionalist school." For example, he quoted verbatim the 
significant conclusion of Professor Mommsen (1983). 

In historical research the notion still holds that Hitler himself had 
considered the feasibility of the destruction of Jewry from the begin- 
ning, and had drawn up a long range plan for its implementation. The 
carefully chronicled remarks of the later dictator addressing this prob- 
lem certainly do not convincingly support this view. 

Friedlaender also r e f e d  to the thesis m y  formulated by 
Professor Broszat in 1977, that "no general all encompassing 
directive for the extermination had existed at all, that the 'program* 
for the destruction of the Jews had, until spring of 1942 beginning 
with individual actions rather gradually evolved institutionally and 
factually, acquiring its determining character after the establishment 
of the extermination camps in Poland.. ." 

Such remarks closely approach the position outlined in my book 
Der Auschwik Mythos, that any "possible killings of Jews, 
including those by gassings, ... could have occurred only through 
the arbitrary actions of subordinate agencies" and "in that case, one 
could llot speak of a 'planned' extexmination of Jews.'r However, 
the functionalists have yet to draw the logical inference that the 
special development and technical ramifications of the various 
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killing actions must be scientifically clarified beyond all doubt, 
before they can qualify as "historical fact." To continue to rely, as 
do the intentionalists, essentially upon the pronouncements of 
sundry courts cannot be regarded as a scientifically comprehensive 
and conclusive clarification of the events concerned, quite apart 
from the questionable nature of their basis. The list of references of 
contemporary historical works is sufficient evidence of this, insofar 
as it concerns the question of the gas chambers. After all, the "gas 
chambers" must have been the real "instruments of genocide" 
(Fauxisson), if one is to believe the official versions. 
Thus, even if the controversy over the "formation of the 

decision" has changed little in the overall evaluation of the entire 
event, the divergences between intentionalists and functionalists 
reveal the rise of a certain insecurity among the historians, even at 
the abovementioned international Colloquium at the Sorbonne. This 
insecurity is based, at least partly, on the apparent absence of any 
discernible connection between these alleged killing operations; all 
previous attempts to establish and trace them back to a central 
directive appear to be more or less contrived. Broszat's comment, 
made during the discussion, is significant. He wondered, "whether 
the rather passionately conducted discussion with the noteworthy 
participation of Israeli and other Jewish scholars, might have had 
ulterior motives, transcending purely objective and scholarly 
inquiry into the facts at issue." Mommsen went even further, 
bluntly designating an "illusion" the assumption that "the fmal 
solution of the European or world Jewish question had been 
systematically discussed at any time within the higher circle of 
leadership." 

Indeed, it is difficult to believe there could have been such 
direction, when one considers that the various alleged killing 
operations, occuring in part parallel to each other, were completely 
different in the manner of their implementation. In addition to the 
mass shootings by the Einsatzgruppen, "gas wagons," "gas 
showers," "gassings" by means of exhaust fumes of diesel engines 
and "gassings" with the insecticide "Zyklon B" in specially 
designated "gas chambers," as well as "phenol injections" were to 
have been employed as means of killing. The war propaganda 
alleged even more fantastic methods of killing, which were no 
longer discussed even at the Nuremberg trials. No doubt, a Hitler 
with a purpose and plan would not have proceeded in such a 
confused and disorderly manner. The very fact that innume* 
Jews were never caught up in this alleged genocide speaks against 
the thesis of the intentionalii. 
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On the other hand, the functionalists will not, or cannot, see that 
at least some of the features of the alleged killings, such as the use 
of diesel engines for the "gassings" (Gerstein report) or the use of 
Zyklon B, as is described in reports of alleged eyewitnesses, seem 
doubtful or even impossible in their practical application. Evidence 
other than these alleged "eyewitness testimonies" has not been 
produced thus far. The effort was not even made - no doubt for 
good reasons - to conduct any kind of tests to ascertain the 
presence of any traces of Zyklon B in the ruins of the alleged gas 
chambers of Birkenau. At any rate, nothing was ever made public 
about any positive findings of any scientific tests. In recent years, 
non-German Revisionists have submitted well-founded doubts on 
the possibility of the central role of the "gassings" in the context of 
the alleged genocide. Thus, sooner or later, the establishment 
historians wil l  be compelled to respond to the Revisionist 
arguments, if they do not wish to lose their credibility altogether. 

Today already one thing is certain: Those judicial 
pronouncements which, as is the rule, have as their basis that the 
"planned, organized physical extermination of Jews in German 
occupied Eumpe," allegedly ordered by Hitler, is a "historical fact," 
a "matter of historical record," or even a "publicly accepted fact," 
and have rejected evidence to the contrary as inadmissible on those 
grounds, are misjudgements resting on misclaimed competence or 
incorrect opinions of admittedly biased experts. For their founda- 
tion is a state of affairs which is still, or is now in any event, in dis- 
pute. Thus the truth of an already very old admonition by Professor 
Emst von Beling, the highly esteemed teacher of jurisprudence 
during the Weimar era is reaffirmed. Beling cautioned against a "too 
rash judgement on contemporary events" by means of judicial 
decree. He opined that it would be "presumptuous of a judge to cast 
himelf into the role of a historical writer" and referred to, inter alia, 
the difficulties involved in historical research and the unreliab'ity of 
source material. He declared further, that a historical assertion could 
only be treated by the courts as "publicly accepted fact" if "historical 
research unanimously precluded al l  and every doubt as to its 
truth.'% It is about time that German judges ~flect upon this! 
The historians, however, should at last muster up the courage to 

detach themselves from the previous thought pattern and begin to 
delve into the real causes of the deaths of those Jews who did 
perish during World War 11, insofar as that is still possible. The 
declaration by hofessor Helmut Diwald still holds true that the fate 
of the Jews who were deported to the East "is despite all literature 
still undmified on central qwstions.'*l 
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Shoah: Abraham Bomba, the Barbei* 

BRADLEY R. SMITH 

I have now seen the complete 911, hour film documentary, Shoah, 
which purports to be an "Oral History of the Holocaust." It was 

produced, directed, narrated and is now being promoted by Claude 
Lanzmann. From the newspapers I gather Lanzmann is an as- 
similated French Jew who speaks neither Hebrew nor Yiddish. He 
is presently 60 years old. He worked as a journalist for many years 
in association with John Paul Sartre and Les Temps Modernes until 
1970 when he turned his attention to making movies. 

That is, Claude Lanzmann worked for 25 years in the eye of the 
intellectual storm that swept across France during the years 
following the end of World War 11. As a journalist he certainly 
learned how to conduct professional interviews. He certainly 
learned, through his association with Sartre, de Beauvoir, Camus 
and those who criticized the great triad, how to pursue a train of 
thought. Considering the high-powered company he kept it's a real 
eye-opener to watch Lanzmann reveal his intellectual corruption in 
scene after scene of this shoddy movie, which he claims took ten 
years to complete. 

My favorite interview in Shoah is with one Abraham Bomba, the 
Barber of Treblinka. I'm not alone in my fondness for Bomba 
either. Many critics have commented on his performance. They 
gave him rave reviews. George Will of ABC Television for 
example wrote in The Washington Post that Bomba's narrative was 
the "most stunning episode in this shattering film." Some alleged 

*Excerpt from Confessions of a Holocaust Revisionist (A Work in Progress, 
Part I now available). 
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eyewimesses to "gas chambef' homrs recount stories that are so 
lacking in credibility that they can be dismissed out of hand. Other 
alleged eyewitnesses to "gas chamber" atrocities repeat stories that 
cannot easily be shown to be false but reveal the character of the tale- 
bearer to be so sniveling and shameless that one feels compromised 
by even listening to them. Bomba is becoming an important 
character in the Holocaust-survivor-eyewitness scenario in that his 
tales embody both of these characteristics. 

The way Bomba tells the story, he had been interned in Treblinka 
about four weeks when the Germans announced they wanted some 
barbers for a special detail. Bomba volunteered, of course, then 
helped the SS identify 16 other Jewish barbers. All together they 
were taken to the "second part" of the camp where the "gas 
chamber" was. They were led inside the gas chamber where a 
kapol (almost certainly a Jew) explained that the 17 barbers were to 
shear the hair from the women who would anive to be "gassed." 

Here Claude L m a n n  began to question Bomba about the 
greatest murder weapon of all time, the German homicidal "poison 
gas chamber." 

LanuMnn: How did it look, b gas chamber? 
Bombs.- It was not a big room. around twelve feet by twelve feet? 

And there you have i t  Claude Lanzmann is finished with his in- 
depth investigation of how that great horror, the Treblinka gas 
chamber, looked. It takes a l l  kinds. If I had been in Lanzmann's 
shoes I could have thought of a few more questions to ask about 
"how it looked." Particularly if I had had some feelings about the 
stories that maybe a million of my kinsmen had been exterminated 
in such a mom. Maybe I would have wanted to h o w  what Bomba 
would say the walls of the gas chambers were made of, what the 
roof was made of. How would Bomba describe the ventilation 
system? Where exactly did the "gas" enter the room? Maybe Bomba 
would have remembered if the room had been illuminated or not. If 
it had been, how? What were the doors made of? How did they seal 
so that the "gas" could not escape? As the historians (incredibly) 
have not bothered to ask these simple questions, Lanvnann could 
have performed a significant service to society he=. 

As to whether Bomba is being honest about having seen a "gas 
chamber*' at Treblinka consider Rachael Auerbach's description of 
that "gas chamber" in The Death Camp Treblinka.3 Auerbach is 
given a place of honor in this, the most comprehensive book 
published on the camp. As she was (she died) a permanent research 
staff member of the Yad Vashim Holocaust Memorial Instimion in 
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Israel, her description of the "chamber" should not be dismissed out 
of hand. 

... The floor of the gas chamber was sloping and slippy. The b t  
ones in would slip and fall, never to rise again. Those who followed 
would topple over them.... About 25 to 45 minutes later [after the 
"gassing" began--Ed.] the chutes on the 0 t h  side could be opened 
and the corpses tumbled out. 

It would seem that while he was being interviewed for Shoah Mr. 
Bomba forgot about how "sli~pery'~ the floor is supposed to have 
been in his little "gas chamber." It seems he forgot how it is 
supposed to have slanted rather steeply in the diction of the 
"chutes." As a matter of fact, Mr. Bomba forgot to mention the 
supposed "chutes" as well. If Lanzmann had read even superficially 
in the literature he would have been aware that Bomba was leaving 
a few things out of his story. As Lanzmann claims he worked for 
ten years making Shoah, I'm going to guess that Lanvnann is 
aware of Auerbach's description of the Treblinka "gas chamber." 

In any event, once Lanzmann's curiosity was satisfied about how 
the alleged gas chamber looked, he wanted to know what happened 
next. 

LanamMn: Can you describe pisely? 
Bomba: Descrii pxkely ... We were waiting there ... inside the "gas 
chamber" ... until the transport came in. Women with children pushed 
in to that place .... They were undressed, naked, without clothes. 
without anything else - mpletely naked..-because they came from 
the undressing barrack.. . where they had undressed themselves. 
LanamMn: What did you feel the first time you saw all those naked 
women? 
Bomba: I felt that d g l y  I got to do what they...[G exmans]...told 
me, to cut their hair.. . 

There you have in a nutshell how these eyewitnesses to the "gas 
chambei' atrocities describe themselves. They did whatever the 
Germans or anyone else ordered them to do when they received a 
request to help prepare their kinsmen - and even their families as 
we shall soon see - to be murdered, or extemhued, or genocided, 
or holocausted or whatever else these fellows say, they hopped 
right to it. I don't believe them, but that's the persona they insist on 
projecting to the world at large. In the neighborhood where I grew 
up,men who behaved like Bomba says he behaved would have been 
spit on. In the upsidedown world of Holocaust survivors however 
they are seen as martyrs and even heroes. It's a peculiar 
psychological slant to adult behavior, to manly behavior. 
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1-anr~ express a little moR curiosity about how Bomba cut 
his victims' (for hasn't Bomba joined himself with the Germans 
now through his actions? Hasn't he, according to his own story, 
become a working partner in the alleged genocide of his people?) 
hair than he did about how the "gas chamber" looked. He asked if 
Bomba had shaved them, if he used scissors, and if there were not 
mirrors available inside the "gas chamber." Bomba said he had 
performed the haircuts with scissors and comb, that he did not 
shave the women, and that the Germans had not provided the 
mrs with mirrprs. 

kurznranrr. There were no mimns? 
Bounba: No, there were m mimns. Thae were just W e s  - mt 
chairs, just benches ... 

There's an interesting note. According to Bomba the Germans 
had provided benches inside the little "gas chambef' for the ladies 
and their children to sit on. We're not told how many benches. 

. 'There could have been 17 individual ones, but morr: likely Bomba 
would have said - if Lanzmann had thought to ask him - that 
there were maybe four or five, half a dozen perhaps. Two or more 
ladies or kids could have sat on each bench. No matter how you 
slice it, traffic is picking up. Seventeen barbers, the benches for 17, 
and now the 17 women and kids are all there together inside the 
little "gas chamber," which is about the size of a small bedroom in 
the rear of a small house. But we're not finished yet. Hear this! 

LmrpMnn. You said there were about sixteen... [Ed. h a m  forgets 
that Bomba makes the seventeenth] ... barbas? You cut the hair of how 
many women in the same nxnn at one batch? 
Bontba: In one. day there was about, I would say. going into that 
place between sixty and seventy women in the same room at one 
time. 

You might think that Claude Larmnann is about to express some 
doubt about how Bomba is blocking out this scene for him. Sixty to 
seventy naked women in the 12 by 12 foot room, their kids, the 
benches and the 17 barbers. Lanzmann isn't going to express doubt 
about anything told to him by a "survivor." Lanzmann is a 
Holocaust Fundamentalist. The role of the fundamentalist in any 
cult is to accept with absolute certainty the testimony of those who 
claim to have been "eyewimesses" to the original s a d  event. 
Once the original story is made to fly, the most elegant minds can 
elaborate on it endlessly in good faith 
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Lanvnann urged Bomba to say something more about how he 
felt as supposedly he went about shearing the women and their 
"children" before the Gemans supposedly exteminated them. 
Something more perhaps than the homely: "I felt that accordingly I 
got to do what they told me, to cut their hair.. ." 

Bornba: I tell you d g .  To have a feeling about that... it was 
very hard to feel anything ...your feeling disappeared, you were dead. 
You had m feeling at dl. 

This is the almost universal response by "eyewimesses"to the 
alleged "gas chamber" murders. The claim Bomba makes that his 
feelings were "dead," that he had "no feeling at all" resembles the 
"temporary insanity" claim murderers use to diminish their 
responsibility for their behavior in the eyes of the State. The 
ordinary murderer claims that his mental processes were so 
diminished at the time he murdered that he was not responsible for 
his act. The "eyewimess" to the alleged "gas chamber" murders 
claims that his sensibilities were so diminished while he worked as 
a link in the murder pn>cess that he was not responsible for his 
behavior. The murderer was out of his "mind," while "gas chamber 
eyewitnessess" ran out of "feeling." When Bomba describes 
himself as being inwardly "dead" he is saying he cannot be judged 
guilty of being a "accomplice" to mass murder. He can accuse 
Germans of whatever he likes, participate in the crimes he accuses 
them of, yet remain forever innocent while Gemans remain forever 
guilty. It's a nice set-up. 

In the film Bomba goes on to illustrate how "dead" he was 
inwardly while working for the Germans at Treblinka. He describes 
how he sheared the hair from women he knew personally from his 
home town, from his own street: "...and some of them were my 
close friends." They would ask Abe: "What's going to happen to 
us?" but Abe would hold his tongue. With Abe it was just snip, 
snip, snip. "What could you tell them?' he asks L m a n n .  "What 
could you tell?,, 

Snip, snip, snip. 
Now Bomba relates to Lanzmann the story that reviewers have 

marked on more than any other in Shoah.4 

Bomba: A fiiend of mine worked as a barber - he was a good badxr 
in my hometown - when his wife and his sister came into the gas 
chamber... I can't. It's too honible. Please. 
Lonanmvc: We have to 63 it. You know it. 
B&: (holding back tears) I won't be able to do it. 
Lanzmmvr: (very quietly) You have to do it. I know it's very hard. I 
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know and I a p o l o g k  
Bonrba. (struggling) Don't make me go on, pleese. 
LMPrrann: Please. We must go an. 
Bonrba. (unable to -1 tears, lea* the hme for a moment, 
mumi@ I told you it's going to be very hard They were taking that 
...(hair)... in bags and trrmspoaing it to Gemany. 
Larranmur: Okay, go ahead. What was his answer when his wife and 
sister came? 
Bounba. l b y  tried to talk to him and the husband of his sister. They 
could not tell them this was the last time thqr stay alive, because 
behind them was the German Nazis. SS men, and they knew that if 
they said a ward, not only the wife and the woman, who were dead 
already, but atso they would share the same thing with them. In a 
way, they tried to do the best for them, with a second longer, a 
minute longer, just to hug them and kiss them, becanse they knew 
they would neva see ban again. 

To tell the truth, this is my kind of s t o w  simple and lurid. 
There's also some new information in it. In addition to the 60 to 70 
women and their barbers and the benches there were also "SS men" 
inside the alleged 12-foot by 12-foot "gas chamber." We don't 
know how many, but as Bomba speaks in the plural he must mean 
that there were at least two. And then there is the welcome news 
that the SS would allow the barbers to "hug and kiss" certain of the 
naked women inside the "gas chamber." Bomba speaks only of 
married couples. We ought to ask perhaps how the SS were able to 
identify which of the naked women were married to which of the 
barbers? It must be doubtful that the women entered the "gas 
chambers" carrying their marriage certificates. Maybe the barbers 
had previously petitioned the SS to keep their own copies of their 
marriage certificates on the chance that just such a reunion would 
take place. On the other hand maybe the SS took the barber's word 
for who was married and who wasn't. If they did, it would betray a 
generosity of spirit that is not usually ascribed to the SS by the 
Jewish survivors. 

Imagine trying to visualize this scene from the wife's point of 
view. Try imagining what could have gone through her mind at the 
moment she spied her husband. The hope that must have leaped in 
her heart. Then what her thoughts were as her husband sheared off 
her hair without speaking to her. Imagine what she must have felt 
as he held her silently for a minute or so, then turned to the next 
woman with his scissors and comb. Did his wife run her fingers 
over her skull and think: 

"Ah, I've always known what kind of man you were. A 
schmuck when I married you and a schmuck today." 
There are a number of observations that can be made about my 



presentation of Lanzmann's presentation of Bomba's testimony. It 
could be observed that while Rachael Auerbach's research suggests 
that Bomba is inventing his "gas chamber" story out of whole cloth, 
it can still be claimed that we are left with Auerbach's scholarly 
outline of the horror of the alleged Treblinka gas chambers. 
Therefore, while Bomba's inventions may destroy his own 
credibility as a witness, the Treblinka gas chamber story itself 
remains as it was, an extensively documented story of a weapon 
used to annihilate a million or so Jews. To give you a quick fix on 
Ms. Auerbach's scholarly instincts and even-handed objectivity, I 
will quote a typical paragraph from her famous essay In the Fie& 
of Treblinka. 

As I read such passages in Rachael Auerbach's ignorant and 
twisted essay I take the trouble to remind myself that after the war 
she was "one of the first active members of the Jewish Historical 
Committee in Poland;" that after immigrating to Israel she became a 
"pemanent research staff member of the Yad Vashim Holocaust 
Memorial Institution," and that this in-the-field-of-Treblinka 
garbage was thought worthy of reprinting as recently as 1979 by 
The Holocaust Library which was founded and is managed by 
"survivors" themselves, and is dimibuted by a major Jewish 
publishing house, Schucken Boob. 

Elie Wiesel, of course, Chairman of the U.S. Holocaust 
Memorial Commission, is on The Holoc~ucst Library advisory 
board. Elie Wiesel lends his name as a matter of course to the 
virulence, bigotry and anti-German hate propaganda regularly 
published by institutions such as Holocaust Library. H ~ R  is 
Auerbach: 

Polish people still talk about the way soap was manufactured h n  
the bodies of Jews. "Sent away for soap!" was the expression the 
Poles would use when they spoke of trensparts to Treblinka, Belzec 
and Sobibor. The discovery of Professor Spanner's so* factory m 
Langfuhr near Danzig proved that their suspicions had been well- 
founded. witnesses tell us that when the corpses were bmned on the 
pyres, pgns would be placed beneath the racks to catch the fat as it 
ran off, but this has not been cmfinned. But even if the Germans m 
Treblinka or at any of other death factolies failed to do this, and 
allowed so many tons of precious fat to go to waste, it could only 
have been an oversight on their put. They were fully capable of 
doing things like that. It was entirely m keephg with their 
pmclivities. Only the newness of this brcmch of manufacmhg was to 
blame for this omission. If the Germans ever would make mtha 
d r i v e a c r o s s E u m p e , ~ w d n o t l l l l J E C t h i s ~ a & ~ .  
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Parenthetically it should be pointed out that ''Pmfessor Spanner's 
soap factory in Langfuhr near Danzig" was apparently an invention 
of active members of self-proclaimed Jewish historical committees 
in Poland and its memory has been kept alive by research staffs of 
Holocaust memorials around the world 

Polish Jews such as Rachael Auerbach witnessed the Germans 
destroying their culture and destroying their neighborhoods. They 
witnessed the Germans tearing their families apart in the titanic, 
brutal resettlement programs. Polish Jews and European Jews 
everywhere can be forgiven some of their blind hatred for 
Germans. American who suffered nothing of what Jews suffered 
however have little right to indulge themselves with it. The 
historians, the journalists, the sleazy bureaucrats who pretend to 
have a right to believe everything Jews accuse Germans of, simply 
because Jews are Jews and Germans are Germans, are 
contemptible. 

'Ihis bxings me to Mr. George Will, Washington Post columnist 
and ABC Television commentator. I'm willing to accept Mr. Will's 
assessment of himself. He is a brilliant and principled man. I 
disagree with some of his viewpoints, particularly his obsessive 
attachment to the State of Israel, but I can't show that attachment to 
be wrong. He's better educated than I am and better informed. As 
luck would have it Mr. Will has written a column about Shoah 
where he makes a =markable obsewation: 

The most sturming episode in this shattering film lasts about five 
minutes and involves "only" the talk of a banber mw in Israel. While 
he clips the hair of a customer he talks, neva needing to raise his 
voice to be heard over the small souads of a familiar ambience. He 
desa-i'bes his duties in Trebhka, cutting hair b naked women on 
the threshold of the gas chamber, and the day a fellow barber saw his 
wife and sister enter the mom.5 

Remarkable, eh? Cutting hair fbm naked women on the 
"rhshold" of the gas chamber, eh? See it? To my mind '"threshold" 
is the place directly below the door to a room. A doorsill perhaps. 
An entrance or a deorway. According to Mr. Webster it is a '>lace 
or point of beginning." Taking Mr. Will's own obvious assessment 
of himself, he is the proud owner of a formidably organized 
intellect. A man who always distinguishes carefully between similar 
but different points of fam While doing so enrages those lesser 
men who cannot do it themselves, it 'gives Mr. Will a lot of 
pleame, which is why he does it so regularly. That being so, what 
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am I to make of the fact that Mr. Wiu has changed the wording of 
Mr. Bornba's testimony? 

LOIIZmmYI: Excuse me. How did it happen when the womea came into 
the gas chamber? Were you yourself already in the gas chamber? 
Bombn: I said we were already in the gas chamber, waiting over thm 
for the trsnsport to come Lr Inride the gas chamber - we were 
already in. (e supplied) 

If Mr. Bomba swears that he was inside the gas chamber at that 
parricular time, why does Mr. Wiu write that he barbered those 
naked women on the "threshold" of the gas chamber? Mr. Bomba 
can be seen on film saying that he was inside the gas chamber when 
he did it, and in the text of the film published by Mr. Lanzmann, 
Mr. Bomba again insists he was inside the thing. What happened to 
Mr. Will's brain as he wmte 'Wmshold" rather than ''inside" or 
"in?" Is it possible that Mr. Will found Mr. Bomba's story 
ludicmus? He wouldn't want to say so publicly of course as Mr. 
Will is one of our brightest and best Holocaust Fundamentalists. 
Nevertheless, having the kind of relentlessly rational mind that he 
does, something at the bottom of it might not have bought Mr. 
Bomba's story the way Mr. Will would have preferred to buy it. 
Maybe a single wire got crossed in the depths of Mr. Will's brain, 
out of the millions that are twisted mund in there. Maybe Mr. Will 
wanted to express some doubt about Mr. Bornba's story but could 
not bring himself to do it. He may have been in that peculiar place 
where writers sometimes find themselves - where they are smart 
enough to know that something needs to be said but haven't got 
enough character to go ahead and say it. When this happens it 
causes a psychological malfunction described cravenly as writer's 
block; he's got the habit of full production, but if he wasn't going 
to spill the beans he had to turn somewhere. He turned to invention 
I supposed in the moment it was easy enough for a man wired the 
way Mr. Will is wired to invent a threshold image and use it to 
replace the one Mr. Bomba invented. You can judge how much 
more intelligent Mr. Wiu is than Mr. Bomba when you compare the 
rationality of the two opposing visualizations. 

Now that Mr. Will had Mr. Bomba on the "threshold" of the gas 
chamber rather than "inside" it, Mr. Wi could go on indulging his 
fantasy about Mr. Lanzmann's Shoah. As the ''threshold" to an 
exterior door not only leads inside, but turning about, leads to the 
$reat outdoors and indeed to the rest of the planet surface, there 
would be enough space out there for Mr. Bomba's M r s  to ply 
their trade comfortably for the SS, and for al l  the naked ladies Mr. 
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Bomba and Mr. Will together can conjure up. Mr. Will can indulge 
his other fantasy as well - that no serious criticism can be made of 
the testimony of any of that handful of alleged eyewitnesses who 
claim to have actually seen a "poison gas chamber." In this 
scenario, as the eyewitness testimony is not allowed to be 
challenged, the genocide theory can't be challenged either, and if 
that is so, then European Jews had every right to conquer Palestine 
and the U.S. Government is morally obligated to protect forever the 
State of Israel. That's the line of thought programmed into the 
American citizenry. Mr. Will's threshold caper is a small example 
of how Holocaust Fundamentalists use invention on the one hand 
and suppression and censorship on the other to bolster U.S. foreign 
policies and cover up hypocrisies and ethnic chauvinism of the 
largest part of organized Jewry here and abroad. 
What could be plainer than that the world-wide Jewish 

community is being betrayed by this nonsense? Jews are being 
betrayed by their own leadership, and they're being betrayed by 
Gentiles like Mr. Wd who profess to be friends and allies of the 
Jewish community but who in reality are merely allies of a 

I 
disastrous Zionist leadership trapped within its own metoric, too 
ashamed to reveaI the immense fraud upon which so much of its 
influence has been built. 

Notes 

1. k k p 0 : ~ f O I t r ~ .  
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pp. 11 1-1 17. 

3. The Death Cump Treblinka, Ed. by Alexander Donaf Holocaust 
Library (New York, 1979). See Rachael Amibch's contnition, I n  
The Fieldr of Treblinka. 

4. The parenthetical descriptions of Bomba's reactions here are not in the 
published text. I have added them from memory. While I watched the 
i ih I could not help but be touched by Bomba's sincere distress. His 
tears brought tears to my own eyes. At the same time I was aware of 
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5. The Wavhington Post (15 Nov. 85). 
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ment in the history of the world. A tribute to the monumental courage of the Ger- 
man people. Hb. 252 pp. $21.00 
646 HlTLER AT MY SIDE by Lt. General Hans Baur. Baur, a close friend of 
Leon Degrelle, was Hitler's personal pilot. Here is a close personal glimpse of 
what Hitler was really like from a man who spent a great deal of time with the 
Fuehrer. Quite a different picture than the "madman" so often portrayed. Hb. 
230 pp. $19.95 
647 CRETE MAY 1941: THE FALLSCHIRMJAEGER'S GREATEST BAT- 
TLE by Pantelis Kaloudis. A profusely illustrated description of the Luftwaffe's 
invasion of the island of Crete off the coast of Greece in 1941. Paratroopers and 
mountain units were dropped onto the island in gliders or by parachute and en- 
countered heavy resistance from entrenched New Zealand divisions. A story of 
courage on both sides which ended in one of the greatest victories of the war for 
the Germans. Hb. 176 pp. 136 photos, 10 maps, both German and English text. 
$12.95 
648 THE WALLONIEN: The History of the 5th SS Starmbrigade and the 28th 
SS Volunteer Panzergrenadier Division. A profusely illustrated short history of 
Leon Degrelle's famous Belgian volunteer division. Describes the major battles of 
the division and gives illustrations of the insignia and uniforms of the Wallonien. 
Pb. 32 vv. 64 vhotos, 18 drawings and maps, $7.50 
381 WHILE YOU SLEPT: OUR TRAGEDY IN ASIA AND WHO MADE IT 
by John T. Flynn. The classic Revisionist treatment of America's postwar folly in 
Asia-which set the stage for the Korea and Vietnam disasters. Flynn points up 
the anomaly of a supposedly "anti-communist" foreign policy being im- 
plemented by communist sympathizers in the State Department. He names names 
and draws lessons, none of which were learned by those guiding "our" policy. 
Hb, 192pp, $9.00 
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Francis Neilson is unquestionably a major figure in American Revisionism. A 

member of the British Parliament, and a staunch non-interventionist, Neilson 
resigned his seat when the British Empire declared war on Germany in 1914. He left 
his native England, came to America and wrote How Diplomats Make War, which 
was published anonymously in 1915. The book was the first contribution to World 
War 1 Revisionism, and despite being written before any official documents were 
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energy to opposing war both in principle and practice. He wrote for the Freeman 
under the guidance of Albert Jay Nock, who also wrote the introduction to the first 
edition of How Diplomafs Make War. Neilson also contributed to H.L. Mencken's 
American Mercury. 

When the Second World War broke out in 1939, Neilson started what was to be 
his magnum opus: The Tragedy of Europe. It is a daily account of every phase of the 
War and its causes. In five large volumes it is a veritable treasure-house of 
Revisionist material; it numbers 3,503 pages and can truly be called a monumental 
work. 

THE TRAGEDY OF EUROPE - Hb. Five Volumes: Vol. I 720 pp.; Vol. 11 680 
pp.; Vol. 111 714 pp.; Vol. IV 761 pp.; and Vol. V 628 pp.; a total of 3,503 pp. SOLD 
ONLY AS A SET: Price $150.00. This is a special offer of a strictly limited edition of 
this work. After this printing is released this monumental Revisionist look at World 
War I1 will immediately go out of print. After November 15, 1986 the price of this 
work will be $200.00. So hurry-order your copy loday! The Tragedy of Europe is 
the only day-by-day Revisionist account of World War I1 ever written. Neilson not 
only observes the scene in Europe but also investigates the impact of the war in the 
United States. He records the relentless advance of bureaucracy across the American 
way of life, and the resulting loss of freedom to the war dictator, Franklin Delano 
Roosevelt . 
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". . . when war was declared, I immediately set to work to record the daily events as they were 
reported in the dispatches. I little dreamed that I had undertaken a task of such magnitude 
that, to carry it through, I would have to  devote a large part o f  every day for the next 2,192 
days to it. And this task fell upon the shoulders of a man nearing his seventy-third birthday. . . 
However, the work was begun and there was nothing for it but to  carry it through to the end. 
No one could guess in September, 1939, that the end of hostilities would be six years hence." 

-Francis Neilson from his autobiography, My Life In Two Worlds. 

"One never grows weary of reading this .Diary of Francis Neilson. There is not one dull 
page in it, and verity is written in every line. As one finishes the volume the first expression that 
rushes to the lips is the exclamation: Thank God there are still men in this country who are not 
afraid to speak the truth no matter whom it hurts . . . In this Diary Neilson shows his clear 
perception of the realities of the present international situation. He knows that Churchill and 
Stalin are out For empire and not for high ideals. He knows that all the blood, sweat, and tears 
of agonized Americans during the present struggle may merely he the dark prelude to another 
drama of big power politics that will be presented by politicians in the next decade." 

-Charles Callan Tansill (author of Backdoor To War) from his introduction to the third 
volume. 
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